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Committee reconsidering MSU president's role

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
Muggy

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

Tonight: Muggy with late
night fog. Low in the lower 70s.
Light wind.
Friday: Partly cloudy and
very warm. High near 90.
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MURRAY, Ky.(AP) — A threemember Murray State University
committee is looking at a change in
the responsibilities of the university president as the school seeks its
next leader.
"A transition period provides us
afairly unique opportunity to objectively assess how well the university is served by its present organizational structure," said Kerry
Harvey, chairman of the university
board of regents.
The addition of a provost, who
would assume much of the day-today administration and free the

president for planning and external
matters, is being explored by the
committee, but only in the talking
stage.
Administrative restructuring
would affect what Murray State
seeks in a president, so the regents
may discuss the possibility at its
September meeting.
The committee is actively soliciting input from the university
community about a structural
change.
Harvey said open discussion is
critical. "I make no secret of the
fact that on board iscaces of signif-

icant importance to the university I
want to be absolutely sure that the
constituencies that are directly
affected have an avenue to have
their opinion before the board
before an action is taken," he said.
The university now has four vice
presidents -- in academic affairs,
finance, student development and
outreach — reporting to the
president.
The chief alternative being discussed is broadening the academic
vice presidency into a provost post
that would Oversee the internal
operation of the campus and report

Where do I go?

STATE

MONTREAL — The Los Angeles Dodgers already knew what it
was like to play a 22-inning game. Thanks to Rick Dempsey, they
found out what it was like to win one.
OAKLAND — They're playing it by the numbers in the American
League. For Dave Stewart, it is 17. For Dennis Eckersley, it's 27.
NEW YORK — The New York Jets have an unhealthy situation at
quarterback. Three days after backup Pat Ryan severely sprained his
left knee in an exhibition game, starter Ken O'Brien broke the middle
toe of his left foot.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
and Colombian officials are beginning a cooperative effort to bring
Colombian drug dealers to justice
with an eye toward stiff security to
guard against terrorist retribution.
"If they got the top people, we
would presume that the rest of the
cartel would be preoccupied in
reorganizing and not have too

Magazine ranks
Seattle as the
best place to
live in the U.S.
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Murray State University junior agriculture education major Calv in Roberts of Princeton stopped for
directions from volunteer Jan Newsome during fall registration this morning at Murray State University's
Curris Center. Unless they are pre-registered, juniors and seniori register today; freshmen and sophomores register Friday, with Monday set as the first day of cgsses.
Staff photo by David Tuck
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Subccribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
McMurray Ioidger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
only 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1,16 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
F riday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

SEATTLE (AP) — It's cloudy
and rainy and the baseball team
loses more than it wins. But Money
magazine found enough good
things about Seattle to say it's the
best place in America to live.
Money's listing, in its September
issue, ranks Seattle above No. 2
Danbury, Conn. — the best place
to live last year — and third-place
San Francisco in a ranking of 100
U.S. cities.
In addition, Savvy magazine's
September issue lists Seattle as the
second only to Minneapolis-St.
Paul as the best place in the nation
to raise children.
For several years, the largest city
in the Northwest has consistently
placed high in surveys about quality of life, where to locate new
businesses and tourist destinations.
But not all residents are pleased.
"Oh. God, did they do that to
us?" moaned Emmett Watson, a
Seattle Times columnist and selfappointed leader of Lesser Seattle,
(Cont'd on , page 2)
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Cost
estimates for the first five years of
coverage for catastrophic illnesses
under Medicare are being increased
from S30 billion to $45 billion by
the Congressional Budget Office, a
congressional aide says.
The estimates prompted Rep.
Harris Fawell, RAIL to write a
"Dear Colleague" letter to all
membal of the House repeating
his arguments that the program
should be repealed, Fawell aide
Tracy King said Wednesday.
Fawell is vacationing in Mich;gan and could net he reached, M.
King said. The spokesman for the
Congressional Budget OlTice didn't
answer his telephone V% eiinesda
night.
Much of the new insurance pro,,:ram's financing comes from an
income tax surtax of.up to 15 percent of income tax liability over
S150, with a ceiling of S800 a year.
The surtax applies only to the rich-

•

(Cont'd on page 2)

Security top issue in U.S.-Colombia drug effort

SPORTS

NEW YORK — CBS has
won U.S. television and radio
rights to the 1994 Winter
Olympics at Lillehammer, Norway, with a $300 million bid.
In little more than a year,
CBS has won rights to the 1992
Winter Olympics at Albertville,
France, for $243 million and an
exclusive, four-year network
contract with major league baseball for $1.06 billion.
CBS announced its latest win
Wednesday.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Cost estimates
of catastrophic
coverage during
first years up

JERUSALEM — I wo masked Palestinians kidnapped an Israeli
gold dealer who went to the occupied West Bank at night to collect
debts, the army and Israel radio said Thursday.
WARSAW, Poland — Solidarity journalist Tadeusz Mazowiecki
won overwhelming approval today to become the East bloc's first noncommunist prime minister, ending 45 years of communist control of
Poland's government.
WASHINGTON — Americans want "tradition-shattering changes"
in schools — including flexible hours, more parental control and a
national curriculum — and most are willing to pay higher taxes for
them, a poll shows today.
NEW YORK — Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose has accepted
indefinite suspension from baseball for betting on his team but will be
allowed to apply for reinstatement,- sources said.
PASADENA, Calif. — Voyager 2 began its final approach to Neptune today, showing the planet's strange moon Triton to be a bright
pink, red and blue marble ringed by what could be a snow-covered
glacier of frozen natural gas, scientists say.

LEXINGTON — The chancellor of the University of Kentucky's
community college system says he appreciates_ upport shown for the
colleges in a fund-raising effort that will help pay the debt service on
bonds for new buildings.
BEREA — Eli Gabbard has no regrets about serving in the Army,
even though he had to wait 71 years to receive the Purple Heart he
earned in the Battle of Cantigny, France, during World War I.
FRANKFORT — Faculty pay in Kentucky kept up with regional
increases until 1984 but has fallen away from the regional rate since
then, according to a new report from an Atlanta-based advisory group.
FRANKFORT — Political considerations had nothing to do with
the state's decision to allow a partnership that includes Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson's corporate attorney to remove a section of guardrail along
Kentucky 420 in Frankfort, officials said.

to the president.
In theory, that would "bolster
the academic side of the house,Harvey said. However, whether
academic improvement would
result is a question he and others
are exploring, he said.
The University of Louisville and
Northern Kentucky University have
provosts in charge of academic
affairs who assume the president's
role when he is away, each school
has vice presidents in other areas,
such as finance and student deve-

much time to worry about
revenge," a government expert in
drug terrorism said about problems
that could stem from the extradition of Colombian drug dealers.
"If they got only lower level
people, the cartel might try some
kind of retribution, but it is not
clear whether it would be in the
United States," said the official,

who spoke on condition of
anonymity. "Doing it in this country would be quite a challenge."
Death squads have hit hard in
Colombia and neighboring Venezuela, but FBI spokesman Mike
Kortan said, ''We have not attributed any terrorist act to them in
the United States."._
Colombian Justice Minister

Monica de Greiff was traveling to
Washington to meet with Attorney
General Dick Thornburgh to refine
the extradition procedures and discuss aid measures, White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said
Wednesday.
She was quoted in The Washing(Cont'd on page 2)

Scholarship winners
*. •

Michelle Moore,second from left, and Heidi Heiss, second from right, receive the first installments of $200
Murray State University scholarships presented by the Murray Business and Professiooal Women's club.
The money is part of the proceeds from the children's play sponsored by BPW each fall. This year's play
will be Wonderful World Of Fantasy, presented Tuesday, Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. in the Murray Middle School
auditorium. Representing BPW are, left to right: Jeanne Fleming, vice president; Moore; Betty Boston,
president; Faye Rogers, president-elect; Heiss; and Burnette Ferguson, secretary. Moore is a 1989 graduate of Murray High School and Heiss it a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School
Staff photo by Dan Lc .ealy
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Reconsidering...

(Cont'd from page 1)
est 40 percent of older eligible
Americans.
The charges have prompted bitter denunciations from lobbies for
the elderly, and Congress is wrestling with proposed revisions.
The higher estimates result mostly from an upward revision in the
cost of skilled nursing home care,
originally estimated at SI billion a
year. An Aug. 7 CBO memo raised
the estimate to $2.4 billion a year,
and a later update put it at $3.6 billion a year, Ms. King said.
She said CBO plans to publish
an updated memo on costs next
month.
The Health Care Financing
Administration, part of the Department of Health and Human Services, estimates the cost at $4.4 billion a year.
Higher estimates for drug costs
account for the rest of the higher
CBO estimate, Ms. King said.
Fawell argues that "a repeal is
the only way you can do anything;
the program was flawed from the
start."
The House Ways and Means
Committee had approved a measure
that would, among other things, cut
the surtax in half, to 7.5 percent,
keeping a ceiling of $800. The rate
and the ceiling would increase gradually through 1993.
The committee provision also
would permit Medicare participants
to opt out of catastrophic coverage
as long as they also dropped Medicare Part B, which covers physicians' fees.

I
SPACE TIRE$ INC
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Detective believed investigating Bumette testifies
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Kentucky State Police detective
who is believed to be investigating
matters involving Agriculture
Commissioner Ward "Butch" Burnette, has testified for nearly TA
hours to the Franklin County grand
jury.
Neither Detective Gary Martin,
who is assigned to the special

MONDAY, AUGUST 28T"
753-1331

investigations unit, nor Franklin
Commonwealth's Attorney Morris
Burton would confirm that Burnette was the subject of the grand
jury's interest Wednesday.
But state police officials have
ackowledged they are looking into
several matters that have connections to Burnette.
Most recently, state police have
by asking a sample of its subscribers to rank 10 attributes in order of
what was most important to them
in a place to live. The sample's
median age was 41 and household
income was $42,500.
The most important attribute this
year was availability of hospitals
and doctors, followed by the likelihood of house appreciation and
affordability of housing, Money
said.
A low crime rate, the top concern the past two years, fell to No.
4 in the latest survey, followed by
public transportation, public
schools and colleges, weather, leisure opportunities and the arts
including libraries.
Using those priorities, the rankings then were made on the basis
of an array of government and private data.
Other cities in the Money top 10
were No. 4 Denver; 6, Boston; 7,
Boston's North Shore; 8, Central
New Jersey; 9, Minneapolis-St.
Paul; and 10, Pittsburgh.
The 10 least desirable of the
300, according to Money, were
Yuba City, Calif.; Stockton, Calif.;
Mansfield, Ohio; Atlantic City,
N.J.; Battle Creek, Mich.; Waterbury, Conn.; Rockford, Ill.; Jackson, Mich.; Flint, Mich.; and,
bringing up the rear, Benton Harbor, Mich.
On Savvy magazine's of best
metropolitan areas for raising
children, Minneapolis-St. Paul and
Seattle were followed by No. 3,
Milwaukee; 4, Portland, Ore.; 5,
Boston; 6, Pittsburgh; 7, San Francisco; 8, Philadelphia; 9, Denver;
and 10, Washington, D.C.
That survey took into account
such things as air quality, spending
on education, day care regulations,
crime and "ambient factors" such
as the percentage of youth who
participate in endeavors like scouting. Weather played no role.

Seattle...
(Cont'd from page 1)
a tongue-in-cheek, anti-booster
entity that delights in bashing newcomers, particularly Californians.
"1 wouldn't (dispute) that Seattle is better than Detroit and Cleveland and other such places," Watson said. "But it frightens me and
appalls me that everybody thinks
they're coming to paradise."
"If anybody wants to see a real
!traffic jam, all they have to do is
go to the Evergreen Point floating
bridge," said Watson, referring to
one of two bridges connecting
Seattle with its bustling suburbs to
the cast.
Tom Hobson, spokesman for the
Seattle Chamber of Commerce,
said the new survey is just one
more piece of evidence that Seattle
really is a nice place to live.
"There are a lot of people who
would say they (surveys) don't
mean anything, each one individually," he said. "But I think in the
conglomerate, Seattle always finds
itself in the top 10. I am not surprised by it anymore. I think this is
a great place to live."
Last year, Danbury ranked first
while Seattle placed 11th. Two
years ago, the winner was Nashua,
N.H., which this year was ranked
fifth.
Boosters say Seattle is attractive
right now, in part, because of its
robust economy. The Boeing Co.
— by far the area's largest employer — is busy filling record numbers
of airplane orders, tourism is
strong, and the docks of Puget
Sound hum with international
trade. Last year, Washington
bucked national deficit trends by
posting a $7.4 billion foreign trade
surplus.
Money's survey was 'conducted

-Newest Technology
Is Coming

1406 Main St.
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Catastrophic...

(Cont'd from page 1)
lopment, who report to the
president
But "the myth of 'one best way'
doesn't exist in terms of developing a provost system,” said John
Williams, assistant provost at U of
L.
Harvey said that expectations of
the Murray State president are
wide-ranging — from chief
academic officer and head of internal operations to fund-raiser, student and faculty recruiter, and
envoy to the state capital — and
complicated by the school's
location.
"We can't get away from the
geographical facts," he said.
"We're further away from Frankfort than any of the regional
universities."
The qualities that are important
to good internal management may
vary somewhat from those needed
externally, he said. A change
should free the president for the
"big picture" planning that sometimes takes a back seat to day-today concerns, he said.
A campus-and-community
screening committee is already
looking at resumes for the presidency, intending to narrow the
pool to 20, and the board hopes to
begin interviewing by late fall.
Harvey appointed a review committee that includes James Hammack, regents vice chairman; Farouk Umar, president of the Faculty
Senate; and Gary Hunt, dean of
fine arts and communications.

•• -
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said they are investigating allegations that Burnette received an
illegal campaign contribution from
a pesticide firm. A spokeswoman
for Rollins Inc., the parent company of Orkin Pest Control Inc.,
said the state police had contacted
the company for information but
declined to be more specific.
Police are investigating allegations that Orkin funneled a $1,000
contribution to Bumette through
Don Tipton, an inspector in the
department's pesticide division.
State records show Tipton contributed $1,000 to Burnette's campaign in October 1986.
Kentucky law prohibits corporations from contributing to political

Man reportedly beaten, robbed
A Benton man was apparently
beaten and robbed Wednesday
afternoon, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
The report stated 1.0.
Rt. 3 Benton, reported to police
that prior to 4:30 p.m., he gave a
black man a ride from Central
Shopping Center to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital parking
lot. Upon arrival, the report said he
was approached by another black
man. Bedwell stated in the report

Calloway County Sheriff's
Department officials are investgating a break-in that happened sometime Tuesday.
Lori G. Sheridan, Route 7, Murray, reported someone apparently

Security...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ton Post today as saying that if
U.S. financial aid is to have any
impact on her country's drug war,
it should come as soon as possible
and without any strings attached.
She said her country had not
received any of $5 million in U.S.
aid announced in April because of
wrangling over how the money is
to be spent.
Meanwhile, the Justice Department announced that Colombia will
be offered a $2 million program to
help protect its judges and others
threatened by terrorist attacks. The
agreement was signed Wednesday.
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Here are the benefits of the
Dale Carnegie Course:
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All* juniors' jeans

Save on our entire collection from names
like Levi's', Lee*, Zena", Traffic',
Palmetto', Jordache", Chic'. Bugle Boy'
and Hunt Club*.
All brands ins, not be available at all atom.

% OFF

All Weekends' for men
Sale 8.99 to 41.24 Reg 11 99 to 54 99
Casual wear that suits your style. that's
Weekends'. Relax in easy-fitting shirts,
/pants. jeans, jackets and tops
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• More Self-Confidence

Boys' and girls' jackets

Three cheers for these styles in polyester
cotton.
1 Sale 41.25 Reg $55 Girls' stadium jacket
Sale 26.25 Reg $35 Boys' bomber jacket.
Other styles on sale at similar savings.

% OFF

25

All* Body Liles'& Body Forms
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From the top names in athletic footwear.
styles for every sport.
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Air denim wear for boys

Plain Pockets' and more! Find the basics
they need for a back-to-school wardrobe
at JCPenney
1 Sale 16.50 Reg $22 Boys' cotton denim
jeans.

You're looking smarter than ever at JCPenney
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Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
r
759-9811

• Leadership
•
Relations
• Speak more effectively to
groups
.• seExez.igtividee
as
• Set meaningful goals
• Sell yourself more effectively
Develop more enthusiasm
• Improve your memory
Break the worry habit

ENROLLMENT LIMITED

% OFF

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
'Chemin/ Corrosive, Me.

that his wallet containing approximately $400 was taken. The report
said no weapon was used in the
incident.
Police are looking for two black
men: one described as around 50
years old, thin, with hair parted in
the middle and a thin mustache
with gray ends; the other was
described as around 60, heavy-set,
wearing a brown shirt and a brown
cap at the time. Anyone with any
information concerning this case is
encouraged to called the Murray
Police Department.

Sheriff dept. investigating break-in

State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher said there would
be other meetings this week with
senior Colombian officials, but he
declined to say when, where or
who would be involved. "We're
trying to avoid too much focus on
specific meetings and individuals
because of the security situation,"
he said.
In Kennebunkport, Maine, President Bush reaffirmed that aid to
Colombia won't include U.S.
troops.
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campaigns.
Other state police investigations
involve allegations of illegal personnel practices in the Agriculture
Department and an alleged coverup of the improper billing of the
state for air travel involving Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's Lexington air
charter service.
Burton emphasized that he
would not identify the nature of the
grand jury's interest, but said the
jury's term is over at the end of the
month. The grand jury is scheduled
to meet again next Wednesday.
"I don't anticipate that there
will be any indictments taken to the
court before next Wednesday,"
Burton said.

For information & Reservations
Call 753-5171 or
Toll-Free 1-800-252-5448
Ask for
David Henze

DALE CARNEGIE
COURSES
Presented by

Charles D. Eubank
& Associates, Inc.

entered through the back door of
her house and took a console TV
and a Tappan microwave oven. The
value of the items was approximately $900.
The joint effort between the
United States and Colombia began
when Colombian President Virgilio
Barco imposed a state of siege after
Friday's assassination of Luis Carlos Galan, a leading presidential
candidate and outspoken foe of
drug traffickers.
The emergency measures have
resulted in the arrests of some
11,000 people and allowed the
immediate resumption of extraditions to the United States. The Colombian Supreme Court, under
attack from drug traffickers, threw
out the extradition law in 1987.
The Justice Department this
week issued its "Most Wanted"
list of 12 alleged drug cartel leaders, but none has been arrested.
Already in custody in Colombia
is Eduard Martinez Romero, who
allegedly laundered money for the
Medellin drug cartel. He was
arrested over the weekend and is
awaiting extradition to the United
States.
U.S. officials say the Medellin
cartel supplies an estimated 80 percent of the cocaine sold illegally in
the United States.
U.S. diplomats in Colombia and
other Latin American countries
where the cartel has staged successful terrorist attacks have been
operating on a heightened state of
alert as a result of the crackdown,
Boucher said.
"I would say that our people in
Colombia and in other places
where ... threat exists have always
been on a high state of readiness or
care in their security procedures....
That continues," he said.
Bill Dempsey, a spokesman for
the U.S. Marshals Service, said it
was impossible to predict what security measures would be needed to
handle other alleged drug figures
Colombia hopes to arrest for deportation to the United States.
"Every effort would be made to
provide all the necessary security
and the resources would be
obtained to provide the security for
the extradition of the individuals,"
Dempsey said.
Officials declined to specify how
Martinez and others would be protected while in federal custody, but
said security would be similar to
that surrounding the trials of Colombian drug lord Carlos Lehder
Rivas and hijacker Fawaz Younis.
For Lehder's 1987 trial, marshals
are believed to have used a Postal
Service vehicle to smuggle him in
and out of the federal courthouse in
Jacksonville, Fla. Armed guards
wearing bullet-proof vests and carrying automatic rifles were posted
on nearby roofs and bomb-sniffing
dogs roamed the corridors.
U.S. Attorney Robert W. Merkle
was given a guarded safe house in
Jacksonville and U.S. District
Judge Howell W. Melton was
escorted to court by marshals.
Younis, convicted in 1987 of
hijacking a Jordanian airliner, was
kept in the brig at the Quantico,
Va., Marine base near Washington,
then moved to a federal prison in
Otisville. N.Y., according to sources close to the case. Federal officials have never disclosed where he
was being held.
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The importance of art in our educational systems
Editor's note: The following article recently appeared in the Arts
Vision, a publication of the Kentucky Department of Arts, Frankfort, KY 40601.
The arts influence the environment around us, enrich education
of our children, and contribute to
creative problem solving. They
must be valued for their intrinsic
importance. As our young people"
move into the workplace, only one
in ten who is fired will lose the job
because of lack of knowledge and
skill, while nine of the ten who are
fired will be dismissed for factors
related to communications, creative
problem solving, responible decision making, and visionary critical
thinking.
The Department of the Arts and
the Kentucky Arts Council now
encourages arts education in
schools through the Teacher Incentive Program and the Basic Arts
Education Program which is funded
by the National Endowment for the
Arts. The products of our educational system, Kentucky's children,
are the catalysts who will be leaders of the future for Kentucky.
They will use the knowledge, skill
and experience learned in class-

rooms to position Kentucky for its
future.
Many of Kentucky's underemployed could be retrained through

arts and artistic skill development.
The cost benefits of such programs
should not be underestimated. Kentucky's citizens need more than
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
chancellor of the University of
Kentucky's community college system says he appreciates support
shown for the colleges in a fundraising effort that will help pay the
debt service on bonds for new
buildings.
"The colleges and the leadership
in the community really turned out
to raise the money we needed,"
Chancellor Charles Wethington
said. "That's pleased me more
than anything else I can
remember."
The UK board of trustees on
Tuesday approved the $24.5 million bond sale for new buildings at
six community colleges.
The colleges raised more than $I
million to pay for half of the"
bond's first-year debt service. But
the money raised is more than
needed to pay half because of the
competitive bid and other factors,
said Henry Clay Owen, UK controller and treasurer.
A consortium of nine investment
firms headed by a Chicago firm,
John Nuveen, submitted the low
bid to buy the 20-year bonds. The
university will pay back the bonds
at an interest rate of about 7.17
percent.
The bond sale was authorized by
the General Assembly last year.
UK's 14 community colleges are
the fastest-growing segment of the
Kentucky higher education system.
More than half of UK's statewide
enrollment is in community
colleges.
Funds from the bond sale will be
used for seven buildings:
—$5.35 million for an allied
health building at Paducah Community College that will be used by
the college and the West Kentucky
State Vocational Technical School.
—$4.8 million for a $9.8 million
fine arts-community center at
Somerset Community College. The
balance of the project will be paid
for by a $4 million federal grant
and $1 million from local
contributions.
—$4.3 million for an academiclearning resource center at Ashland
Community College. The center
will also house faculty offices and
a student service area.
—$3.4 million for a 550-seat
auditorium at Hopkinsville Community College. The building will
include classrooms and a student
center.
—$3.1 million for a science
building at Prestonsburg Community College that will provide space
for the basic science, computer science and nursing programs.
—Two renovation projects at
Southeast Community College at
Cumberland in Harlan County totaling $575,000 to make space for
classrooms, offices and academic
facilities.
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Students

Sale Good Through Aug. 30th
We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Sk ppy (Save 2CP)

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi Mt Dew, 000
Diet AIL Dew.... . . . . . . ..".2 Liter Ug

S

University president
appreciates support

Crisco

rliunication of people of other
nations, and for making informed
and critical decisions. These are the
"personal tools" of the information

Welcome

Store Hours:
8-7 Mon-Thurs;
,8-8 Fri & Sat

reliT•TilifiTgralEIMTCY,1'a-614TM-fe1MI
Flav-O-Rich

Basic arts education is vital to
the learning process because it provides tools for creating, communicating and understanding the corn-

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

COW.1011V-9 1)
Wrik.cociL 1%1E.3riceet.

Libby's Vienna

Dr. Lanette Thurman
Commissioner

training; they must 'oe educated if
they are to hold jobs above the
minimum wage — and they cannot
be educated without the arts.

48 az.

Peanut Butter

S 169

Vlasic Hamburger
119
65 C

Dill Pickles

I

32 Oz

Ronco 1 Lb

159

$

64 Oz. L

^,.:e Mad R6;. Calcio Fortified or Coun:-} S:yle

Orange Juice

Kraft Shells & Cheese

64

o,'S 189

Joy Liquid

$1139

Detergent

32 Oz

Hu se

2/89'

Apple Sauce

Spaghetti

Dinner

12w.$1 9

Pillsbury Self Rising

Flour
Glad Pleated Sandwich

B

ags

150 Ct.

Tyson Microwave Chicken Breast

Spam Luncheon

$149

Single Roll

12 Oz

Sandwich

4.4 °z 99C

Sunshine Hi Ho

Prairie Farms

1% Milk

Gal.$1
"

Angel Soft Bathroom

9c

Tissue

4 Roll Pkg.

7 Up &
Dr. Pepper

12 Pk. Cans IN

$169

$ 119

Apple Juice

40 oz

Crackers

I

15

Welch 's

Country Time

Lemonade MIX SQtl

89

$989

99°69'

Rosedale Sliced

7‘

Peaches

Grape Jelly

32 oz

Royal Oaks

Charcoal Briquets.

Oz

I

'139
95
$9

12 lb. bag

im

BEST MEATS IN TOWN
U.S. Choice Boneless
*

Fields 1 Lb.

,Chuck Roast
$139

Oa)

4

Gold Kist Bonelss

Bacon
169

Breast
29

Reg. or Thick

Lb.

Lb
Owens Best Family 'Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless

Top Sirloin
259
Lb.

Sno i$hite

Mushrooms
10 Lb White

Potatoes
1 Lb Bag Cello Pack
Carrots
Fresh Head

Lettuce
Trcer Sweet Yei C.4

Corn
Golden Ripe

Bananas

89'
1^.
3."
59' & up
51
39'
lb

U.S. Choice Boneless Chuck

$149

Pit Baked Ham

lb

...

Owens Best Boneless

U.S. Boneless Shoulder

t.

4mer
"
Lb $1

.
Grogan Farm

S939

Cheese
Owens Best

Sausage

Lb

$1"

S /289

BBO Ribs
Owenc Best

Fields 1 Lb.
Bologna

$1"

Eckrich Smoked or Polish

$.169

Sausage

........---------._......"•••..........

Lb. ir

BBO Chicken

Ohens Best Stcte Made

Fields 1 Lb.

Wieners

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

......•••••.

$1
"

Lt.*

Bo,

Ham
Ham Salad

5389

S219
S929

93% Fat Free Lc

'219

I
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter to the Editor
Ladd wants public to know his squad
only conducts one fund-raiser per year
Dear Editor:
To the citizens of Calloway
County:
We, the Calloway County Fire
and Rescue Squad, would like to
take a moment of your time due to
a situation that has arisen once
again concerning a volunteer organization in our county. We are the
only Calloway County Fire and
Rescue Squad in Calloway County.
We hold one fund raiser a year.
This is our picture fund raiser and
its sole purpose is to raise money
for equipment for the rescue part of

our organization. The fire
protection-prevention is all paid for
by taxes. We hope this has
answered any questions recently
brought about due to the actions of
another volunteer organization.
We appreciate your support and
welcome any suggestions or questions you may have, because even
though we are a volunteer organization, we are working for you and
your safety. Please contact me or
any member of the Calloway County Fire and Rescue Squad.
Sincerely,
Chief Steve Ladd

Softball needs support

r.

4

Dear Editor:
Since 1982 approximately 7.000
high school softball players have
graduated with less then one percent being able to use this sport as
a vehicle to a college education.
There are two primary reason.
One, colleges play fast-pitch softball while Kentucky high schools
play slow-pitch. Two, the softball
skills that colleges pay dearly for
are not taught to Kentucky high
school players.
For the past ten years colleges
and the major affiliations —
NCAA, NAIA and NJCAA — have
only, sanctioned fast-pitch softball.
The number of colleges playing
fast-pitch exceeds 1,000. While the
cost of 4 college education has
increased during this period, the
number of colleges offering spftball .scholarships has risen to
almost 700.
Kentucky, Alabama, Georgia,
Mississippi. North Carolina and
Washington are the only states
sanctioning slow -pitch softball.
The National Federation of State
High School Association reports
more than 8,000 high schools with
almost a quarter of a million participants play fast-pitch softball. Any
onder why Kentucky girls are
ignored?
The two questions asked most in
Kentucky are: If other student/
athletes are taught the skills of
their respective sports and are able

to use them as a vehicle to a college education why aren't the softball players afforded the same
opportunity? And what can be done
to correct this?
There are many and varied
answers to the first question with
no consideration being given to the
academic welfare of the softball
player. Lumped together they
resemble "excuses".
The answer to the second question is much easier because it
involves you and you can make a
difference. Contact school principals and tell them you want the
softball player to have the same
opportunity as other student/
athletes. Let them know you have
concans about the unfair treatment
and wish to see it corrected. Let
them know that by keeping this
door to an education closed they
could be adding to the already
heavy burden of the cost of a college education.
The five major colleges and one
junior college (Bellarmine, Kentucky State, Northern Kentucky,
Morehead State, Kentucky Wesleyan and Paducah Community College) that play fast-pitch softball
have stated it best. "We want our
scholarship dollars to educate Kentuckians". What do you want?
Sincerely,
Horace F. Kerschner
4636 Beaver Road
Louisville, Ky. 40207

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Larry Dunn, John Emerson,
Colield Vance, Opal Roberts. Hoyt
Robert.s and Wayne Williams of
Vurray Civitan Club are attending
Kentucky District Civitan Intema:ional meeting at Louisville.
The -bid date' for the renovation
Wrkher Hall. charter home of
NL,rraN State, will be Sept. 12,
according to a story written by Dr.
Hortin.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Jones will be
7:arried for 50 years on Aug. 29.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Quinn, Aug.
Twenty years ago
The Bronze Star Medal (First
Oak Leaf Cluster). Air Medal,
Parple Heart and Good Conduct
Medal were posthumously awarded
lo Mr. and Mrs. Cletus S. Colson
of Murray, parents of Specialist 4
Ronald S. Colson who was killed
:n action March 21 in Vietnam.
The First Douglass Community
Homecoming was held Aug. 16 at
Holiday Inn and Woodmen of the
World Hall.
Guthrie B. Churchill, most
excellent Grand High Priest of
Grand Chapter of Royal Arch
"-Maisons in Kentucky, was guest of
nonor at an informal reception at
Murray Woman's Club House on
Aug. 16 with Murray Chapter No.
(02 of R.A.M. as host.

Thirty years ago
Fifty Calloway County 4-H Club
members and their sponsors toured
the National Woodland Wildlife
Refuge of Kentucky and Kentucky
Dam Powerhouse at Gilbertsville
on Aug. 21. The trip was made in
two buses.
Lottye Suiter of Murray was in
Washington, D.C., last week representing Kentucky State Association
for Childhood Education at a twoday work'Shop,Aug. 18-19, sponsored by ACE!.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jackie Lee Cole, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Leonel Shupe and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. L.R. Thorn.
Forty years ago
Leonard Vaughn was elected
chairman and Everett Jones as
commissioner of Happy Valley
District of Boy Scouts of America
at a meeting at Murray Chamber of
Commerce office. Barney Smith
was introduced as the new field
executive here.
Roy Stewart, athletic director at
Murray State College, has been
named as director of District 24 of
National Association of Intercollegiate Basketball.
Judy Allbritten of Murray Hospital attended a Medical Records'
Librarians' meeting in Cincinnati
and Covington.
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First day ofschool gets high marks
Though the weather still radiates
summer, the gold and russet marigolds by the entrance to Curris
Center speak of fall. Inside the student center on the Murray State
University campus, the school year
is nearing its official kick-off with
the annual faculty luncheon.
New and old faculty and staff
line up politely for the buffet line,
and conversation is mostly of the,
"How was your summer?" ilk.
In a human response that is as
old as spitballs and cribsheets, people fill the seats furthest from the
podium. If this were a classroom,
someone would invariably invite us
to "move closer to the front of the
room."
I vividly recall the reasons for
wanting to take a seat in the back
of the room, and wonder to myself
if any of the laggards are afraid of
dozing through the post-lunch
proceedings.
As Dr. James Booth, acting President, begins his speech, however,
no one in the audience seems to be
contemplating a nap. Booth's opening remarks — referring to an
"uneventful, quiet summer" —
draw the first of many laughs from
the crowd.
As the agenda proceeds through
a series of details about orientation
sessions and validation procedures

knows each person on the faculty
and staff by name, and he doesn't
stumble over any of the names of
new faculty either.
He is quick to praise the many
strengths of people in the university, and emphasizes the importance
of commitment and leadership at
every level if the university is to
maintain its consistent excellent
performance.

Phone(

As a former educator myself, I
have sat through a number — ten,
to be exact — of beginning-of-theyear luncheons at other institutions
of learning, and this was the best of
them all. The faculty was justifiably praised for their scholarship,
research, and teaching; and the
staff was commended for their contributions to excellence.
Booth outlined the university's
goals and priorities, and they were
clear and measurable. There was no
lapse into jargon or obfuscation. If
anyone missed the message, he or
she should be sitting in the corner
wearing a dunce cap by now.
The talk ended with an image
that illustrated Booth's commit'Trent to serving effectively during a
phase that is characterized by
uncertainty.

for university identification cards, I
survey the faces of the audience.
The most informative part of
They are good listeners — eyes
focused on the speaker, heads nod- Booth's presentation began with an
ding in agreement with important anecdote about a Fax message he
points. They are interested in what recently received from President
Meredith, of Western Kentucky
Dr. Booth has to say, and they
University. Meredith, who lately
seem to like what they hear.
When Kerry Harvey, Chairman claimed that WKU attracted the
of the Board of Regents -rises to commonwealth's best students,
deliver his short address, he men- admitted that his remarks had
tions that as the university makes a "overstated" Western's results.
transition toward a new president, "We're far from getting all of the
best," Meredith allowed.
"There may be an opportunity to
makes some moves to strengthen
MSU, in fact, is getting the best
the positions of the vice president
and the brightest, according to
and the president." There is no
recent statistics. Last year's incomaudience reaction to this ambiing freshmen scored an average of
"We're all going down the same
guous announcement, though there
20+ on the ACTs, the highest com- road," he explained. "We just need
is a momentary beat of silence. A
posite in the history of the univer- to be in the same vehicle."
few eyes dart to colleagues. "What sity. "And this year's group is just
He concluded with a quote from
does that mean?" they seem to ask
as strong," Booth says, with MSU
Ralph Waldo Emerson, the Amerisilently.
second only to University of can author known for 'his vision
As Booth reclaims the podium
Kentucky/Lexington.
and self reliance. It sounds as if
from Mr. Harvey, the Acting PresiAfter that, Dr. Booth listed an Jim Booth has a lot of those traits
dent is cheerful and comfortable impressive array of Murray State himself. And I bet
he's a good
with the crowd. It is clear he
University achievements, including driver too.
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Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

Law offers too much information

Paper everywhere, and nothing to read
NEW YORK (AP) — Among committees. Is this the way to
the effects of Public Lap 100-418, increase American competitiveness,
which is supposed fib enhance he asks?
American competitiveness, is to
Such a burden is awesome, he
convert the nation's forests into says, and he suggests it becomes
massive piles of studies that few depressing to dwell on the possibilpeople will read.
ity, indeed the likelihood, that
As those paper mountains grow, many of those reports will never
be
so will the bureaucracy needed to read, especially by members of
tend them —to store them and Congress who demanded them.
index them, for example, and to
Every time the president makes a
exhume them now and again for trade agreement with a foreign
seminars and conferences that pro- country he must — in addition to
duce nothing.
telling Congress what if anything
These are some of the results of they must do to implement the
the law, whose full identification is agreement — send them a report on
the Omnibus Trade and Competi- efforts he has made to obtain intertiveness Act of 1988.
national exchange rate equilibrium.
In the name of competitiveness
The report must also indicate
and the furtherance of it, the law what effect the agreement will have
contains at least 272 reporting and on "increased international monetpaperworks requirements. It man- ary stability." In addition, his
dates new studies, reports, advisory report must describe the extent to
committees, interagency groups, which any country signing the
meetings, seminars and conferences agreement maintains a "noncom
"to feed the insatiable curiosity of mercial state trading enterpri
se"
members of Congress."
that may impair U.S. benefits.
The phrase in quotations marks
The law is an omnibus, to be
is from Murray Weidenbaum, chief sure, adding new
duties to the
economic adviser in the early Departments of Agricultu
re, commonths of the Reagan administra- merce, Defense, Educatio
n, Labor,
tion. He is appalled at the legisla- State and Treasury.
It involves the
tion, which he says would flunk a Federal Communi
cations Commistruth-in-labeling test.
sion, the General Accounting
After reading the 467-page law, Office, the Office of Managem
ent
Weidenbaum describes it as "an and Budget and the Small
Business
example of the inability of Congress to control itself." Under the
guise of dealing with competitiveness, he says, it responded to pres190 1111eNsu1ht Synd . Inc
sure groups and idle curiosities.
It also reversed the recent trend
toward reducing the federal paperwork burden."Ecologists should
mourn for all the trees that will be
cut down to provide paper for what
wi1i literally be an endles array of
studies," he says.
Weidenbaum now heads the
Center for the Study of American
Business, an academic-type institution at Washington University, SL
Louis, that affords him the time to
indulge in a study of the massive
document. While in Washington,
he never could have done so. He
doesn't think many , of those now
there will either.
For the president alone, he says,
the law dictates four one-time
reports, two periodic reports, two M
open,-ended reports and two new
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Administration.
Under the guise of dealing with
trade and competitiveness, the statute responds to "all sorts of
ressure groups and personal curiosities of members of Congress,"
says Weidenbaum.
In quite a few instances, he adds,
it appears that Congressional
approval of new studies are little
more than consolation prizes for
members whose substantive legislative proposals were rejected.
The Secretary of Agriculture
must study the market for lamb in
the United States. If appropriate,
"the report should include proposals on ways to bring about a long-

term increase in per capita consumption of lamb meat products."
The law, concludes Weidenbaum, "illustrates the unrestrained
nature of congressional mandates at
a time when national policy ostensibly is to focus on improving U.S.
efficiency and productivity."
He asks: "Can, the taxpayer
expect the members of Congress to
read the detailed 'reports they
require?"
Good question. Obvious answer.
If they were to be so industrious as
to read these reports they'd have
little time for anything else. But
maybe they should. Maybe that's
the way to prevent more omnibus
laws from getting passed.

Today In History
Today is Thursday, Aug. 24, the 236th day of 1989. There are 129 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Fifty years ago, on Aug. 24, 1939, Germany and the Soviet Union
announced they had, during the night, signed a 10-year nonaggression
pact, each country pledging not to "associate itself with any other
grouping of powers which directly or indirectly is aimed at the other
party."
On this date:
In A.D. 79, long-dormant Mount Vesuvius erupted, burying the
Roman
cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum in volcanic ash. An estimated
20,000
people died.
In 1572, the slaughter of French Protestants at the hands of
Catholics
began in Paris on St. Bartholomew's Day. The killings lasted until
October, and claimed some 13,000 victims.
In 1814, British forces invaded Washington, D.C., and proceede
d to set
fire to the Capitol and the White House.
In 1932, Amelia Earhart became the first woman to make a
non-stop
flight across the United States, traveling from Los Angeles to
Newark,
NJ., in just over 19 hours.
In 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty went into effect, with the
parties
agreeing that an armed attack against one would be considered "an
attack
against them all."
In 1954, the Communist Control Act went into effect, virtually outlawing the Communist Party in the United States.
In 1959, three days after Hawaiian statehood, Hiram L. Fong
was
sworn in as the first Chinese-American U.S. senator while Daniel
K.
Inouye was sworn in as the firgf Japanese-American in the U.S. House
of
Representatives.
In 1968, France became the world's fifth thermonuclear power
as it
exploded a hydrogen bomb in the South Pacific.
In 1970, a bomb planted by anti-war extremists exploded at the
University of Wisconsin's Army Math Research Center in Madison,
killing
33-year-old researcher Robert Fassnacht.
In 1981, Mark David Chapman was sentenced in New York to 20
years
to life in prison for the shooting death of rock star John
Lennon.
In 1982, Archbishop Joseph L. Bernardin was installed as head of Chicago's Roman Catholic archdiocese.
Ten years ago: A 73-hour stand-off begaii at New York's Kennedy
International Airport as U.S. officials prevented the takeoff of an Aeroflot
jetliner until they could determine whether Soviet ballerina Lyudmila
Vlasoya was returning home voluntarily after the defection to the
United
States of her husband, dancer Alexander Godunov. (Vlasova was ultimately allowed to leave.)
Five years ago: On the heels of the Republican convention, Democra
t
Walter F. Mondale said the proceedings had demonstrated that
President
Ronald Reagan represented the party of the rich, while Reagan question
ed
Mondale's commitment to a strong defense.
One year ago: Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis
picked up the endorsement of the AFL-CIO while Republican
nominee
George Bush campaigned in California with President Reagan.
Today's birthdays: TV personality Durward Kirby is 77. TV host Dennis James is 72. Former secretary of education Shirley Hufstedle
r is 64.
Boxer Gerry Cooney is 33. Actor Steve Guttenberg is 31. All-star shortstop Cal Ripken, Jr. is 29.
Thought for today: "Posterity is as likely to be wrong as anybody
else." — Heywood Broun, American journalist and author (1888-19
39).
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Vote elects Mazowiecki Poland's prime minister
WARSAW, Poland (AP) —
Lawmakers today elected Solidarity activist Tadeusz Mazowiecki as
the East bloc's first nonCommunist prime minister, handing him a historic mandate to lead
Poland out of economic ruin.
Mazowiecki, a former political
prisoner, was approved by a 378-4
vote in the Sejm, the lower house
of the National Assembly. There
were 41 abstentions.
Members of every party, including the Communists, supported
Mazow iecki.

Ragweed season
due in Kentucky
Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentuckians should keep their handkerchiefs handy as watery-eye and
runny-nose season arrives.
Ragweed allergy is expected to
hit hard in Kentucky and other
states in the South, Midwest and
Northeast in about a week, according to the American Academy of
Allergy and Immunology.
"It will probably be an average
season — but an average season in
Kentucky is a lot worse than in
most other parts of the coutry,"
said Dr. I.L. Hemmings Jr., a
Lexington pediatric allergist. "In
Kentucky you have a longer season
because you have a delay of frost
and freezing and because you have
so much ragweed growing in the
coutryside."

The vote was greeted by a standing ovation, and Mazowiecki
immediately rose to say, "I am
very touched at this moment. I
thank you, high chamber, for this
great proof of trust.
"I am counting on cooperation
with the Sejm and Senate. ... This
moment shall become an essential
moment in order for us to raise up
Poland together."
Mazowiecki had been recommended for the office by Solidarity
leader Lech Walesa and nominated
on Saturday by Communist President Wojciech Jaruzelski, who
accepted Walesa's once inconceivable proposition to form a
non-Communist government in the
Soviet Union's largest and most
strategic East bloc ally.
In Moscow, a Soviet Foreign
Ministry spokesman, Yuri Gremitskikh, greeted the election with
equanimity.
"The Soviet side takes the decision into account and we shall
regard comrade Mazowiecki as our
partner in the relations that link our
two countries," he said.
Jaruzelski agreed to nominate
Mazowiecki after Solidarity earlier
refused to participate in a government formed by the Communists
following parliamentary elections
in June.
Walesa argued that because Solidarity won the elections overwhelmingly, it had a mandate to
form a government that would win
public confidence.

'Deaiv

By Abigail
Van Buren

Man's Birthday Is Celebrated
With a Whimper, Not a Shout
(EDITOR'S NOTE:Abby is off
on a two-week vacation, but she
left behind some of her favorite
letters taken from her best-selling book, "The Best of Dear
Abby.")

DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend is
going to be 20 years old next month.
I'd like to give him something nice
for his birthday. What do you think
he'd like?
CAROL

DEAR ABBY: I have never written before, but I think the following
might interest you and some of your
readers:
Yesterday was an old man's birthday. He was 91, and "home" was a
small rented room with cooking privileges. He awakened earlier than
usual, bathed, shaved, and put on
his best clothes. Surely they would
come today, he thought.
He wouldn't take his daily walk to
the gas station to visit with the oldtimers of the neighborhood because
he wanted to be right here when they
came.
He sat on the front porch with a
clear view of the road so he could see
them coming. Surely they would
come today.
He'd skip his noon nap that day,
because he wanted to be up when
they came.
He has six children. Two of his
daughters and their married children live within a few miles. They
hadn't been to see him for a long
time, and today was his birthday.
Surely they would come.
At suppertime, his landlady
brought him some ice cream and a
small cake, but he didn't eat it. He
was saving it to have with "them"
when they came.
Nighttime came,and the old gentleman went to his room to retire.
But first he knocked on his landlady's door and said, "Promise to
wake me when they come."
It was his birthday and he was 91.
HIS LANDLADY

DEAR CAROL: Never mind
what he'd like. Give him a tie.
** *

DEAR ABBY: I surely do sympathize with people whose friends'
smoking makes them sick.
I had the same problem with my
dad. He would always smoke cigars
in the car. One time when I was
about 7, he was smoking a cigar in
the car, and I said."Dad, your cigar
is making me sick."
He replied,"No, it's not."
Then I said,"Yes, it is."
He repeated,"No, it's not."
Then I threw up in the car.
He hasn't smoked cigars in the
car since.
MIKE IN CULVER CITY
***

"How to Have a Lovely Wedding" is a
revised, up-to-date guide for formal
church weddings, home weddings,
second-time-around weddings. To order,
send your name and address, plus check
or money order for $2.89($3.39 in Canada)
to: Abby's Wedding Booklet,P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. (Postage is
included.)

In an initial act of support for a
Solidarity-led governmatteworkers
today suspended several small
strikes around the country at the
union's urging. The strikes
included walkouts at four coal
mines in the Silesia region and one
at a trucking enterprise in Katowice, the state's PAP news agency
said.
Poland is wracked by high inflation, a shortage of basic goods, low
worker productivity and a $39 billion foreign debt.
Mazowiecki said Wednesday he
planned to present a government
within a week. He said he could
not say how many of the 19 government ministries would be
offered the Communists, or to Solidarity and its allied parties.
Mazowiecki is under pressure
from the Communists and the
Soviet Union to keep substantial
Communist representation in the
government. The Communist Party
has demanded a full partnership
role.
Solidarity already has promised
the Communists will continue to

DEAR LAST: I would not advise anyone to inform on his
neighbors. There is too much
margin for error.The word from
here is to keep your lip zipped.
S's

Before the vote, Mazowiecki
said he hopes to create a government "of all Poles."
"I want to form a government
capable of acting for the good of
society, the nation and the state. It
will be a government of a coalition
for a thorough reform of the state,"
Mazowiecki said in a speech to the
Sejm.
"The principle of struggle ...
must be replaced with the principle
of partnership. We will not pass
from a totalitarian system to a
democratic one in any other way."
"One has to restore to Poland
the mechanism Of normal political
life," said the 62-year-old longtime
adviser to Walesa, trained as a
lawyer who has close ties to the
country's powerful Roman Catholic
Church. Until last week, he was
editor of Solidarity's union weekly,
Tygodnik Solidamosc.
Prior to the vote, leaders of the
Sejm's various political groups
were called to give their stands.
"It is hard to overestimate the
historic charactei of the decision

BEREA, Ky. (AP) — Eli Gabbard has no regrets about serving in
the Army, even though he had to
wait 71 years to receive the Purple
Heart he earned in the Battle of
Cantigny, France, during World
War I.
"I'd do it again," the 95-yearold former doughboy said Wednesday after the award was pinned to
his suit jacket.
"Freedom's worth fighting for,
ain't it?" he added. "If it ain't
worth fighting for, it ain't worth
living in, is it?"
Gabbard, who spent much of his
life in and out of Veterans Administration hospitals after losing part
of his right lung, was too frail to
stand during the ceremony in
which he was honored by Army
and political officials.
But even as he sat in a recliner,
Gabbard mustered a salute when
everyone stood at attention for the
playing of the national anthem.
"Today's ceremony, as you see,
is rather unique," said Col. Jimmie
Quinn, commander of the 4th
Training Brigade at Fort Knox.
"Mr. Gabbard was scheduled to be
at our May ceremony but couldn't
make it. Therefore, we figured that
a guy that's earned a medal 70
years ago deserves the right for us
to come to him."
Gabbard also received a victory
medal from the Military Order of
the Purple Heart and a certificate
of appreciation from Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky.
McConnell's office helped in
securing the medal, according to
Gabbard's grandson, Master Sgt.
Jeff Harrison.
Gabbard qualified for the award
after being seriously wounded at
Cantigny in 1918.
Quinn said Gabbard was a platoon sergeant in the 26th Infantry.
While leading his men, he was
struck by machine gun fire in the
arm and chest.
Gabbard spent more than a year
hospitalized in France recovering
from his wounds, Harrison said.
Quinn said the courage that Gabbard "displayed should not be for-

gotten because it's never disappeared ... The values he displayed
under fire — loyalty, selfless service, courage, personal responsibility — form the core of the military
ethic."
Harrison, who earned a Purple
Heart in Vietnam, said he contacted Nick McIntosh of the Military Order of the Purple Heart
about trying to get his grandfather's medal.

McIntosh then contacted
McConnell's office, which received
authorization to award the medal.
McIntosh said that part of the
reason Gabbard received his medal
so late was that the Order of the
Purple Heart was not reinstituted
until 1932.
The medal was first issued by
George Washington in 1782, McIntosh said. But it fell into disuse
after the Revolutionary War.
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But that seemed to matter little
Wednesday. For Harrison, the ceremony seemed to be as much a way
of remembering his grandfather as
to remember the man's deed.
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Purple Heart awards were not
made retroactive to World War 1
veterans until the 1940s. Consequently, many veterans received a
certificate of service instead of the
medal, he said.
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we are about to undertake." said
Solidarity parliamentary leader
Bronislaw Gaanek. "The monopoly of one party is being broken, a
monopoly contrary to the will of
the nation and interests of the
country."
Marian Orzechowski, leader of
the Communist caucus, said the
party welcomed Mazowiecki's candidacy and said he hoped Mazowiecki would keep promises to
seek a "wide coalition" government that would include
communists.
Mazowiecki as among thousands of Solidarity activists jailed
in Jaruzelski's 1981 suppression of
the labor movement. A series of
strikes last year forced both sides
to the bargaining table, resulting in
the trade union's legalization and
the freest elections in 40 years.
Solidarity's big success in the
elections and its ability to build a
majority parliamentary coalition by
luring two minor parties formerly
allied with the Communists, set the
stage for today's historic vote.

WW I soldier finally gets medal

PATIOS• WALKWAYS• PARKING LOTS• BUILDING SLABS
DEAR ABBY: My husband was
the "quiet type" — the last person in
the world anyone would suspect
capable of infidelity. Nevertheless
he was.
I caught him with his girlfriend
right in our own bed when I came
home unexpectedly from a trip.
After I filed for divorce, three of
my neighbors told me that for the
last year they had seen this young
woman entering and leaving my
home many times after I had left for
work. I wanted to scream, "Why
didn't you tell me? You could have
spared me all this!"
Then I realized that they probably thought they were doing "the
right thing" by keeping quiet. Abby,
had I been told, perhaps it could
have been ironed out by counseling;
or just knowing would have caused
me to file for divorce and be spared
the humiliation ofwalking in on such
a scene.
THE LAST TO KNOW

head the defense and interior ministries, which control the military
and the police, and that Poland's
place in the Warsaw Pact military
alliance is secure.
Mazowiecki's representative in
talks with the communists, Jaroslaw Kaczynski, said Wednesday
night that the real negotiations
would begin after Mazowiecki's
election.
After the vote today in the Sejm,
Mazowiecki shook hands with
members of the outgoing government and embraced and kissed the
leaders of the parliamentary coalition that supported him.
Mazowiecki, succeeds Prime
Minister Czeslaw Kiszczak, who
asked last week to be relieved of
the task of trying to form a
Communist-led "grand coalition"
government.
The Sejm accepted Gen. Kiszczak s resignation without objection today as it began its session,
and warmly applauded him for his
failed attempt to assemble a
Cabinet.
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Dinah Shore visits
her home town in
Winchester, Tenn.
WINCHESTER, Tenn. (AP) Dinah Shore, known by many in
her home town as Frances Rose
Shore, remembers some of her first
performances in her father's store.
"Daddy would put me up on the
counter where the twine was. He
would say, 'Now sing, baby. Sing,
Fanny Rose.' And the poor farmers
would come in. I learned the value
of applause," she said.
Winchester renamed one of its
main streets Dinah Shore Boulevard and a high school band, drill
team and baton twirlers entertained
for her homecoming Monday. Aug.
21
"It's one of the greatest treats in
the world when you dare to dream
and have it come true and have a
homecoming welcome in your
home town," she told a crowd of
several thousand.
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The Murray Art Guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray, will be open to
the public on Sunday, Aug. 27, from 1 to 4 p.m. to host a reception
for Art Guild member, Jackie W. Jones, pictured here with some of
his photographs. Jones' exhibit of black and white photographs and
color photographs will continue to be on display for an unspecified
extended length of time. Of the 23,400 photo entries in the Ninth
Annual Spring Photography Contest, sponsored by Photographer's
Forum magazine, Jones' entry was one of the top six per cent to be
chosen as finalists and selected to appear in the Best of Photography
Annual 1989. Jones operates Jones Iron and Metal at the southern
end of Railroad A‘enue in Murray. His wife is Sandra and his
daughter is Jennifer.

Miss Beverly Dawn Robinson
and Walter Jones III were married
Saturday, June 17, at Woodmont
Baptist Church, Nashville, Tenn.
The Rev. Harry M. Rowland
officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Melody and Edwin K. McIntyre of
Mun ay.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Jones Jr. of Murray.
Serving as maid of honor was
Miss Loren Gilson.
Stan Stafford served as best man.
A reception followed at the Village Green Club House, Nashville.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Jones III
are now residing in Nashville.
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Baby and dismissals listed
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Callowayh
County' bfospital for Wednesday,
Aug. 23, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Porter baby girl, parents, Linda
and Mark. 712 McCampbell, Paris,
Term.
Dismissals
Mrs. Willie Foster, Murray Manor Gl. Murray': Miss Sonja Gil6reth and baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 570,
Big Sandy', Tenn.;
Mrs. Faye Scott and baby girl,
Rt. 1, Box 172, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Kimberly Crump and baby girl,
P.O. Box 887, Cadiz;
Howard Jackson Jr., 304 Irvin,
Paris. Tenn.; James Oakley, Rt. 8,
Box 3B, Murray': Lawrence Squier,
Rt. 5, Box 755, Murray;
Mrs. Betty Grooms, Rt. 2,
Puryrear, Tenn.; Mrs. Marlene Waldrop. Rt. 4, Box 92A, Murray;
Rocco Verive. Rt. 1, Box 424,

Dexter:
Jasper Johnson, Rt. 1, Box 125C,
Kirksey; Mrs. Dortha Childress,
831 Hurt Dr., Murray; Mrs. Opal
Paschall, Rt. 4, Box 171, Murray;
Mrs. Helen Hobbs, Rt. 1, Box
74. Cottage Grove, Term.; Robert
Futrell, Rt. 1, Box 183, Almo.
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Dixieland Shopping Center
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DATEBOOK
Parish Swim Party on Sunday
St. Leo's Catholic Church will have a Parish Swim Party on Sunday,
Aug. 27, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Park. The cost will
be S2 per family. Watermelon will be served following the swimming
time.

Sibling Class to be Saturday
A Sibling Class is scheduled Saturday, Aug. 26, at 10 am. in the education unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Each one should bring a
doll or stuffed animal to this free meeting. Nancy Orr is perinatal education coordinator.

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Friday, Aug. 25, at 7 p.m.
at Chamber of Commerce building. The group will then go to Camden,
Term., for dancing. Jeanne Fleming will be hostess for this function. The
SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, apolitical support and social
group for all single adults whether always single, divorced or separated.
The primary purpose is to provide singles with support and positive interaction with other singles. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638
or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Benefit sale at Lutheran church
A benefit yard sale will be at Immanuel Lutheran Church on Friday and
Saturday, Aug. 25 and 26, from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. The sales will be on the
church grounds at 15th and Main Streets. All types of items will be featured. Proceeds will go toward the fund for the construction of the new
church sanctuary. The public is invited and urged to attend this special
sale, a church spokesperson said.

Camp meeting at Brooks Chapel

To use the free services of our

"Olde Tyme Camp Meeting" by Paris District of United Methodist
Church will be Sunday, Aug. 27, at Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church, located off Highway 1346 cast of Dexter. Music and fellowship
will start at 4 p.m. with supper to be served at 5 p.m. The district will
furnish meat and drinks for the meal and side dishes will be brought by
those attending. Dr. John Ed Mathison, senior pastor of Frazer United
Methodist Church, Montgomery, Ala., will be the speaker for the worship
service at 6 p.m. The Rev. Thomas L. Edwards, Paris District superintendent, invites the public to attend.

BRIDAL GIFT REGISTRY

Singing at independe ce

It's easy to use our service. You come in and select
the tableware and other gift ideas
you'd prefer to have and will need for your new home.
We'll keep a list of the gift ideas you selected.
for the convenience of your family and friends
when they .gift-shop for you.

Independence United Methodist Church will have a gospel singing on
Saturday, Aug. 26, at 7 p.m. The featured group will be The Faithmen.
The church is located off Highway 464 east of Almo. The public is
invited to attend, a church spokesperson said.

181 By Pus limy
751-4811
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New Life Christian Center will celebrate its second anniversary with
revival services on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Aug. 25-27. A nondenominational church, New tife is located at 408 Main St., Murray. Services will be at 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 11 a.m. on Sunday. A
potluck and fellowship will follow the Sunday service. Guest ministers
will be the Rev. and Mrs. James Thorstcn who are pastors of Christ New
Covenant Church in Grand Rapids, Mich. Pastor Mark Welch of New Life
says "we look forward to a great time of revival and expect God to minister to each one present." The pubic is invited to attend all services and a
nursery will be provided. For more information or transportation call
753-1622 or 753-7217.
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New Jenny Church plans revival
New Jenny Holiness Church will have revival services starting Sunday.
Aug. 27, and continuing through Sunday, Sept. 3. Services will be at 7
p.m. nightly. The Rev. Roy Balentine and the Rev. Robert Clayton Brown
will be among the speakers. To reach the church take Highway 94 East to
Highway 497, go to first crossroads and turn right to the church. The
public is invited to attend, a church spokesman said.
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Antiques market is scheduled
Another Antiques and Collectables Market will be Sunday. Aug. 27,.
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Arena Building at Cape Girardeau,. -Mo. Exhibitors from four states will be selling antique glassware, furniture, toy's,
comics, baseball cards, Jewelry, dolls and primitives. For more information contact Mike Newell, 2113 Nottingham, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701
or call 1-314-334-5153.

Morgan benefit at Oaks Club
Oaks Country Club will have a special benefit twilight golf on Friday,
Aug. 25, at 5:30 p.m. Proceeds from the event will go to a fund to assist
in the medical expenses of Shelby Morgan who has been hospitalized at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, for over a month because of injuries
sustained in an automobile accident. Following golf play, a potluck supper and homemade ice cream will be served. All members and their guests
are urged to attend. Any donations from the community will be taken at
the pro shop. At the Oaks' meeting on Aug. 15, new members were
announced who are Tim and Angie Herndon, Don Johnson, Randy and
Judy Herndon, Gary and Lovenna Williams, Johnny and Jo Wilson,
Robert and Melissa Kondratko, Kenny and Tammy Clark, and Bobby and
Faye Ward.
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CCHS Class of 1980 will meet
The Calloway County High School Class of 1980 will have a meeting
to plan a 10-year class reunion. This will be Saturday, Aug. 26, at 2 p.m.
at Shoncy's. All class members are urged to attend to assist in the preparation for the 1990 event, a class spokesperson said.
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New Life Center plans revival
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We have a large selection

Sheri Swift - Dewayne Hill
Luana Colson - Ed Barber
Diana Gatlin - Kim Weatherford
Kim Middleton - Bob Warren
Pamela Gann - Greg Cohoon
Vicki Dortch - Terry Dunn
Sharon Fandrich - foe Sanders
Felicia Dixon - Angelo Henderson
Anne Schoenfeldt - John Ensor
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Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jones 111

Singles plan event on Friday
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Murray-Calloway County Disaster Emergency Services Rescue Unit
will sponsor a concert featuring Southern Wings and The Fritz Family on
Saturday, Nov. 11, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on Highway
121 North, Coldwater Road. For more information call Chief Allen Jones,
759-4964, or Capt. Ricky Edwards, 753-2956.

END OF SEASON SALE
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Gregory and Hale vows said at church Butterworth-Starks vows said July 19
Miss Charlotte Keane Gregory
and Benjamin Lee Hale were married Saturday, July 15, at 4 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church, Murray.
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
Music was presented by Mrs.
Robert Lough, Mrs. Edwin Graves
and Mrs. John White.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and
Mrs. John Arna Gregory of Murray
and MI. and Mrs. Henry Hale of
Prestonsburg.
Mrs. Joe Belcher directed the
wedding. She was assisted by Mrs.
Sal Matarazzo.
The bride was escorted by her
father and given in marriage by her
parents. She wore a formal,gown of
white taffeta embroidered with
sequins that featured a fitted drop
waist, double ruffle cap sleeves and
a chapel train.
To complete her ensemble the
bride chose a Juliet-style headpiece
covered with Alencon lace attached
to a double layer of illusion edged
with seed pearls. She carried a cascade bouquet of white roses, stephanotis and ivy.
Mrs. David Mills attended her
sister as matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. Eddie Wilkerson
of Lexington, Mrs. Wade Whitfield
of Madisonville, Mrs. Bob Wrinkle
of Paducah and Miss Betsy Gore of
Franklin, Tenn.
The attendants wore tea-length
gowns of pastel floral fabric and
carried pink roses, baby's breath
and fern.
The groom chose his brother,
Tommy Hale of Prestonsburg, as
best man.
Groomsmen were Jon Hale and
George Hale of Prestonsburg,
brothers of the groom, Capt. David
Mills of Chicksands Air Force
Base, England, and Jim Gable of
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Brian Hale and Benjamin Hale,
sons of the groom, were
ringbearers.
Following the wedding a reception was held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey was in
charge of arrangements. She was
assisted in preparations by Mrs.
Conrad Jones, Mrs. Robert Hahs,
Mrs. Bailey Gore, Mrs. Bill Holt,
Mrs. Jack Belote and Mrs. Joe
Baust.
Servers were Miss Kay Hale, sister of the groom, Miss Mitzi
Cathey, Miss Amanda Holt, Miss

Miss Melinda Dawn Butterworth
and Kris Starks were united in marriage on Wednesday, July 19.
The vows were said in a garden
ceremony by the ocean of the Maui
Inter-Continental Hotel on the
island of Maui in Hawaii.
The Rev. James W. Piefer officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Their attendants were Kristy and
Kelly Starks, cousins of the groom.
The bride is the daughter of Peggy Butterworth and Pat Butterworth of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Rex Turrentine of Paris,
Tenn., and of Osro Butterworth of
Murray and the late Mrs. Estelle
Butterworth.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Starks of Murray.
He is the grandson of Neale
Starks of Murray and the late Mrs
Kathleen Starks, and of Mr. and
Mrs. Buell Hargis of Almo.
The couple is employed at Starks
Bros. Mobile Homes.
They are now residing on Rt. 1,
Murray.

Mrs. Benjamin Lee Hale
Linda Apperson and Mrs. Rick
Dye.
Mrs. John Hart was at the guest
register.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to the
Caribbean.
Mr. and Mrs. Hale are now
residing in Prestonsburg.
The groom's parents were hosts
for the rehearsal dinner held at the
home of the bride's parents on the
Lynn Grove Highway..
Prenuptial events given in the
honor of the couple include the
following:
A coffee at the home of Mrs.
Walt Apperson. Other hostesses
were Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs.
Charles Homra, Mrs. Jimmy
Boone, Mrs. Tommy Alexander,
Mrs. Ken Harrell, Mrs. Don Keller,
Mrs. Hal Houston, Mrs. Tom
Emerson, Mi,s. James Parker, Mrs.
Don Overbey, Mrs. Gary Mar-

quardt and, Mrs. Lochie Landoll;
A personal shower given by Mrs.
Rick Dye, Miss Kim Frances and
Miss Connie Young at the Dye
home in Printer, Ky.;
A patio party given by Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Osborne at their home
in Prestonsburg;
A miscellaneous shower given
by 'Mrs. Wade Whitfield in Bowling Green;
A surprise party given at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holt,
Murray, with Miss Amanda Holt,
Mrs. Eddie Wilkerson, Miss Betsy
Gore and Miss Linda Apperson as
hostesses.
A luncheon given by Mrs. James
C. Hart and Mrs. John Hart at the
James C. Hart home;
Bridesmaids' luncheon held at
the home of Mrs. Buddy Buckingham with Mrs. Rob Ray, Mrs. Fred
Wells and Mrs. Robert Johnson as
cohostesses.

Scientists announce cystic fibrosis study
TORONTO (AP) — A team of scientists from the United States and
Canada believe they have discovered the fatal gene defect that
causes cystic fibrosis.
The team of molecular biologists
scheduled news conferences today
in Toronto and Washington to
report on the discovery, details of
which are to be published in the
scientific journal Science next
month.
"This is one of the most significant discoveries in the history of
human genetics," Dr. Ronald Worton, chief geneticist at Toronto's
Hospital for Sick Children's said
Wednesday.
The discovery is a crucial step
toward developing either a new
treatment or a cure for the inherited
disease — the most common genetic defect in whites. About half of
those who suffer from the disease
don't live to adulthood.
Scientists say about 12 million
Americans — about five percent —
carry the gene for the disease, but a
child must inherit it from both
parents to be affected. About
30,000 people in the United States
have cystic fibrosis, today's New
York Times said.
Cystic fibrosis, a disorder of the
breathing system, pancreas and
sweat glands, is so debilitating that

few who have it live past their 20s.
"Parents should be absolutely
optimistic and excited about this,"
Dr. Robert Beall, executive vice
president for medical affairs at the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation in
Bethesda, Md., told The Times.
"We have been in a bottleneck
and now we have magnificent
opportunities before us," said
Beall.
The disease affects secretory
cells, causing the lungs, pancreas
and skin to produce too much mucous and retain an excess of sodium
ions.
Treatment includes a variety of
medications and more recently,
double lung transplants, although
eventually a new lung will become
irreparably damaged also.
Lap-Chee Tsui at Sick Children's heads the team with the collaboration of Francis Collins of the
University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor. He stresses that finding the
defective gene isn't a cure.

identified, it must be located on
one of the 46 chromosomes found
in every human cell.

Treating emphysema with oxygen
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an 82-yearold male with emphysema. Is there
any relief for this, such as oxygen in
my home?
DEAR READER: Emphysema, a
chronic lung disease accelerated by
smoking and air pollution, causes difficulty breathing (dyspnea) because
the damaged lung tissue prevents oxygen from entering the bloodstream.
Due to "trapping" of stale air and carbon dioxide, emphysema patients
must breathe more rapidly to inhale
oxygen. Therefore, physical activity
is difficult; some patients even experience dyspnea at rest.
Although supplemental oxygen is
not appropriate for all emphysema
patients, many are helped by inhaling
air that has been enriched with oxygen from a tank or a concentrator, a
machine that withdraws oxygen from
the air and delivers it through a tube
connected to the patient's nostrils.
You might be aided by such devices.
Oxygen-delivery systems are available by prescription only-, therefore,
your doctor is the best judge of whether extra oxygen would be appropriate
for you. To give you more information, I am sending you a free copy of
my Health Report 'Living With

Chronic Lung Disease." Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their name and address to
P.O. Box 91369. Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is leukopenia, its causes,symptoms and effects?
Is there a cure?
DEAR
READER: Leukopenia
means "too few white blood cells." It
is usually diagnosed from a blood
count, showing mild, moderate or severe deficiency.
Leukopenia is most commonly
caused by factors that impair white
blood cell production in the bone marrow. These factors include reactions
to certain drugs(antibiotics, anti-thyroid compounds, anti-convulsants and
anti-cancer substances); immune deficiencies (such as AIDS); malignancies; vitamin deficiencies (especially
vitamin B-12); auto-immune disorders (such as lupus and rheumatoid
arthritis); and severe infections. In
some patients, no cause is found. in
others, rare hereditary diseases(such
as familial neutropenia) may be
implicated.
Symptoms depend on the severity
of the leukopenia. In mild or moderate forms, no symptoms are present
and no therapy is necessary. In advanced types, however, fever, mouth

ulcers, abscesses and pneumonia are
common, because white blood cells
are infection-fighters. Without them,
we are helpless in combating the billions of bacteria in our environment •
Treatment of leukopenia involves
removing the offending agent I. for example. stopping the drug that is causing the reaction), using appropriate
antibiotics to reduce infection, administering cortisone to stimulate formation of new white cells, or considering
more aggressive measures such as
removal of the spleen or transfusion
with white blood cells).
Leukopenia is usually a short-lived
minor abnormality. However, in its
serious form, skillful medical management is required to prevent complications or death.
0 1989 NEWSP8PER ENTER1111,1.

"First we need to have the actual gene," Tsui said. "Then we
have to find out what the gene
does, or does not do, that causes
the disease."
Genes are units of DNA, the
molecule of heredity. Before the
chemical structure of a gene is

20th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

7.9es,

An affordable security system
professionally installed...
ONLY $295 and $22°5 per month
jncludes 24 hr. monitoring

and LESS!

•Burglary +ire •Emergency Response

LIFETIME WARRANTY

ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE

CALL NOW FOR DETAILS"!
-Commercial

502/247-6632
502/247-2852
Mayfield, Ky.
Raymond Bailey, Owner

-Residential

"We Install Peace of Mind"

NIGHT

EYE Security Systems

Qpen Daily 9:30-5

PETER
GOTT M D
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WriOt students

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1989

Jones couple returns to homephice in LBL

recital

The music students of Linda Wright were recently featured in a recital. Performances were in piano and
voice. Other instruments featured were flute, violin, electronic keyboard and trumpet. Awards were given
as follows for the previous recital: Performance, fifth place, Maria Jennings, David Grayson, Wendy Stephens; fourth place, Teri Jones; third place, Kerni Conley, Kary Morgan, Amy McCarty; second place,
Erica Cossey; first place. Michelle Crouse and Jennifer Wright; Most Practice, Maria Jennings, first,
Wendy Stephens, second. Certificates were presented to all students. Pictured, from left, back row, Benjamin Wright, Jimmy Simmons, David Grayson, Kerni Conley, Jennifer Wright, Julie Myatt, Mrs. Wright;
middle row, Kyle Conley, Heather Wright, Leslie Steely, Erica Cossey, Maria Jennings, Emily Simmons,
Wendy Stephens, Amy McCarty; front row, Shannon Thurmond, Whitney Morris, Heather Allen, Michelle Crouse, Rebecca Mehr. Not pictured is Ryker Wilson. Unable to attend were Lori Adams, Tammie
Huff, Gracie Holland and Kristie Baker.

Candy Day planned by Murray Lions
The Murray Lions Club finalized
plans for its annual Candy Day at
its meeting on Tuesday. Aug. 22. at
Murray Woman's Club house.
Hal Nance, chairman for the
event. said Lions would stationed
at strategic locations throughout
the city of Murray on SaturdaY and
Sunday. Sept. 8 and 9, giving away
'Tills of candy and that residents
may respond with a donation if
they so choose.
Candy Day is held throughout
the state of Kentucky by the more
than 200 Lions Clubs. Nance said
Nurs for this year's event will be
extended to 8 p.m. both days.
Proceeds from the project are
used for sight conservation and
:her humanitarian projects.

Alvin Choate and Larry Stalls
ere inducted into the Murray
Lions Club by International Director, Dr. Yancey Watkins, bringing
the total membership to 87 in the
Murray club.
Several key awards were given
to members for sponsoring new
members in the club, including The
Master Key Award to Past District
Governor, Dr. Arvin Crafton, for
sponsoring 12 new members.
Shannon Gray of Calloway
County High School and Chris
Edwards of Murray High School
were special guests of the club.
They were members of the Kentucky All State ,Band which march
in the parade of the Lions International convention in June of this

SEAFOOD - BAR-B-Q - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

There's No Place Like
- o-e-uve • 000dV3S

HOMEPLACE

Specialseod Thursday, Friday & Saturday

All You Can Eat

All You Can Eat
Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

Fried Shrimp
and Clam Strips

'495

'2"

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

".-HOIMONVS

'4'5

Every Sat. & Sun. tit noon
Country Ham Breakfast only

ISVDINGLIB - HOIMONVS - 0-8-1:019 - 000AV3S - HSU

Murray-First UMC Invites You To The

"OLDE TYME CAMP MEETING"
Sponsored by the Pan's District of the United Methodist Church

SUNDAY, AUGUST 27
at

year at Miami Beach, Fla.
Both Gray and Edwards said "it
was an unforgettable experience
and thanked the Lions for their
sponsorship in the band."

Taking vitamins
before pregnancy
may not reduce risks
of birth defects
BOSTON (AP) — Women who
take vitamins before they get pregnant do not reduce the risk of
birth defects, a study concludes.
The research contradicts earlier
reports suggesting that women who
take multiple vitamins before they
conceive arc less likely to have
babies with defects of the neural
tube, which develops into the brain
and spinal cord.
"We found that vitamin use was
associated with neither an
increased nor a decreased risk of
neural tube defects," wrote the
authors of the latest study.
The work was conducted by Dr.
James L. Mills and colleagues from
the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development. It
was published in Aug. 17th New
England Journal of Medicine.
The doctors asked 571 women
who had babies with neural tube
defects whether they had taken vitamin pills or eaten vitaminfortified cereal before they got pregnant. They were compared with
573 mothers of healthy babies and
546 who had babies with other
birth defects.
The researchers found no difference in vitamin use between the
three groups.
"These results indicate that the
use of vitamin supplements by
American women" around the time
of conception "is unlikely to lead
to any important reduction in the
frequency of neural tube defects,"
the researchers wrote.
Types of neural tube defects
include anencephaly, in which
babies are born without a
cerebrum.

Mr. and Mrs. Cornie E. Jones of Rt. 3, Murray, were surprised on their 60th wedding anniversary at their
former homeplace in the Land Between the Lakes which is now Wrangler Camp. This was by their children, Ms. Ruth Lilly, Mrs. Jack (Betty) Hanberry of Cadiz, Ms. Dora Choate, Mrs. Carlos (Linda) Elkins,
Edmon Jones and wife, Ginger, and Johnny Jones of Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Jones were married May 27,
1929 by the Rev. Luther Sanders in Cadiz. Mrs. Jones, the former Mable Futrell, is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Futrell of Golden Pond. Mr. Jones is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. S.T. Jones,
also of Golden Pond. Their 18 grandchildren are Roger, Wallace and Jerry Lilly, Tommy, Steven, Lisa,
Michelle and Rebecca Hanberry of Cadiz, Scott Hanberry and Mrs. Johnny (Caroline) Cossey of Paducah,
Mrs. Miles (Diana) Barnett, David, Mark and Donna Jones, Larry, Gary and Ralph Lilly, and Mrs. Kenneth (Shelia) Mohler, all of Murray. Their 11 great-grandchildren are Terry, Tina, Melissa and Josh Lilly
of Cadiz, Travis Hanberry of Paducah, Hilary Shroat, Dustin Barnett, Mitch, Mason and Jason Lilly and
Kellie Key, all of Murray. Pictured above with Mr. and Mrs. Jones are Ruth, Roger, Kay, Terry, Tena,
Wallace, Jerry, Jessca and Josh Lilly, Angie Troutman, Jack, Betty, Tommy, Donna, Scotty, Van, Travis,
Steven, Lisa, Michelle and Rebecca Hanberry, Dora Choate, Johnny and Caroline Cossey, Miles, Diana,
Hilary and Dustin Barnett, Carlos and Linda Elkins, Larry, Teesa, Mitch, Mason, Gary, Jason and Ralph
Lilly, Diana Myers, Kenneth, Shelia, Michael and Chris Mohler and Kellie Key, Edmon, Ginger, David,
Niark and Joey Jones, Trudy and Brandon Lawrence, and Johnny and Seldon Jones.

Community events listed
Thursday, Aug. 24
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at American Legion
Hall.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stcckade.
New Murray Singles Connection
‘kill met at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center. For information
call Kenneth, 753-3580, or Mary,
753-1334 or 753-7994.
Purchase Area Alliance for the
Mentally Ill (PAAMI) will meet at
7 p.m. in Oval Room, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Compassionate Parents Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Late registration for fall semester
r,n1 estate courses will be from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. in Curris Center,
Murray State University.
Parents of Sixth Grade Band Students at Murray Middle School will

Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church
Near. Dexter, Kentucky
'Worship
*Fellowship

Cordless Drill

*Singing

71/4 Circular Saw

Model 0210-1
3/8" 2-Speed

*Food

Model 6365

Thursday, Aug. 24
meet at 7 p.m. in Middle School
band room.
Ladies' Doe Night will be at
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Bible Conference will be at 7
p.m at Kirksey Baptist Church.
Friday,. Aug. 25
Oaks Country Club will have
twilight golf at 5:30 p.m. followed
by potluck supper and homemade
ice cream. Proceeds will go to
Shelby. Morgan family.
Parents' Night Out will be from
6 to 10 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church. For
information call 753-5809.
Festival of Praise Choir of Longwood, Fla., will present a concert
at 7 p.m. at Christian Fellowship
Church, Briensburg.
Live transmissions of Voyager 2
spacecraft's encounter with planet
Neptune will be broadcast via
satellite in Barkley Room of Curris
Center, Murray State University.
Late registration for fall semester
at Murray State University will be
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Curris
Center.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Calloway County High School
Lakers will host a football game
with Marshall County High School
at 7:30 p.m.
Murray High School Tigers will
play a football game at Trigg
County High School, Cadiz.
Organizational meeting of
Church Bowling League will be at
6:30 p.m. at Corvette Lanes.
Benefit yard sale will be from 7
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church.
The Singles Organizational Society will leave at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building to go to
dancing at Camden, Tenn. For
information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.
Bible Conference will be at 7
p.m. at Kirkscy Baptist Church.

Reg $189

'Fun

Friday, Aug. 25
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. is scheduled to be
open from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For/ information call 753-TEEN.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Parkinson's Disease Support
Group will meet at 12 noon in education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray, from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m.
A caterered dinner is served at
Murray Country Club. For reservations call 753-6113.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking at 3 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Turtles of LBL
at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.

Records are listed
Best selling Top Ten and
Country-Western records of the
week of Aug. 20 have been
released as follows:
The Top Ten
I. "Right here Waiting," Richard Marx
2. "On Our Own," Bobby Brown
3. "Coldhearted," Paula Abdul
4. "I Like It," Dino
5. "Once Bitten Twice Shy," Great White
6. "Don't Wanna Lost You," Gloria Estafan
7. "Ilangin' Tough," New Kids on the Block
8. "The End of the Innocence," Don Henley
9. "Batdancc," Prince
10. "Secret Rendezvous," Karyn White
Country-Western
Lo1v.c.i"Are
ci You Ever Gonna Love Me," Holly
Dunn
2. "Tber
un
I'm Felling in Love," Patty
3. "Never Gavin' Up on Love," Michael
Martin Murphy
4. "Sunday in the South," Shenandoah
S. "This Woman," K.T. Dalin
6. "Why'd You Come in Here Lookin' Like
That," Dolly Parton
7. "Love Has No Right," Billy Joe Royal
8. "Honky Tonky Heart," Highway 101
9. "Houston Solution," Ronnie Milsap
10. "I'm Still Crazy," Vern Caitlin
(Source: Cashbox magazine)

4 p.m. - Music and Fellowship

5 p.m. - Supper
6 p.m. - Worship Service
EVANGELIST: Dr. John Ed Mathison
Senior Pastor Frazer Memorial UMC,
Montgomery, Alabama
Frazer Memorial is the fastest growing United
Methodist Church in the United States! Average
Sunday Attendance: 4.000.
Dr. Mathison can be seen on the ACTS Satellite
Network each Sunday morning.

r"JO-AN'S Varieties

Reg $204

On the Square

Sawzall With Case

Hole Shooter

Reg $229

Reg. $139

Model 6507

1/2 Variable Speed Reversible

Model 1007-1

Large Selection of
Milwaukee Tools on Hand

EVERYONE WELCOME!

OLESALE

LECTRIC

--Please Bring Lawn Chairs For Your Comfort

-For Information Call: 753-3812
_ 206 E. Main
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The odds get even
Rose finds himself Rose banned for life
removed from game
that became his life
By BEN WALKER
and RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writers

CINCINNATI (AP) — Pete Rose can't imagine life
without baseball. A lot or baseball fans can't imagine the game without him.
Pete and the fans will have to for a while.
When baseball Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti banned the
Cincinnati Reds manager, he did what was once unthinkable —
he took baseball away from Pete Rose.
"God knows he's Mr. Baseball, and his first love is baseball," sums up Karolyn Rose, his first wife.
As a youngster growing up in Cincinnati, Rose fell in love
with the game while swinging at his brother's pitches in daily
stickball games against the side of a seafood restaurant. Now
he's separated from the game whose history he rewrote.
"They can take anything away from me, but they can't take
it out of me," Rose said recently.
Baseball has been more than a game to Rose. It's been his
life.
Since the first time he carved his mark with a dirt-raising
head-first slide, Rose has approached the game like few others.
Every game was an event, every at-bat an ultimate challenge,
every hit another small step towards the Hall of Fame.
He celebrated each walk with a sprint to first base. He
scowled at each pitch as it found the catcher's glove. He flung
himself head-first into the next base.
He saw each day as another opportunity to play baseball.
"I've never approached baseball as work," he said, after getting hit No. 4,192 to become the game's all-time leader. "I've
always thought of myself as a grown-up playing a kid's game.
It's been fun."
As a kid, he showed little promise of becoming a major leaguer, let alone a Hall of Famer.
"Pete will tell you this: he was an average ballplayer," said
Paul Nohr, his high school baseball coach. "He was not exceptional. I don't think there's any question that his desire is what
put him ahead."
That burning desire also made him one of the most adored
and hated players when he reached the major leagues.
Former New York Yankees pitcher Whitey Ford nicknamed
him "Charlie Hustle" after watching him play in a spring training game. Rose went on to hit .273 as a crew-cut rookie second baseman for the Reds in 1963, earning National League
Rookie of the Year honors.
Two incidents shaped Rose's image: a home-plate collision
with Cleveland's Ray Fosse as he scored the winning run at
Riverfront Stadium in the 1970 All-Star game, and a scrap with
the New York Mets' Bud Harrelson after a hard slide at second
base in the 1973 playoffs.
He wasn't the most talented player in the game, but he was
the most determined. He understood his limitations, and made
the most of his strengths — hitting and hustle.
Rose used to take his son, Pete Jr., to games and teach him
about baseball.
"I told him who to watch," Rose said. "I said if you want
to be a catcher, watch Johnny Bench. If you want to be a
right-handed power hitter, watch Mike Schmidt. If you just want
to be a hitter, watch me."
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A set of numbers shapes Rose's place in the game: he holds
the records for most major-league games (3,562), most at-bats
(14,053), most singles (3,215), most seasons with at least 200
hits (10), and most games on a winning team (1,972). He also
holds the National League records for most years played (24),
most career runs (2,165) and most career doubles (746), among
other records.
The switch-hitter won NL batting titles in 1968, 1969 and
1973, was named the league's Most Valuable Player in 1973
and the World Series MVP in 1975, and was chosen for 17
All-Star games during a playing career that included 16 seasons
in Cincinnati, five in Philadelphia, and a half-year in Montreal.
He returned to the Reds as player-manager on Aug. 16, 1984,
and played for two more seasons.
Rose's statistics give him Hall of Fame credentials. But it
was his quest of two of the game's most cherished records that
made him the best-known player of his day.
He hit in a modern-day NL-record 44 consecutive games in
the summer of 1978, when the country became engrossed in his
chase of Joe DiMaggio's revered 56-game streak. And he
became baseball's all-time hits leader with a first-inning single
off San Diego's Eric Show on Sept. 11, 1985 — passing Ty
Cobb's previous record of 4,191 exactly 57 years to the day
after Cobb's last at-bat. He shed his first tears as a baseball
player after reaching first base that historic night at Riverfront
Stadium.
His last career at-bat was a strikeout as a pinch hitter against
San Diego's Goose Gossage on Aug. 17, 1986. He finished with
4,256 hits.
Rose's love of the game is so intense that he couldn't bring
himself to announce his retirement. He eventually admitted he
wouldn't play anymore, but didn't want a fuss made over the
fact he would never dig into a batter's box again.
Everyone figured it was just a matter of time before Rose —
who embodied the game like the great players of other generations — would take his place alongside the legends in the Hall
of Fame.
"His 4,192 hits is a tribute to his great talent and strength,
his indomitable spirit and his iron will," former baseball commissioner Peter Ueberroth said when Rose surpassed Cobb. "Not
only has he reserved a prominent spot in Cooperstown, he has
reserved a special place in the heart of every fan alive today
and every baseball fan to come."
"Your record may be broken, but your reputation and legacy
are secure," former President Reagan told Rose after hit No.
4,192.
His reputation as a manager isn't. The Reds have finished
second in the National League West the last four years, even
though they're generally regarded as the most talented team in
the division. And Rose's shove of umpire Dave Pall= last
year drew a one-month suspension and touched off one of the
ugliest moments in Riverfront Stadium history, as fans littered
the field and threw object* at the umpires.
And now, his baseball legacy is being reshaped by the gambling allegations that have ended in suspension. He is still
expected to go on the Hall of Fame ballot when he's eligible
in 1992, but be finds himself in the painful position of having
to defend his qualifications.
"4,256 hits. 2,200 runs. That's all I did," Rose said. "I'm a
Hall of Fame."

NEW YORK (AP) — Pete Rose,
baseball's all-time hit leader and
holder of 19 major-league records,
was banned for life today but continued to deny that he bet on his

own team.
Under the rules of baseball Rose
/ can appeal for reinstatement after
one year but Commissioner A.
Bartlett Giamatti said, "There is
absolutely no deal for reinstatement. That is exactly what we did
not agree to in terms of fixed number of years."

with no deals

Rose, however, said he expected
to be back in the game before too
long.
He became the 15th person
banned for life in baseball history
and the first since 1943. No one
banned for life ever has been
reinstated.
In the absence of a hearing and

in absence of evidence to the contrary ... yes, I have concluded that
he bet on baseball," Giamatti said
at a news conference announcing
the suspension, .which is effective
immediately.
Asked directly if he tought that
Rose bet on the Reds, Giamatti
said, "Yes." He said that was his
personal opinion and not an off
finding.
At a news conference in Cim: tnati Rose said, "Despite what ;c
commissioner said today. I dit1:i .:
bet on baseball."
But he admitted that he bet
other sports.
"As you can imagine, this 1. .•
very sad day," Rose said. "I'
been in baseball three decades :
to think I'm gonna be out of
hall for a very short period of time
hurts.''
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He called the settlement fair a
said he regretted only "that 1
have the opportunity to tell my s•
of the story.
'My life is baseball. I hope
get back into baseball as soon as
possibly can. I'm never
forward to a birthday like I'm looK
ing forward to my new daughie
birthday. Because two days al . ,•'
that I can apply for reinstatemem.'
Today's action ended six mon!
!
;-i
of allegations involving one of !hi.
greatest players in the history
the game. But it does not elimin,.•L
him from consideration for the H.
of Fame.
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The agreement announced in
statement from the commissioner s
office said that Rose "neith..:
denies nor admits that he bet
any major league baseball gam(
but Rose "acknowledges that 1
commissioner has a factual basis
impose the penalty provided."
"The banishment for life of Pc:c
(Cont'd on page 11)

•

Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose, shown looking over the shoulder of Reds catcher
Joe Oliver, has been
banned for life from baseball, although he can appeal the sentence next year.

Pigskin previews

Marshals, not nerves, concern Franklin
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Led er & Times Sports Editor
ka•
Calloway County head football
_
coach Tony Franklin isn't worried —
about the tendency of his Laker
ballclub to feel pre-game
Ag.t
butterflies.
s
o'
a
‘•••
r
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It's Marshall County's tenden•
.2i2-1
9•
r
cies which alarm him.
14.•
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Franklin, who took over the reins
of the Laker program in.July when
%NEL
12
Jack Haskins left for Paducah
#110 irjI
ipV•
- •
• "'
Tilghman, admitted to having some
0Ib
nervousness about his return debut
as a head coach when the Lakers
host the Marshals this Friday night
at Calloway.
"A little bit — but it wouldn't be
The 1989 Calloway County Lakers
fun if you couldn't be nervous,"
Franklin said. He said he knew the
Lakers were feeling the same
wriggly anticipation as he, after
weeks of sham combat in the practice trenches.
.•
"It's good to feel nerves," Franklin said.
I • CPC
6c Marshall, meanwhile, has
already conquered their first-game
jitters, defeating Lone Oak last Friday' night at Lone Oak by a 2/5-0
margin.
Franklin and his coaching staff
were at the game to work up a
P '
tte
1 1 I r b` ;s'v'
:r1
.
.
scouting report on the Marshals,
,
•
itt,
and found themselves watching reruns in one sense.
The 1989 Murray High Tigers
"They're the same old Marshall," Franklin said. "They'll line
up and run the ball right at you, try
to knock you down."
Calloway will go into the game
with an offense that features a
quarterback (senior Robert 'Pookie' Jones) who can throw the ball
with accuracy or run with power. By DAVID RAMEY
formation, and the tailback is
Tigers to be the same power rush
Marshall has the same attack, but Ledger & Times Asst Sports Editor
senior Greg Bridges, who rushed
ing team out a stacked I that f.;',
it takes two different quarterbacks.
for 1,404 yards in 1988. Bridges, at seen in the past.
.Jeff Leeper takes the snaps for the
The Murray High Tigers open up
5-9 and 150 pounds, is not very big
The Tigers have Brian Sowerb
' Marshals during passing situations, their 1989 season Friday night in a
but he has great speed.
in the backfield. Sowerby, a track
while Matt Blossom is used for real catfiOit.
Joining Bridges in the backfield
star during the spring when he was
running situations.
The Tigers %ill travel up the
is David Scholcr, a senior quarter- second in the state both the 100
At least those are the tendencies. road to Cadiz to take on the Trigg
back. The 5-11, 170 pounder did
and 200, is moving from his wingAfter watching the Marshals last County Wildcats in a Class A
not throw much in 1988, but does a
back to tailback position. Sive
Friday, Franklin /knows that Blos- match-up to open the 1989 solid job running the 'Cats offense.
Mayfield will start at fullback,
som does throw the ball and Leeper campaign.
, Across the front line. TCHS
while Robbie Danner. a senior, will
The Wildcats were rated slightly
can run with it. Marshall is, howevreturns four starters from last
make his first start at quarterback.
er, mainly a power running team, higher than the Tigers in the first
year's club.
Mitchell Fike, a sophmore, will
with Donnie Crass and Chad Jezik Class A state poll, and Tiger coach
Trigg coach Dixie Jones admits
begin at wingback.
supplying both blocking, ball- Jack Cain is expecting Trigg to the 'Cats should be tough, but he is
The Tigers also return four starcarrying and the ability to catch the give MHS a real battle.
concerned with depth.
ters on the front line, with Lance
"They've got great athletes at the
ball out of the backfield.
"If we don't get anybody hurt, Allison, Kevin Tucker, Brian CarIn the trench warfare, Callow y skill positions, and they're very big
we'll be okay. Murray High is roll and Monte McCuiston all
sends a troop of mostly-fresh f es and very physical," Cain said. going to tell us a lot about our
returning.
to the offensive line positions, kut "They're a very strong football
football team, and next week we
"Wd need to .haye a real good
Franklin isn't worried. "I think
team."
play Heath, Jones said.
ballgame .because they've got a
The Wildcats run out of an I(Coned on page 10)
Jones said he's expecting the
great fodtball team." Cain said.
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371ces wants to look good for hometown fans
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

‘
14ii

When Mike Sykes steps into the ring Saturday night in Racer Arena to make his pro boxing debut, it couldn't be in better surroundings.
A hometown crowd, an opponent that fits his
style, and right at the middleweight pound
limit.
Now, if he can just win the thing.
"I should be concentrating on what's happening in the ring, but I've trained harder
knowing I'm going to fight at home," Sykes
said. "You know, you don't want to look bad
in front of your hometown crowd."
Sykes, who works for Murray Utilities during the week, will face Chris Walls of New
Albany, Ind. in a four-round middleweight bout
on the undercard of a six-bout night at Racer
Arena Saturday. Sykes' good friend Shawn
Simmons will fight Randy Reedy of Henderson
for the Kentucky Lightweight title in an eightround feature.
It was meeting Simmons that led Sykes into
the ring.
"I met him at Briggs and Stratton (where
Simmons works)," Sykes said. "1 strarted hanging around with him, and I thought I would
like to try it."
After a short amateur career, Sykes decided
to turn pro because of the hometown fight card.
Now, after training three days a week, run-

MIKE SYKES

Williams wants rematch
NEW YORK (AP) — He was
l'utted, and Carl "The Truth" Wilams says he wants to meet the
...xsequences of a rematch with
\like Tyson.
Videotaped replays shown Wed7.esday by Williams' manager, Ira
Leibowitz. showed conclusively
:hat Williams was butted by Tyson
before their July 21 fight was
qopped 93 seconds into the first
round.
The replays obviously cannot
prove conclusively that Williams

would not have been beaten anyway, but he and his manager say
they want a rematch.
"I do believe I'll get another
title shot," Williams said. "I feel
I've got a lot of ability and I never
even had a chance. It takes a long
time to get to that plateau and than
to have that chance yanked away."
Moreover, Leibowitz has sent a
letter to the World Boxing Council;
World Boxing Association and
International Boxing Federation
asking for a joint hearing on an

RACER CLUB
Football Kick Off
Meeting
Monday, August 28, 1989 - 6:00 P.M.
Seven Seas Restaurant

Meet all the New Coaches
The Public is Invited

ning, cycling and swimming, he's ready for
Saturday night, and right at the weight limit of
160.
A lack of sparring partners has curtailed
some of his training, but with the help of Ricky
Latimer, who will aid in Sykes' corner, he's
getting plenty of work with the heavy bag.
"I'm working out three days a week. I do a
lot of running, and I am working with the
heavy bag. I run two miles a day and also do
some swimming," Sykes said.
The lack of sparring cuts down on the possibilities of building up his boxing skills, so
Sykes' fighting style is one way: straight-away
and hit hard.
"The only thing going for me is that I hit
real hard," Sykes said. "I don't have a lot of
boxing talent, but as long as he stands in the
middle I'll be okay."
Walls, who has two pro bouts, is reportedly
a street-fighter who likes to stand toe-to-toe,
which is fine for Sykes.
"I don't like to run around and box, but I
understand that my opponent's a streetfighter."
Sykes isn't looking too far down the road at
his boxing career.
"If it's at home, I'm ready definitely (to
fight again). If I have to go on the road, it's
going to depend on how well I do, and if I
show someone something."

no ifs, ands or butts

appeal of the original decision to
stop the fight by referee Randy
Neumann. Leibowitz believes the
fight should be considered a nocontest.
All three organizations have
indicated they would grant the
hearing.
"I know their feelings before the
hearing are not in our favor," Leibowitz said, "but 1'm sure after
they see the tape, hear our witness
and see all the evidence, they'll
rule the fight was no-contest.
"Hey, we have all the respect in
the world for Mike Tyson as a
great champion," Leibowitz said.
"We're just trying to get this blot
erased from Carl's record."
Home Boxing Office originally
showed the fight. Leibowitz
obtained videotapes from HBO and
had his own engineers produce the
slow-motion replays. The replay
showed Tyson hitting Williams
with a big left hook. Then, the
champion dived in toward Williams, hitting him in the left temple
with a butt that sent him flying
backward.
Shortly afterward, referee Randy
Neumann stopped the fight.
"You've got to see it to believe
it," Williams said. "He hit me a

pretty good shot, but it wasn't
enough to knock me out. After that,
he burrowed in and hit me with a
head butt.
"Can you imagine getting hit
with this head?" Williams said as
he watched replay. "That's a hard
head."
Williams said he got up at..thef
count of seven, and, before he
knew what was happening, Neumann stopped the fight.
"The referee said I wasn't
responding," Williams said. "I
was shaking my head, trying to buy
a little time. If I'd known the referee was going to stop it, I wouldn't
have done that. ... The referee
wasn't looking out of an experienced eye."
Not only did Neumann fail to see
the butt, but neither did Leibowitz
at the time. Williams said he told
Leibowitz immediately after the
fight that he was butted, but the
manager told him not to mention it.
"I told him I wanted to see the
replay first," Leibowitz said. "I
didn't want Carl to make a fool out
of himself. I didn't believe the
referee could miss something like
thai ... I didn't see it from where I
was sitting."

Marshals...
(Cont'd from page 9)
match up real well," he said.
"We're real proud of our offensive
line's development this summer;
we feel they're going to be a real
good line."
Calloway, with only one victory
over Marshall in ten seasons of
football, had victory snatched away
last year in a bitter, come-frombehind march by the Marshals that
w the winning touchdown scored

on the last play in a game dominated by stormy weather and controversial calls.
Franklin said the Lakers don't
need thoughts of revenge or atonement from last year's game, however. "When we play Marshall
County, they're close enough that
we 'don't need anything to get us
'up' for the game," he said. "We
know we have to play the best we
can."

Actions& Reactions
Golf local

In the

Winners from the Arkansas-Kentucky Moose Association tournament
held recently at Miller Memorial Golf Course: Championship Flight (first
through fourth), Danny Miller, Charlie Hargrove, Willis Mashburn and
Glenn Lutz; first flight, Ronnie Adams, Dick Szyper, Owen Smith and Ron
Nickelson; second flight, Butch Elliot, Joe Harris, Mike Schroader and
John Hiddin; third flight, Gene Knight, Lennis Beane, Daren Ahart and
Tim Hollaway; fourth flight, Carl Black, Timmie Cooksie, Roy Yowell and
Pat Butterworth; fifth flight,' Kenny Hinton, Rudy Weppler, Craig Hargrove and Barday Taylor; sixth flight, Dave Garland, Tom Maxwell, Larry
Thomas and John Culp.
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Track
KOBLENZ, West Germany — Carl Lewis teamed with three other
American sprinters to break the world record in the 800-meter relay at
the Koblenz international track and field meet, highlighting a day that saw
American athletes win nine events. Lewis, a six-time Olympic gold
medalist, and teammates Danny Everett, LeRoy Burrell and Floyd Heard
finished in 1 minute, 19.38 seconds, besting the mark 01 1:20.26 set in
1978 by a University of Southern California team. Mark Witherspoon of
the United States won a thrilling duel in the men's 100, docking 10.16
seconds to the 10.17 posted by Robson Da Silva of Brazil.
'Mark Rowe of the United States won the 400; Kevin Young won the 400
hurdles; Johnny Gray won the 800; and Susi Faver won the women's
800. Larry Mynas and Jan Wohlschlag won the men's and women's high
jumps and the United States also won the women's 400 relay.

General
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. — Stock car driver Tim Richmond contracted AIDS from an unknown woman and died of complications caused
by the disease, a physician dose to the driver's family said. "There's no
way of knowing who that woman was," Dr. David W. Dodson said at a
news conference. "Tim was a celebrity with a lot of charisma — a handsome guy. He naturally attracted a tot of women." Seaecy surrounding
Richmond's death Sunday at Good Samaritan Hospital had fueled speculation about the cause, which officially was listed as "natural." Dodson
said the drivers parents decided to release information about the case
because they thought there was a lesson to be learned from their
experience.
'In New York, CBS won U.S. television and radio rights to the 1994 Winter Olympics at Lillehammer, Norway, with a $300 million bid and added
another major sports event to its fast-growing collection. In lithe more
than a year, CBS has won rights to the 1992 Winter Olympics at Albertville, France, for $243 million, and an exclusive, four-year network contract with major league baseball for $1.06 billion.

Hockey
MONTREAL — Veteran defenseman Larry Robinson may sue the
Montreal Canadiens for a retirement bonus he said was promised before
he signed as a free agent with the Los Angeles Kings. Robinson, 38, and
his agent Don Cape said Canadiens general manager Serge Savard
promised one year of full salary after his retirement but later placed on it
a condition that he finish his NHL career in Montreal. Robinson turned
down a one-year $1 million offer, which included the bonus, from the
Canadiens last month to accept the Kings' contract for two years plus
and option year worth $1.5 million.

Golf
ARDMORE, Pa. — Irishman Eoghan O'Connell shot a 1 -under-par 69
to lead a field of 64 qualifiers into four days of match play for the U.S.
Amateur Golf Championship. The 21-year-old senior at Wake Forest won
medal honors in the 36 holes of qualifying with a 4-under 68-69-137,
edging Phil Mickelson, the 1989 NCAA champion from Arizona State and
San Diego, who shot 70-68-138. The 64 survivors from a field of 312
start match play Thursday with 18 holes at historic Menon Golf Club and
continue with 36 holes Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Tennis
TORONTO — Chris Evert, retiring after next week's U.S. Open, committed 49 unforced errors and fell 6-4, 7-5 to Australian Anne Minter in
the second round of the Player's Challenge tennis championship. Evert,
34, joined seventh-seeded Hana Mandlikova on the sidelines. Mandlikova was beaten 1-6, 6-1, 7-5 by unseeded Jana Pospisilova. All other
seeds advanced, including No. 4 Arantxa Sanchez, the French Open
champion, who beat Jo-Anne Fault in straight sets. Also, No. 9 Helen
Kelesi of Canada ousted Czech Regina Rajchrtova, 6-1, 6-2; No. 11 Barbara Paulus of Austria beat Clare Wood on Britain 6-2, 6-3; and No. 15
Sylvia Hanika of West Germany held off American Shauna Stafford, 6-2,
7-5.
'In Jericho, N.Y., top-seeded Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia beat Guillermo Perez-Roldan of Argentina 6-4, 6-2 in opening round play at the
$154,000 Hamlet Challenge Cup men's tournament. Aaron Knckstein,
seeded fifth, beat Andres Gomez of Ecuador 6-4, 6-3 in another match.
Wimbledon champion Boris Becker withdrew from the tournament
because of a back injury, but gave no indication whether he'll miss next
week's U.S. Open.

Basketball
DUISBURG, West Germany — Stephen Thompson of Syracuse
sparked a second half surge as the United States basketball team pulled
away to a 126-93 victory over Brazil in its opener at the World University
Games. Thompson, a 6-foot-2 guard, led a 13-2 American run in the first
three minutes of the second half that began the rout after a dose first
half. Thompson finished with 20 points, while Lorry Johnson, who will
play at Nevada-Las Vegas in the upcoming season, was the top scorer
with 22.
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In the major leagues

Clary nets win over Cards as Braves provide support
ATLANTA (AP) — Many Clary, the Atlanta Braves most consistent
starter since the All-Star break, took his record a step further — to his
first major league shutout.
Clary, 4-2, who gave up five hits in his second complete game of the
season, called his 3-0 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals Wednesday
night "thrilling."
"Not in my wildest imagination did I ever expect to shut these guys
out," Clary said.
'-'The sixth and seventh innings were where I had been having trouble
and I started thinking, 'I can't give up a run, I can't give up a run,'" he
said.
Clary had reason to be doubtful. Wednesday's win came after a 10-5
loss Tuesday night, and the Cardinals had 14 or more hits in each of the
last three games, all victories. St. Louis entered the game leading the
National League in team batting.
"But my prayer this week was to be able to finish a game," Clary
added, "and I did."

Atlanta manager Russ Nixon was glad to see the Braves get Clary some
runs.
"The most runs we've given him were these tonight," Nixon said. "He
conceivably could be about 7-1, rather than 4-2. He's been as impressive
as anyone on this staff since we brought him up, other than (John) Smoltz
the first part of the year."
Since reporting June 29, Clary has amassed nine quality starts in 11
outings. The Braves are 5-6 in his starts.
St. Louis manager Whitey Herzog also had words of praise for Clary.
"Mr. Clary pitched one hell of a game," Herzog said. "That's two
helluva games he's pitched against us."
The loss cost the Cardinals a chance to gain on first-place Chicago in
the four-team NL East race. The Cubs lost to Cincinnati Wednesday afternoon. The fourth-place Cardinals remained three games behind the Cubs.
Clary, 4-2, struck out two and walked one for his first win since beating the New York Mets on July 16. He did not allow a hit until Terry
Pendleton singled with one out in the fifth inning.

The Cardinals' scoring chance came in the seventh, when Pedro Guerrero and Pendleton singled to put runners on first and second. But Clary
got Tom Brunansky to foul out to first and Jose Oquendo to fly out to
center.
Clary is the only Atlanta pitcher other than Tom Glavine to pitch a
complete-game shutout this season. Glavine has four shutouts.
Starter Ricky Horton, 0-1, became the second Cardinals pitcher in as
many nights to give the game three hitless innings from the start.
The Braves scored their first run off Horton after Jeff'Causer got the
game's first hit, a double to left with one out in the fourth. Blauscr scored
on Lonnie Smith's single.
The Braves made it 2-0 in the fifth on Jeff Treadway's two-out single,
a walk to Clary and Oddibe McDowell's RBI single.
Smith led off the Atlanta sixth with a single against reliever John Costello, stole second and scored on Andres Thomas' one-out single.
Horton, who did not have a decision in four previous starts, allowed
two runs and four hits in five innings. He struck out one and walked one.

Dempsey's homer serves as only score in 22-inning marathon
By The Associated Press
The Los Angeles Dodgers
already knew what it was like to
play a 22-inning game. Thanks to
Rick Dempsey, they found out
what it was like to win one.
Dempsey, who entered the game
hitting .168, led off the 22nd
inning with his second homer of
the year as the Dodgers beat the
Montreal Expos 1-0 Wednesday
night in the second-longest shutout
in major league history.
While the Dodgers and Expos
were posting a big number of
innings, American League pitchers
are in a numbers game of their
own.
For Dave Stewart, it is 17. For
Dennis Eckersley, it is 27. Tom
Gordon's numbers are 5 and 16,
and counting, and Kansas City's is
at 9.
Stewart posted his 17th victory
of the season Wednesday night,

tying Houston's Mike Scott for the
major league lead, as the Oakland
Athletics defeated the Texas Rangers 5-4. Eckersley finished up to
earn his 27th save as Oakland took
a three-game lead over secondplace California in the AL West
race.
Gordon outdueled fellow rookie
Jim Abbott as Kansas City downed
the California Angels 64. It was
Gordon's fifth straight victory and
ran his record to 16-4, tying a Kansas City record for rookies.
"I don't think Cy Young. I think
Rookie of the Year every now and
then," Gordon said. "If it's for me
to have, then I'll be happy to
receive it. All I can do is go out
and help my team win."
He did just that as the Royals
won their ninth straight game.
"To his credit, he's a very good
pitcher," Abbott said of Gordon.
"He had another good game,

tonight. Games like tonight are a
little more exciting than the average ones, and he pitched a great
game tonight."
Gordon is 6-2 with a 1.95
earned-run average since being
made a starter. He has won 12 of
his last 14 decisions.
Dempsey's numbers aren't as
impressive, but he knew what he
was trying to do. "I was trying to
hit one out of the park against Rich
Thompson in the 16th and I just
missed it," Dempsey said. "The
way my season has gone, I figured
there's no harm in going for one

again and try to enc., things right
there."
Houston beat the New York
Mets 1-0 in 24 innings on April 15,
1968 in the longest shutout and
longest 1-0 game ever played.
Dempsey, who entered the game
in the eighth inning, hit a 2-1 pitch
from Dennis Martinez, 13-4, over
the left-field fence for the only run
of the game. It was the Dodgers'
20th hit.
AROUND THE HORN
National League
Pirates 5, Astros 1
Jim Clancy's three-run throwing error on a
cornebacker capped a four-run first inning that
canned the Pirates past Houston and dropped
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American League
Athletics 5, Rangers 4
Stewart, who gave up eight hits in seven
innings, said he would like to win 20 games for
the third straight year. The A's have won their

last five games.
Indians 5, Mariners 3
Al Cleveland, a run-sconng single by Dave
Clark snapped a sixth-inning tie as Cleveland
handed Seattle its seventh consecutive defeat
OrloWs 3, Brewers 1
At Baltimore, a pinch double by Keith More
land in the seventh inning knocked in two runs
and led the ()notes to a sweep of their three.
game senes with Milwaukee
Blue Jays 11, Tigers 4
Al Toronto, Ernie Whorl's three-run homer
snapped a 4-4 be and Fred McGriff hit his AL
leading 32nd and 33rd home runs to power the
Blue Jays over Detroit
Red Sox 4, Yankees 1
Al New York, home runs by Nick Esasky and
Dwight Evans powered a three-run sixth inning
as Boston dealt the Yankees' their 12th loss in
16 games
'twins II, While Sox 7
In Minneapolis, Kent Hrbek hit a pair of two
runt homers and pitcher Roy Smith gained ms
sixth straight vtciory as the Twins defeated the
White Sox Smith is now 10-4

if Allstate Mobile
Home insurance discounts can
save you money. _ _
Find out

"See me for all
I
your family
insurance
needs./I
Like a good neighbor,
Safe Farm is There.

the Astros 3',•• games behind San Francisco in
the West
Giants 5, Mets 0
Rock Reuschel and two relievers combined
for a live-hitter as the Giants blanked the 54e15
for the second straight day
Reds 5, Cubs 5
The Cubs' August slide is now six games
Rookie catcher Joe OilVer went 4-tor-S and
drove in three runs as the Reds completed a
three-game sweep at Wngley Field.
Padres 7, Phillies 3
Andy Banes, the first pick in the 1988 alma
lour draft, allowed three hits in seven innings
for his first malty league victory.
Braves 3, Cardinals 0
Marty Clary pnched a five-hitter for his fist
map,league shutout as Atlanta ended the Car
chnals" three-game winning streak

753-9627
201 S. 6th. St.
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(ConI'd from page 9)
Gioiosa has been indicted for his
Rose from baseball is the sad end alleged participation, and jury
AMERICAN LEAGUE
of a sorry episode," Giamatti said selection in his trial is scheduled to
East Division
W I. Pct
in the statement.
GB 110 Streak Horne Away
begin today in Cincinnati. Rose is
Baltimore
67 59 .532 —
4-7-3 Won 4
39-28 213-31
"One of the game's greatest under investigation by a federal
Toronto
65 61 .516
2
7-3 Won 2 31-30 34-31
Milwaukee
65
64
.504
Vrli
*4-4
Lad
3
38-211 27-36
players has engaged in a variety of grand jury in Cincinnati for this
Boston
60 65 480
64
3-7 Won 2 29-30 31-35
Cleveland
60 66 .476
7
3-7 Won 2 31-29 29-37
acts Which have stained the game and other aspects of his income
New York
57 70 .449 10%
24 Lost 2 31-30 26-40
Detroit
and he must now live with the con- taxes.
47 80 .370 204
4-6 Lost 3
29-37 111-43
Wait Division
sequences of those acts."
W L Pot
Before the investigation, Rose
GE4 LIO Streit Horne Aws
Oakland
78 49 .614
—
7-3 Won 5 44-22 34-2
"There had not been such grave had been considered a baseball
Calif/the
74 51 .592
3
*4-4 Lost 3
44-23 30-25
Kansas
City
73
53 579
44 2-9-I Won 9 42-18 31-35
allegations since the time of Land- idol. In a 24-year career, he set
Texas
65 59 .524 114
44 Lost 2 33-26 32-33
Linnesota
is," the statement said in a refer- records for hits (4,256), games
61 64 488 16
2-4-6 Won 1
32-28 29-36
Seattle
57 68 456 20
z-241 Lot 7
33-33 24-35
ence to Kenesaw Mountain Landis, (3,562), at-bats (14,053) and sinChicago
53 73 421
244 z44 Loot 1
26-36 25-37
the commissioner who suspended gles (3,215). He was the National
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
for life the players involved in the League's rookie of the year in
W L Pct
GB LIO Streak Horne Away
,
Cie
hiwcaool,
Black Sox scandal after the 1919 1963, the league's most valuable
71 56 559 —
3-7 Lost 6
34-28 37-28
69 57 548
14 z-6-4 Lost 2 45-23 24-34
World Series.
Montreal
player in 1973 and the World
69 58 543
2
4-6 Lost 1
39-29 30-29
St Lou's
67 513 536
3
2-7-3 LOW 1
36-26 31-32
Giamatti said the episode would Series MVP in 1975. He won NL
Pittsburgh
54 71 .432 16
*4-4 Won 3
27-33 27-38
Philadelphia
51 75 .405 19,I 1-5-5 Lost 1
"strengthen the confidence of the batting titles in 1968, 1969 and
30-36 21-39
West Division
American public and in baseball's 1973.
W L Pti
GB L10 Streak Home Away
San Franasco
73 54 575 —
6-4 Won 2 39-20 34-34
integrity. I think the game will
Houston
69 57 .548
rh 1-6-4 LOW 2 38-25 31-29
Rose had challenged the comSan Diego
63
64
10
.496
4-6 Won 1
30-29 33-35
emerge stronger."
Cincinnati
missioner's power to hear evidence
61 66 .480 12
5-5 Won 3
31-34 30-32
Los
Angeles
60
67
472
13
Won
z-5-5
1
31-28 29-39
The suspension of Rose came in on the gambling charges, arguing
Atlanta
51 75 405 21A z-4-6 Won 1
25-36 23-39
1-denotes first game was a mn
a five-page agreement signed Wed- that he had been prejudged by GiaAMERICAN LEAGUE
nesday by Rose and Giamatti.
Maraukee at Toronto, 635 p.m.
matti. A state court in Ohio agreed
Wednesday's Garnee
Seattle at Minnesota, 7 05 Om
Regarding any gambling rehabil- with Rose but after an appeal by
Boston 4, New York 1
Oakland at Kansas City. 7 35 p.m
Baltimore 3. Wastages 1
Caldornia at Texas, 735 pm. .
itation for Rose, Giamatti said: baseball the case was moved to
Cleveland 5, Seattle 3
Toronto
11, Detroit 4
NATIONAL LEAGUE
"We have not required it. It seems federal court where the broad powMinnesota 5 Chicago 7
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City 6. Cailornia 4
to be entirely in Mr. Rose's ers of the commissioner have
San Francisco 5. New York 0
Oakland 5. Texas 4
Cincinnati 8, Chicago 5
hands."
Thursday's Games
always been upheld.
Los Angeles 1, Montreal 0, 22 innings
Seattle (Zavaras 1-3) at Cleveland (Steve Davis
San Dego 7. Philadelphia 3
Bill Guilfoile, associate director
0-0). 11.35 pm.
Moving the case to federal court
Pittsburgh 6, Houston 1
(Perez
Chicago
at
(Aguilera
kinnescits
7-131
Atlanta 3, St Lana 0
of the Hall of Fame said, "Rose greatly hurt Rose's chances of
0-2). 12 15 p m
Thursday's Games
Baltimore (Harnitich 3-6 and D.Schmidt 9-12) at
would still be eligible for election escaping suspension.
St Louis (Marano 16-7) at Atlanta (Demos
New York (Cary 2-2 and Plunk 4-3), 2, 3 35 pm
12-6), 4 pin
Detroit (Morns 3-101 al Toronto (Flanagan 6-8).
in 1992 unless our board df direcHouston (Portugal 3-1) at Pittsburgh (Drabs&
Deputy commissioner Francis T.
635 pm
10-13). 635 pm
tors decides differently."
California (Blyteven 13-2) at Kansas City (Aquino
Vincent Jr. said that at the end of
Only games scheduled
6-7). 7 35 p m.
Friday's Games
As part of the agreement, Rose
April Rose's representative said
Oakland (Storm Davis 14-5) at Texas (Jeffcoat
Atlanta at Chicago. I 20 pm
6-5.1. 7 35 p m.
dismissed his lawsuit against Gia- they had "a desire to talk."
Pmsburgh at Cinannee. 6 35 p m.
Onry games scheduled
St Louis at Houston, 735 pm
matti in federal court in Ohio and
Friday's Games
New York at San Diego. 905 pm
Vincent said Rose's lawyers
Detroit at Boston, 2, 405 pm
Philadelphia at Los Angeles, 935 p m
the judge hearing that case con- offered proposals that "I rejected
Baltimore at New V0f1i, 630 pm
Montreal at San Franosco. 935 pm
Chicacci at Cleveland, 6 35 p rr
firmed today that the case had been as unrealistic." Those proposals
dropped.
involved Rose admitting some
Tampa Bay
2 0 0 1 000 66 23
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Coach Tommy Helms managed
C rucago
1
1
0
500 35 44
"misbehavior." There were no
East
Green
Bay
1
1
0
500 51 51
the Reds to an 8-5 victory over the
W L T Pot PP PA
Detroit
0
2
0
000
27 60
talks again until the end of July
Indianapolis
1.000 55 30
2 0
West
Cubs in Chicago on Rose's last
1
1
New England
.500 34 32
when
baseball
was
approachSan
again
Francisco
3
1
0
750
102 54
1
1
N.Y Jets
500 46 -34
day. Rose had left the team earlier
LA Rams
2 1 0
667 52 50
I
Mato
333 36 62
2
ed
by
Rose's
lawyers.
They
met
in
Atlanta
0
2
0
000
17 50
in the week to be with his wife for
0 2
tAam
000 30 54
heir Orleans
0 2 0 000 14 41
New York and disagreed about the
Central
Wedneeday's Game
the birth of their second child.
Cincinnati
1 000 59 23
2 0
San Francisco 17, San Diego 14
phrasing of "permanent ineligibiliHouston
1
1
500 49 St
Section 21 (d) of the Major
Friday's Games
Pittiturgh
1
1
500 38 42
ty" and "reinstatement." Talks
Marn at Washngton, 7 p in
1
Cleveland
2
333 59 65
League Rules specifies the penalDetroit at Seattle, 930 pm.
Wset
continued and last Friday Rose's
Saturday's Games
.ties for gambling on baseball. It
1
1
Denver
SOO 34 44
Buffalo vs Green Bay at Madison. Ws, 1 p in
lawyers
said
they
would
accept
the
1
t
Seattle
500 2$ 27
New England at Atlanta. 630 pm
reads, in part: "Any player,
San Diego
2
41 44
1
333
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia. 630 p rti.
agreement with some minor
Kansas Crty
000 20 613
0 2
Tampa Bay at indianspols 630 pm
umpire, or club or league official
LA Raiders
0 2
000 27 64
changes.
New York Jots at Neer York Giants. 7 p m
NATIONAL CONFE ENCE
or employee who shall bet any sum
Cleveland at Phoenix. 7 p.m
"There
East
really
wasn't
a
negotiaDallas at Denver. • pm
whatsoever upon any baseball
W L T Pct PP PA
lAnnescea at Los Avits Rams. 8 P m
tion," Giamatti said. "What hapDallas
1 000 47 23
2 0
Houston
vs Los Angeles Radars at Oakland 9
connection
which
the betgame in
NV Giants
1 000 65 24
2 0
pm
pened was gradual evolution ... to
2 I
Philadelphia
667 50 49
Sunday's Game
ter has a duty to perform, shall be our position."
Washington
2 1
667 65 44
Kansas City at Chicago. 7 p in
Phoeht
0 2
.000 30 39
declared permanently ineligible."
Game
liendefs
C11411,111
Giamatti said that in late July he
Crtionnan at News Orleans, 7 pm
Rose was accused of violating
kinnesota
1000 47 26
2 0
began
that rule in a 225-page report sub- with to consider Dowd's report
the possibility that Rose
mined to Giamatti on May 9 by
would
not contest it at a hearing.
John M. Dowd, the commissioner's
Rogers Insurance
Jape
decided
"I
that there was no
special investigator.
position I could take on that basis
201 South 6th Street
753-9627
Rose was summoned to New
other
than
permanent
ineligibility."
York by then-Commissioner Peter
Ueberroth on Feb. 20. During the
meeting, which Giamatti attended
in his role as president of the
National League, Rose denied having bet on baseball. But three days
later, baseball hired Dowd and
24 Hour Service - Local & Long Distance
began the investigation, which cost
about $1 million to complete.
Wheel Lift Equipped
The Reds manager steadfastly
denied the allegations. But each
Damage Free Towing
day brought new charges. The one
that potentially is most serious
'We will not be under towed'
involved an alleged scheme to
defraud the U.S. government. Former associate Paul G. Jartszen said
Rose had Thomas P. Gioiosa, an
associate of the manager, claim the
winnings from a $47,646 parimuLocally owned & operated by
tuel ticket at a horse-racing track in
Barry G. Weatherford.
1987, and that Gioiosa gave the
money back to Rose'
"1

1

WE TOW FOR YOU!!!

759-1596
Barry's

Wrecker Service

Save up to 20% if you're the original owner.
Or up to 15% if you've installed protective
devices. You could even save 10% if you're
55 or older and retired.
And find out how
Allstate Replacement Cost
Coverage could save you
from big losses.

Robert Billington, Jr.
The Murray
Insurance Agency

Aiistatee
Allstate Ingmar-anon Company

Bel-Air Center 753-4751

Get What Others
Pay
More For.

Speed. Quality Reliability.
Productivity.
Now they cost less...with
Toshiba's new BD-7610 practical
business copier!
-30 Copies per Minute!
-Edge-to-Edge Complete
Copies!
-11x17 Copying!
-Reduction
Enlargement!
-Automatic
Controlled
Exposure!

-Simplified
Control
Panel!
-3-Way Paper Supply!
-More Standard Features Than
Ever...Designed for Your Business and Your Budget!!
Other copiers may cost more. But
they don't deliver more.
See why. See the BD-7610, today.

IlFa
mc=
177

TOSHIBA

118 N. 7th.
Hayfield, Ky.

1-800-633-7296
Inside Kentucky
1-800-858-0492
Outside Kentucky

Buy 3-1 FREE!
Buy 3 NAPA Gas Charged
Deluxe Heavy Duty Shocks
And Get The 4th FREE!
Hurry...This is a
limited time offer.
Pro-Tech
AutoCenter

AIM

AutoCare
1NAPAI
lows Center

Pittman Wheel
Alignment Inc.

200 N. 4th St. we retail Cualty NAPA Pans 408 N. 4th St.
753-6001
753-6779

Murray Gulf
641 S. • 753-9164

'
C.-

,
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Open 11 a.m.
Deliveries
4 p.m. ill
Closing

Larry Krouse Insurance

2
Large
16" Pizzas

Cheese
plus 2 toppings Q999
of your choice Y
Expires 9 24 89

Central Shopping Center
753-9600
Open till midnight
Friday a sat.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 19119

enutys

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

That's State Farm
insurance."

jialian --)
Village
Pizza

McCLARD'S

Stare Farm insurance Corrpames
mome ()Noes Bloomington Illinois

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there.

ofma

105 N.

12th (Next to McDonald's)

601 Main St.
Day:
753-9132

759-9888

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Jerry McCoy, Owner

Night:
753-1234 or 409
Sunbury Circle
753-1830

753-5940

Marshall County (1-0) at Calloway County (0-0)
Friday, Aug. 25th at 7:30 p.m.
From All Your Friends
at

When Marshall has the ball...

WAI:MART

LAKER DEFENSENG -Tracy Coleman (#52, 5-71
/
4 , 206)

Hwy. 641 North-Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9: Sun. 12-6

T- Chris Bynum (#51, 5-6, 186)
T-Cliff Curd (#9, 6-1, 184)
DE -Robert Orr (#57, 6-1, 170)

kotogfapin4

GOOD LUCK

DE - Michael Lax (#56, 5-8, 158)
ILB- Eric Hogancamp (#42, 5-91
/
2 ,210)
ILB -Tony Patrick (#73, 6-3, 200)

LAKERSI

Harry Allison
607 S. 4th St.

CB- Rob Dennis (#10, 5-10, 145)
CB- Matt Dennis (#1, 5-5, 124)

i53-8809

SS- Ray Fennel (#37, 5-5, 142)

Good Luck
lakers

'•

ENE

FS- Tim Carpenter (#16, 5-7, 136)

•

Wh(

from

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
FREE

Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!
orge Selection of New & Used Tires-

HOLLAND
Tire Company
East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606 Mon Fri 8 5: Sat 8 12

When Calloway has the ball...

TIGER

LAKER OFFENSE-

QB-

QB- Pookie Jones (#4, 6-1, 185)

FB-

1 2 , 210)
FB- Eric Hogancamp (#42, 5-9/

TB- E

WA -Tim Carpenter (#16, 5-7, 136)

WB-

WA -Cliff Curd (#9, 6-1, 184)
After The Game
ome Visit Our Winning
Team; Our
Deli Always Scores!
New Movie Reles ;1\ aikihk:

OPEN 24 HRS. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Ileounety....Cnile-Oway
1:4,1
livky. 641 'North 753-1673
Roxranne-N1gr.

D & W

AUTO SUPPLY INC.

512 S.

12th MURRAY

LT- Keith Jones (#70, 6-u, 205)

LT- L

LG - Tony Patrick (#73, 6-3, 200)

LG- F

C- Robert Orr (#57, 6-1, 170)

C- Br

AG -Sean Kelly (#71, 5-11, 252)

RG -

•••••:•••.•:,:•:•*"•••;V:.• •Ne •••••;•:,

YOUR BEST INSURANCE
POLICY IS A GOOD AGENT
We'd like to have the opportunity to
show you what we mean...with quality
protection and service. Call us today.
117State Auto
XJ Insurance

•Com_plete Line of Dupont
and R-M Automotive Paint

VES

#112

4.111111:0

Your One Stop Parts Center
LIFETIME
WARRANTY

RENT
TO
OWN

COOK

PURDOM THURMAN &
McNUTT INSURANCE
407 Maple

753-4451

American General Life and
Accident Insurance Company
A

Ken & Donna Brown
Hwy. 641 N. by Seven Seas

753-4239

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

Southside Crt. Sq.

Subudoary 01 AnVilflain OlinOrill Corporation

agr
amizaw.
kra

PORTABLE WAREHOUSES

Your Authorized Dealers:

RT-

RT- Brian McClard (#55, 5-11, 208)

.We Install Auto Glass
-Parts:
All Makes & Models

ir4C
R.m
..

TE -

TE - Brian Eels (#15, 6-1, 145)

753-4563

Good Luck Lakers & Ti ers

SE-

WA - Frank Finley (#34, 6-2, 188)

•Lite • Health • Accident
• Cancer • Medicare Supplement

Tapidd
zzea
A
At Gatti's.
The best pizza in town. 7-te•ffAt-i

753-9379
Timothy H. Herndon
Home Service Agent

Chestnut St.

753-6656

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

mE

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES

111111CNIELIN
CARROLL TIRE, Inc.
1105 Pogue Ave.

753-1489

80C

REPAIRS

RENT-TO-OWN

Goo(

We provide
repair service
on most brands
of t.v.'s, VCR's,
stereo's, etc.

Whirlpool HeavyDuty Washer/
Dryer Set

gooc
gooa

That
insur

$15.00 wk

753-7670
Over 4,000 Movie Rentals
Mon.-Sat.
Sun. 1-8
•
)
10-9
• ,. \
i Pliii!
Central War
753-7670
110411•44
i 753-HOME
Net kap) *&min Ia "7"
- .711pir

Lar

HOME TV r APPLIANCE

105 N.

•'4•14.

1111.: MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 19119

won't want to miss
Murray Cablevision's

You

llison

COACHES COM

,CPItotogfapit

Hosted by David Ramey

3

0

Hwy. 641 South

Featuring weekly analysis of
Korey High and Calloway Co. gimes
with Coaches Jack Cain Tony Franklin.
•

Thursdays at 6 p.m.
Fridays at 4:30 p.m.
Cable Channel 34
CABLE
Sol•Air Center VISION' 7s3-5005
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GOOD LUCK
TIGERS!

McCLARD'S
Day:
753-9132

Harry Allison
607 S. 4th St.

Murray High (0-0) at Trigg County (0-0)
Friday, Aug. 25th at 7:30 p.m.

4*******

753-8809

Good Luck
Tigers
from

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"

When Trigg has the ball...
TIGER DEFENSE--

FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us'
large Si • .
"Jew & Used Tires--

HOLLAND

NG - Monty McCuiston (#70, 5-11, 220)

Tire Company
T- Pat Tefft (#55, 6-0, 200)

East Main & Industrial Road
753 5606 Mon Fri 8-5, Sat 8-12

T- Kevin Tucker (#75, 6-1, 220)

Let's make this a
winning season...

DE - Bart Crum (#65, 6-1, 195)
DE - Lance Allison (#73, 6-3, 214)

Murray High

LB -Trevor Knight (#89, 5-11, 180)

"Butch" Seargent

LB -Joey Bazzell (#86, 6-0, 195)
LB -Jon Burkeen (#7, 5-9, 160)

for

,

CB - Brian Sowerby (#41, 6-0, 158)

Mayor

CB-Steve Mayfield (#22, 5-10, 180)

in NovemberltA4

S- Robbie Danner (#9, 6-3, 180)

DARNELL MARINE

When Murray has the ball...

Home of the
"Crappiemate by Bomber"
Team Champion Boats
Johnson Outboards

TIGER OFFENSEQB- Robbie Danner (#9, 6-3, 180)
FB-Steve Mayfield (#22, 5-10, 180)

Hwy. 94 E.
Murray, Ky.
753-BOAT

TB- Brian Sowerby (#41, 6-0, 158)
WB- Mitchell Fike (#44, 6-2, 195)

,

•

SE-Jason Farley (#45, 5-11, 150)

Open 11 a.m.

TE -Trevor Knight (#89, 5-11, 180)

Deliveries
4 p.m. LB
Closing

Party
Special

LT- Lance Allison (#73, 6-3, 214)

4 Large Pizzas$

LG -Pat Tefft (#55, 6-0, 200)

Cheese
plus 2 toppings 1
of your choice

C- Brian Carroll (#51, 6-0, 220)

Exprcs 9 24-89

Central Shopping Center
753-9600

AG -John Mark McDougal (#60, 5-10, 175)

Open till Midnight
Friday & Sat.

AT-Kevin Tucker (#75, 6-1, 220)

Go Tigers!
mama
Au

After The Game
Come Visit Our Winning
Team; Our
Deli Always Scores!
VCR & New Movie Releases Available
OPF \ 24 HRS. FOR VOIR CONVENIENCE

t,
4e
_oidnety__
_c.d.4
,tmy
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI MAZDA INC.
800 Chestnut, Murray 753-8850

Alt

Nobody can protect your

BUSINESSat_
__ nhwe ecarnt

Purdom
Motors

Look to us for the quality Business Insurance
coverages you need, including Liability, Fire
Crime and special Package Plans Call us today

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
INSURANCE
""
R.
Pr
n9

Hwy. 641 North 753-1673
Roxeanne-Mgr.

Italian -1
Village
Pizza

Southside Crt. Sq.
753-4451

State Auto
Insurance

INC.
Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac &
Buick

•-•

osi)

Satisfied Customers
are our main concern"

121 Bypass

'

753-5315
•

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

REPAIRS
MERCURY
LINCOLN

That's State Farm
insurance."
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For 61 Years
Since 1928

Larry Krouse Insurance

PARKER
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

759-9888

753-5273

701 Main Street

Compliments of

We provide
repair service
on most brands
of t.v.'s, VCR's,
stereo's, etc.

Thornton
Tile

753-7670
Over 4,000 Movie Rentals
A

Sun. 1-8

and Marble

753-7670
753-HOME

612 So. 9th

N., .1 '

HOME TV

APPLIANCE

753-5719
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Whitley remembered
by fans from all over
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Flowers are placed daily on his grave.
Letters come in constantly from around the world.
Promising country music singer Keith Whitley died of an accidental
alcohol overdose in May, but he lives on in the memories of his fans and
the legacy of his music.
An album recorded just a month before he died, "I Wonder Do You
Think of Me," was released in July by BMG Music-RCA Records. The
first single release from the album carries the same name, now made ironic by his death. He was 33 when he was found dead at his suburban Nashville home on May 9.
"After it (the album) was cut, he felt it was his best work," said Joe
Galante, senior vice president and general manager of RCA Records in
Nashville.
Others agree that the handsome, bearded Whitley was becoming a
major force in country music until his personal demons felled his considerable talent.
"He was beginning a super career," said Jack McFadden, his manager.
He was rolling. He had three No. 1 records and had just finished a great
album. He was drawing large crowds and having standing room only
crowds in most of the clubs he played. There were standing ovations
every show.
"He was a great entertainer. And a great kid."
His hit record at the time of his death, "I'm No Stranger to the Rain,"
continues to be one of the most-played music videos on Country Music
Television, country music's version of MTV and VH1.
"He was a rare artist," said Garth Fundis, his record producer. "When
Fabulous Thunderbirds singer Kim Wilson, right, and guitarist Jimmie Vaughan, center,
he sang songs about things close to him, it was always soulful and from
were joined by
Vaughan's brother Stoie Ray Vaughan onstage at the DuQuoin State Fair last year.
the heart. Very few singers can equal what he did in the music he
recorded."
Since Whitley's death, fans have reacted by sending literally hundreds
of letters and floral tributes.
McFadden visited the grave site a few weeks after the burial and was
touched by the outpouring.
"There were large crowds and flowers everywhere. People have come
from Texas, Michigan, Indiana, Iowa, the Carolinas, all over," he said.
"We're still getting mail, stacks of mail. There has been mail, and
phone calls, from England and even Africa."
Whitley, a native of Sandy Hook, Ky., sang wrenching tunes about pain
1979 and bassist Preston Hubbard
love to be in it. I said, 'You've got
By MARY CAMPBELL
and joy such as "Don't Close Your Eyes" and "When You Say Nothing
joined in 1984. Both had played in
have me.' I didn't think I had a
AP
to
Nowsfoaturo
s
Writer
at All." He is a posthumous candidate as country music's male vocalist of
the Rhode Island-based Roomful of
chance.
the year.
Two years ago, after the Fabul- Blues.
"But I play a musician. I've
After Whitley died, a fund in his name was created at Vanderbilt Medious Thunderbirds' album "Hot
Wilson's favorite cut on "Powbeen practicing for that for a long
cal Center's Institute for Treatment of Addiction. McFadden said more
Number," the band went on a long erful Stuff" is "Mistake No. 1" by
time.''
than $4,000 was contributed to the fund in the first few weeks following
tour.
David
"In
fact,
Porter,
who
we're
had
written
still
doing
The band plays on the Who's
it,"
the death.
remarks vocalist-harmonica player many Sam and Dave hits with Isaac
two Texas dates, Sept. 2 and 3, at
"It's coming in every day," he said. "They told me at Vanderbilt that
Kim Wilson.
Hayes.
the Cotton Bowl in Dallas and
they have received calls from people outside Nashville, like Hollywood
'They tell us, 'You're going to
Great
—
Balls
Fire"
of
being
was
Houston Astrodome.
celebrities. This has affected them."
he out two weeks.' Christmas came shot in Memphis when the FabulWhen they had time off in JanuMcFadden said he was aware that the sandy-haired Whitley had a
and I realized I hadn't seen home ous Thunderbirds were recording
ary,
Vaughan went fishing. "And I
drinking problem, but the singer hid it well and few knew about it. Whitsince summer."
"Powerful Stuff" there. Vaughan
play
around with hot rods, tinker
ley had said publicly that he battled alcoholism in his younger years.
The Fabulous Thunderbirds is auditioned for a part. He plays Sun
and drive. I don't race. Mine is a
According to the coroner, his blood alcohol content was equivalent to
primarily a live blues-rock band. Records guitarist Roland James.
cruiser. It's like rolling sculpture."
20 one-ounce shots of 100-proof whiskey. He was well beyond the lethal
So they play a lot, guitarist Jimmie
Vaughan
He drives a 1951 custom Chevrolet
says:
didn't
"I
know
level. 0.30.
Vaughan says. One day, they play- him before. I hung around with him
and has his eye on a couple of
."He was controlling it for the most part," McFadden said. "Every
ed Red Rocks near Denver at 3 quite a bit. He was the guitar playother cars that he can't afford. His
once inr a while, he'd slip. He'd had the problem for many years, starting
p.m., had a 4 p.m. flight to Fort er on 'Raunchy' by Bill Justis; he's
wife drives a newer car.
in his teens. He did quit for six months, then started nipping and quit
Worth, changed clothes en route on all the early stuff. The movie
When he isn't on the road,
again."
and arrived at the stage five was doing Jerry Lee Lewis in 1957
Vaughan
walks around his house,
noticed an attitude change in the last three or four months. He was
minutes before time to go on.
and
'58.
occasional
ly picking up one of his
normally a giving, warm, loving person, but he got a little ragged, nerv"None of the people playing
five or six guitars and trying new
Now they have a new album,
ous and uptight."
tunes.
'Powerful Stuff,'' to promote on musicians actually played the musBut
ic.
we
were
musicians
all
Wilson had a nodule removed
so
the road, through November. The
from a vocal cord in January. He
title single was on the "Cocktail" that it would really look right. We
says: — For the last two years I was
sound track. Wilson says that mus- learned the songs note for note. We
hoarse all the time. Whether I sang
ic by the Fabulous Thunderbirds even rehearsed at the Sun studios.
"The sound was taken from
or not. I couldn't speak in the
has been in 15 movies. "Tuff
morning. I stopped smoking. I
Enough," the title song of the Roland James' sound. He hasn't
worked with a speech therapist. I
group's first CBS Associated lost it. I don't know why they
didn't want to have surgery. I'm
Records album, in 1986, was in didn't use him playing — one of
those
movie
things.
really
learned
I
good at adapting; I haven't missed
both "Tough Guys" and "Gung
a. lot from learning. his solos."
a gig in 20 years;
Ho."
Vaughan had never acted before.
"They said, 'You'll be talking in
The band was formed in 1970 "It was fun. I've been a Jerry Lee
a week, singing in 10 days, reachafter Vaughan, brother of Stevie Lewis fan since I was a little kid. I
ing for it in two weeks.' I did a gig
Ray Vaughan, moved from Dallas don't consider myself an actor. It
three weeks after I had the operato Austin, Texas, and met Wilson. was the story; I love it so much. I
tion. My range has gone up two
In 1974, the Fabulous Thunderbirds grew up with Jerry Lee Lewis.
whole keys. I feel like the bionic
became the house band at That's why I wanted to do it. I
man now."
Antonc's, Austin's top blues club. heard about this movie eight years
18.5 Cu. Ft. Capacity (
As time goes on, the Fabulous
41
- . Compact, 5.2 Cu. Ft.
Drummer
Fran Christina joined in ago. I decided back then I would
Refrigerator
Thunderbirds' approach is constant,
Chest Freezer
Wilson says. "We're a blues band
111111111.
177
that plays rock 'n' roll. We do
think a little more about getting on
r'y
'
the radio these days. It is nice to
hold all your people and get new
ones. If it wasn't for our public, I'd
.
cm,2V26natI Ecl
have a straight job and play in the
NOME
bathroom every night, where the
(
11Fel
harmonica sounds best.
Vet,
4
"We've had slim times. It's real
sweet to have some success. It's
the tip of the iceberg; we've got a
Helps protect your children
"
'iiVaUge
Model TBXS19BL
Model CBSDI.
and
gafvaniz
pets.
ed
lot
of things to look forward to."
7).67ti It. freereir .%riiirstable
lemperature Monitor warns it
taboo
%Fiches F nerp Saver 'milt h.
Vaughan
Enhances
says: "My daughter is
•
appearanc
treeier warms. ()ills '23/
of
e
1
2
"
our most
Equipped for optional icemaker.
your yard.
«amtertop height. Ailiiistabir•
19. I've always played; she's not
PoPuia, g„ge
heil handles.
temperature t untrol
impressed."
• Helps provide security and
privacy for your home.
But he is impressed and feels
'Soo Store for dotaiio
fortunate. "I'm happy with what
I'm doing. I've gone all over the
world. I've got to meet and play
SEARS
BEL-AIR CENTER
753-2310
with people I idolize."
Circulaire
Air Conditioner

Fabulous Thunderbirds
staying busy on the road

Hurry..
Limited Time Offer!

SUMMER
SIZZLER DAYS!
(:)

SPECIAL

CHAIN10%LIN
K
FEN
CE
Discount
Month of August

$588

Model GSD580K
Pots 8: pans ()Tele. Enerfo saser
dn option. 10-sear full warrants
on Permatuf* tub and door liner
(ask for details).
90 Eta, ,,,o,bab barb co ancb•nwr gpt,on
Iron+ GE On ralatt purCh•11•1

$318

$288

Model ACSI8DA
Fli-efTuiencs. 17.600 17.3011 It f I
9.0 Elk. 230 2104 ',flits, S.t4 9
amps. 4-was airflow duet lion
3 I.(toting speeds.

Faye's
Super
Tanning

End of Summer
Air Conditioner
Close-Out

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer in Murray
212 E. Main St.

A Treat and A Tan

753-1586

309 N. 16th

309 N. 16th

Join Us For The Festivities
Prizes & Surprizes
Friday, August 25th - Monday, August 28th

Heavy
metal
Drum craftsman
gets big sound
SEATTLE (AP) — Gregg
Keplinger was noisily bashing in
the edge of a piece of stainless
steel tubing when it occurred to
him there must be a better way to
make a snare drum.
Sprawled on the floor of his tiny
house below Interstate 5, he put
down his 12-pound sledgehammer
°and picked up a file.
After several hours, the edge of
the steel tube was shaped like an
upside-down "U" that held the
head of the drum as well as a
curved lip on an ordinary, thinnerwalled drum shell.
When he assembled the drum
and played it, Keplinger discovered
he had made an instrument that
sounded louder, clearer and more
resonant than any snare drum he
had ever played.
"It was an accident. I had no
idea they'd sound the way they
did," Keplinger says of the first
comparatively crude instruments he
made 10 years ago.
Around 200 snare drums later,
professional drummers consider
Keplinger one of the leading snare
drum craftsmen in the United
States, and probably the best one
working with metal.
He is the only one, as far as
drum experts know, who makes
snare drums of black iron and
stainless steel. He is one of the few
who uses brass and aluminum.
Keplinger's drums are custommade and are regarded as the Ferraris or Lamborghinis of snare
drums. He has reproduced drums
from centuries ago that replicate
the original sound to the satisfacdon of a classical musician.
"It has warm, deep, fat tones. It
covers all the areas and it's the
loudest damn drum I've ever
heard," said Dony Wynn, drummer
for pop singer Robert Palmer.
Wynn has two Keplinger drums,
named "Biscuit" and "Not Fragile." He plays them on Palmer's
latest album, and they're his favorites of over 100 drums he owns.
Other drummers who use
Keplinger snares include The
Grateful Dead's Mickey Hart, John
Mob o of Bruce Hornsby and The
Range, John Hernandez of the rock
group Oingo Boingo, jazz drummer
Art Blakey and Howard Gilbert,
percussionist with the Seattle Symphony Orchestra.
"It's a good drum. I wouldn't be
playing it if it weren't," Blakey
said.
"It is very powerful and very
exact," said Hernandez. "You can
hear them from miles away — they
just sing."
The key to the quality of the
drums is the shell, both the grade
of the metal and the machining at
the edge. Keplinger has a trademark for the shell and sometimes
sells just shells.
He started using tubes cut to
size, then switched to flat sheets of
metal that he has cut to order,
rolled and welded. The metal is 11or 12-gauge, compared with the
roughly 22-gauge, or under onesixteenth of an inch, of most commercial snare drum walls.
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Playhouse
tryouts set
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
will hold auditions for Larry
Shue's "The Nerd" on Monday,
Aug. 28 and Tuesday, Aug. 29 at 7
p.m. at the Playhouse in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Directed by Bob Valentine, the
play has roles for four men, two
women, and one ten-year-old boy.
Production staff positions are also
open, and the theater is looking for
persons ipterested in working
backstage ion the show.
"The Nerd" is scheduled as the
last show at the depot before renovation. Larry Shue also wrote
"The Foreigner," produced by the
Playhouse and directed by Valentine in the fall of 1987.
"I am looking forward to being a
part of the last production that will
be held in the old Playhouse." Valentine said in a recent interview.
"Murray audiences have enjoyed
Larry Shue's plays, and this one
should be the funniest of all."
Corporate sponsors for "The
Nerd" are Air Relief and General
Sheet Metal. The show opens the
Playhouse Fall/Winter 1989-90
season.
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Building and Construction Trades
Council offers support to Sloane
4

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
state Building and Construction
Trades Council has endorsed
Harvey Sloane in his bid for
Democratic nomination for the
U.S. Senate.
The group endorsed Sloane on
Wednesday, giving the Jefferson
County judge-executive his second
in an expected string of statewide
labor endorsements.
Sloane told the council he is
"with the working men and women
of Kentucky" while Republican
Sen. Mitch McConnell is "with the
big corporations, the fat cats."
McConnell said in a telephone
interview that "organized labor
will support any Democratic nominee" and that the only noteworthy
thing about the endorsement was
that it came more than 14 months
before the election.
"The fact that they're behind
him early is an indication of their
enthusiasm for him and for his lib-

Voyager 2
begins final
approach

eral views," McConnell said.
Jerry Hammond, executive
secretary-treasurer of the group,
told delegates to its convention in
Louisville that McConnell uses
"Bubba-baiting words" — a reference to Democratic Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson's moniker for rural
conservatives.
"He use all this knee-jerk, reactionary, right-wing crap that calls
these people leftists and says they
always endorse Democratic candidates, which is a lie," Hammond
said, noting that the Kentucky Education Association backed Republi-

can state Rep. John Harper for governor in 1987.
Sloane was endorsed last month
by the political arms of the KEA
and the National Education Association. He will be endorsed by all
other unions in the state as their
constitutions allow, said state Rep.
Ron Cyrus, D-Flatwoods, executive
secretary of the state AFL-CIO.
Hammond said his group
includes 83 union locals or craft
councils with 30,000 to 35,000
members, or 14 to 20 percent of
the AFL-CIO membership in the
state.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 25, 1989
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 2:1 to Nov.21)
A chance remark could hurt a close
Be careful in your use of credit
tie's feelings. Unexpected develop- today. Stay away from superficial
ments on the job require changes in types. An unexpected expense could
scheduling. Tonight finds you busy arise now. Tonight favors cultural
with a home project.
interests and socializing.
TAURUS
SAGITTARRJS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Pay extra special attention to
Choose your words carefully today.
details at work today. Financial Inadvertently, you could say the
negotiations are likely to break down wrong thing. Where money is connow. Evening hours favor creative cerned, someone could renege on a
piirsuits and dating.
promise. Expect some career progGEMINI
ress now.
(May 21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
Watch flippant remarks, especially (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
with family members. A mix-up could
It's best to let partners take the
occur about a meeting with a close lead today. Though you're in the
tie. You'll find something nice when mood to do your own thing now,
shopping.
you'll have a better time in the
CANCER
company of close ties.
(June 21 to July 22)
AQUARIUS
Pay no attention to rumor or (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
hearsay. It may be more difficult than
Try not to be too critical of a child
usual to concentrate at work. Tonight today. Make allowances for others'
is your best time for getting ideas shortcomings. Some social plans are
across to others.
up in the air. Attention turns toward
LEO
career interests tonight.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
PISCES
It's not your best day for social life. (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A small disagreement could occur
Try not to get upset over trifles
with a friend or someone keeps you today. A friend is unpredictable and
waiting now. You may receive a gift can't be counted on. Couples will
or favor tonight.
enjoy an evening out together. The
VIRGO
accent is on romance.
sit
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
YOU BORN TODAY are a bit of a
By being picky you could put your loner, yet you work well with groups.
foot in your mouth today. Tact is You may be attracted to research,
especially required in dealings with science, medicine, and teaching. You
higher-ups. Tonight brings you a have a highly defined critical sense,
social success.
but need to watch a tendency to
LIBRA
become narrow-minded. You shine
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
when you become involved in the
You could have a disagreement greater problems that affect mankind.
with an adviser today. Be flexible on You can succeed in politics anti also
this day when appointments are may be creatively talented. Birthdate
likely to be changed. Behind-the- of: Ruby Keeler, actress-dancer;
scenes developments benefit you in George C. Wallace, politician; and
your career.
Bret Harte, writer.

pit

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Voyager 2 began its fmal approach
to Neptune today, showing the
planet's strange moon Triton to be
a bright pink, red and blue marble
ringed by what could be a snowcovered glacier of frozen natural
gas, scientists say.
At 9 a.m. PDT today Voyager
was expected to be 472,056 miles
from Neptune, caught in the grip of
Neptune's powerful gravity and
falling toward the fourth largest
planet at a speed of 38,599 mph.
At 8:56 p.m. PDT Voyager will
pass 3,042 miles from Neptune's
cloud tops, closer than it has come
to any other celestial object on its
4.4 billion-mile journey from
Earth.
Researchers at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory planned an allnight vigil as the most detailed
images begin coming back from the
spacecraft early Friday morning. It
takes 4 hours and six minutes for
radio signals from the spacecraft to
reach Earth.
Two days of tracking the spacecraft showed that a difficult course
correction Monday had put Voyager "smack dab in the middle" of
the path navigators wanted it to
follow, said Norman Haynes,
Voyager project manager.
The spacecraft, launched in
1977, will reach a speed of 61,148
mph as it sweeps around Neptune
headed for a pass 23,888 miles
from Triton at 2:14 a.m. PDT
Friday.
•
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Jergen's Soap
.6 Pack
.3 oz. Bars
Reg. 1.18

Fisher Price Fishing Kit
$900
Reg. 16.97 Sale

Two-Ring
Inflatable Pool

One Person
Inflatable Boat

.50"x9"
Reg. 5.97

40"x60"
Reg. 15.96
Sale

Sale

Multi-Position Lounge
-Assorted Colors
-Zinc Plated Steel
Frame
•PVC Strapping
Reg. 8.88

-42 oz.
-Cleans,
Disinfects,
Deodorizes
Reg. 3.12

Electric Tub Ice Cream
Freezer

Sale

•Makes 2-4 qts. of homemade
ice cream
-Quick and easy
•U L Approved -Model 71

6 Pack
"'Plastic Cups

$
2
56
-

French-Style
Air Mattress
-Clear Top
-78"x28"

Reg 1 50

I
.

Sale

Reg
10.96

78°
We treat heart transplants.
Leaving behind remembered
places and familiar faces is one of
life's toughest realities. You feel so
lost and lonely in strange new surroundings. You're heart sick.
If you have just moved to Murray
and are trying to settle into a new life,
here's a thought.What better place to
begin than with a sympathetic, concerned church family?

The First Christian Church(Disci
ples of Christ) has a program for
nearly everyone of every age and
interest. The only thing we don't
have that we should is you. But that
can be remedied quite easily. Your
new life can begin next Sunday when
you join us in worship services.
Together we can get to the heart of
your problem.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Sale

Splatter Up
-Water Toy
Reg 997

Divided Plastic Plates
-4 Pack -Great For Picnics
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Pillsbury Microwave
Side Dishes
•AuGratin & Cheese
Scalloped

Sale Good Tray Sun., Aug. 27th
LIMITED QUANTITIES
NO RAINCHECKS
Hwy. 641 North - Murray
Mon.-Sat. 114; Sun. 124
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Poll: Americans want sweeping changes in schools

Bi

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ameri-Ins want "tradition-shattering
,..thinges" in schools — including
•Iexible hours, more parental con:ol and a national curriculum —
and most are willing to pay higher
.,ses for them, a poll shows today.
Americans rate the quality of
; ublic schools poorly, with only 8
.....rcent giving an "A," 35 percent
"B" and 33 percent a "C."
...cording to the 21st annual Gallup
.'oil released by Phi Delta Kappa
"lternational, a professional educa-

WA;
bodies
eight c
plane
arrived
try S1
nation

lion fraternity.
"The public is. ready for
tradition-shattering changes in the
policies that govern U.S. public
schools," said the poll, based on
in-home interviews conducted in
early May and., early June.
Key findings of the survey were:
—60 percent favored allowing
pupils and their parents to choose
which public schools in their communities the youngsters will attend
— popularly known as "parental
choice." Thirty-one percent were

opposed and 9 percent were
undecided.
—75 percent favored reducing
class size in the early grades to as
few as 15 pupils, while 18 percent
were opposed. But by a 68 percent
to 25 percent margin, those questioned said they would pay higher
taxes for the extra expense.
—70 percent favored requiring
public schools to conform to
national achievement standards and
goals. Nineteen percent were
opposed and 11 percent were unde-

cided. Sixty-one percent wanted
the standards set by professional
educators, 20 percent wanted a
panel of parents and other lay people, and less than 10 percent
wanted the standards set by the
president, Congress or governors.
—69 percent favored requiring
public schools to use a standardized national curriculum, while 21
percent were opposed and 10 percent were undecided.
—71 percent favored afterschool and summer programs for

LAWN 4_qARDEN

•
as•

LERIVINE

Prices Good Thur. September 2nd

Limited to Inventory In Stock

WEEDEATERS

RIDING MOWERS

students whose parents work.
Twenty-one percent were opposed.
Education Secretary Lauro Cavazos said the poll results confirm the
administration's position favoring
parental choice on which public
schools their children will attend.
"The president has been calling
for it, I have been advocating it,
and now it is clear that the American people overwhelmingly support
it: a major restructuring of our education system, with school choice
as the cornerstone," Cavazos said
in a statement
"The (poll) has captured the
pulse of the people. Americans
want their schools restructured and
by a 2-to-1 margin, they favor
choice as a means to that end."
Cavazos also said Wednesday
the Education Department predicts
that U.S. public and private schools
will spend a record $353 billion in
the 1989-90 school year.
Despite the cost. Cavazos said,
"too many Americans remain illprepared for a changing world."
Education Department officials
point to the dismal performance of
American youth on academic
achievement tests, particularly in
areas such as math and science that
are considered critical in a fastchanging technical society.

The idea of parental choice,
already state law in Minnesota,
Arkansas and Iowa, is a centerpiece of the Bush administration's
education policy.
According to the poll, parental
choice gets stronger support among
nonwhites and young adults — 67
percent for both groups — and in
western states, at 64 percent.
Twenty-one percent believed
parental choice would improve all
schools. Only 14 percent believed
choice would hurt all schools.
Opponents of parental choice
have contended that it would lead
to some schools, particularly those
in disadvantaged areas, being
drained of students and resources.
Nearly three-fourths of those
polled think it is "very important"
to improve the nation's inner-city
schools. Substantial majorities are
willing to spend more taxes to
expand Head Start programs, 69
percent; to screen young children
for health problems, 74 percent;
and to provide day care for the
children of working parents, 58
percent.
The survey used a sample of
1,584 adults spread through all
areas of the nation and in all types
of communities. The margin of
error is plus or minus 4 percentage
points.
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BLACK & DECKER HEDGE TRIMMER
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(11111' - 38" Cutting Deck)

upraised hands under a slight
LEBANON, Va. (AP) — Solidrizzle and, accompanied by Kirkdarity rallies and a sit-down
LT12 Reg R164900
Sales1349
"
land on the harmonica, sang "Solidemonstration leading to the mass
(1211P - 38" Cutting Deck)
darity forever ... for the union
arrest of union leaders demonstrate
makes us strong."
to corporate America that labor
LT14 Ret R1999D0
Sate
Trumka gave a thumbs-up sign
unions are truly united now and
38" Cutting Deck)
as he and the others were led away
will fight as one during contract
to the county jail where they were
disputes, labor leaders say.
LTH12 Hydrostatic Drive Reg. $2149.00
charged with obstruction of free
"That connection has been made
Sales18990°
(12112 - 38" Cutting Deck)
passage.
and it will never be broken again,"
"Today gives testimony to the
United Mine Workers President
fact
that they're never going to
Richard
Trumka
LTH14 Hydrostatic Drives Reg $239900
said.
won't
"We
Sale$1999
'
(14112 - 38" Cutung, Deck"
fight us alone again. We're in it
let them pick apples off the tree
NU a anap wfth
together," Trumka yelled to the
one by one because as of today, the
whole damn tree is going to fall crowd on the courthouse lawn
down on them."
before the mass arrest.
A demon of Fuqua Industnes
Trumka and AFL-CIO President
The officials represented coal
25065 Reg $999.00
Lane Kirkland led the group of miners, machinists, airline pilots,
(61I2 - 25" Cutting Do:k
labor leaders who converged on
flight attendants, government
Virginia Wednesday to support employees, communications work26086 Reg. $1288.00
Sale
strikes involving Chesapeake & ers, service employees, department
(8HP - 26" Cutting Doik)
Potomac Telephone Co., Pittston
store workers, electrical workers,
Coal Group Inc. and Eastern
steel workers, firefighters and
30086 Reg. $1419.00
Sale927"
5
Airlines.
transport workers.
(11111' - 30" Cutting Deck)
The labor leaders facing com"This cross-section speaks for
mon problems — job losses and
the entire trade union movement in
30106S Reg $159900
Sale$141400
eroding market shares — attended
America," Kirkland said.
(10112 - 30" Cutting Deck)
a rally in Richmond before travelCorcoran said the courthouse
ing to the Russell County Court- demonstration "is a statement that
house where a judge has fined the
the system has failed working peoUMW $7.5 million for violating vie. The courthouse was chosen to
NOTHING RUNS LIKE ADEERE*
restrictions on the strike against symbolize the failure of governPittston.
JOHN DEERE
ment to protect working people."
Kirkland, Trumka and 17 other
The labor leaders were released
160 Reg $2529.00
officers representing a dozen labor
after posting $500 property bonds,
(12 1/2112 - 38- Cutting Deck)
unions locked arms and sat on the and drove farther into the southsteps of the red brick courthouse to
west Virginia coalfields to attend
165 Hydrostatic Drive Reg. $2969.00
block the entrance. At the same
another rally Wednesday night in
(12 1/21-IP -38" Cutting Deck)
time, 1,200 workers joined
St. Paul.
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(Rear Engine Rider 9111'

Sale$1300
"
341 Cutting Deck)

'Safe upon the solid rock the ugly
houses stand;
Come and see my shining palace
built upon the sand.'"
— Edna St. Vincent Millay.

RX75 Reg $1749.00Sale$1450
"
(Rear Engine Rider %IP - 30" Cutting Deck)

S110 Push Mower

A knee-jerk reaction does little
good when you are planning the
play of a tricky slam. Look over
South's play and see how easy it is to
choose the wrong course.
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ALL LAWN & GARDEN MERCHANDISE MUST GO!
Fop Soil

25ekorr

Jobes Spikes

Potting Soil

211'1•0ff

50'Off

Green Thumb Spot Weed Killer Reg $4.49

'
Sale 229

Peat Moss

215.40ff

Raindrop

Planters & Pots
Lawn Chair Webbing

00.40ff

Garden Markers

50.1.0fr

Watering Cans

WOif

Leftover Garden Seeds
Childs Swing Set Reg. $89.95

Coolers

25.korr

Melnor #032 Sprinkler Reg

Lawn Chairs
Hand Spreader/Seeder Reg 521 c4.5
Hose Reel Reg $29 95
Glider (I

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

Only) (In Box) Reg $12995

Hudson Sprayer - 2 Gallon Reg $19.95

50.1.0f1
Sale

sirs

Sak$94
°
Sale$1

50'Off
9'_10 for $1"
20 for

$15.99

Ortho Fertilizers - 4 Lb. Box Reg $2.79

Algoma Hammock (I 014) Reg $37.95
Turbo Wash Reg $24.99

Murray, KY

Sale$69
"
Sale$10
"
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"
l
SaleSI r144

South took his diamond ace and
cashed his top trumps, hoping for a
2-2 split. When this failed. South had
to look for two quick discards. With
fewer clubs than hearts, he chose to
play clubs first. Curtains! West
ruffed the third round and led a 'diamond, sending the game one down.
Although it appears to be safer to
play clubs before the hearts, it is
only an illusion. Playing clubs first
would be better if South needed only
one discard. Since South needed two
discards, it could not hurt to first try
three rounds of hearts. Had West
held only two hearts, the slam
would be unmakable anyway.
After three rounds of hearts are
played, South is happy to find that it
was East who had the doubleton. He
cashes the fourth round of hearts to
throw a diamond, and now three
rounds of clubs finish the job.

Sale$14
"

NORTH

124 A

•10 8 5 3
11 A Q 7 2
•6 5
•A J 7
WEST
EAST
•Q J 4
+9
V 96 4 3
•85
•Q J 10 9
•K 8 4 2
+92
+1086543

SOUTH

•A K 7 6 2
V K J 10
•A 7 3
•K Q

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer South
The bidding:
South
I•
4•

West
North
East
Pass
3+'
Pass
Pass
4V
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5
Pass
6+
Pass
Pass
Pass
'limit raise, 9-11 HCP
Opening lead: Diamond queen
BID WITH THE ACES
8 24 B

South holds: 46 10 8 5 3

North
1•
I•

A Q72
•6 5
4,A J 7

South
1 IP
?

.Brindly 10 Cubic FL DumbCart Reg. $129.95

Phone
753-2571

Sale98
$"

Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
123413, Dallas, Texas 75225, with aelf-addresaed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright

,1T

-ter,
-7
•

.
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MS, Coded Feature Syndicate

4• 1'141'

FOR SALE
--Minolta EP 350 2 year old copier
--1977 Olds Delta 88 Royale
or trade for a personal computer IBM compatible.
Contact
Eddie McGregor - Accountant

Day 527-0034

••••••••...e.muonsawripasearciebY

"

ANSWER: Three spades. Promises

four trumps and about 11 HCP.
Highly invitational but not forcing.

25%Off

All Fans

Murray Home & Auto
972 Chestnut Street
(Northside Shopping Center)

BOBBY WOLFF

Sale$3400
"
(14112 - 46" Cutting Deck)
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
bodies of Rep. Mickey Leland and
eight other Americans killed in a
plane crash in Ethiopia Aug. 7
arrived home Wednesday to a militay salute and a prayer that the
nation rededicate itself to their
"mission of peace, humanity and
compassion."
Leland's mother, Alice Rains of
Houston, and brother Gaston
looked on the congressman's flagdraped coffin was the first removed
from an Air Force C-141 jet transport which brought the crash victims from Addis Ababa to nearby
Andrews Air Force Base.
The plane also bore the bodies of
three congressional aides, four
foreign service officials and a New
York philanthropist who had shared Leland's ill-fated mercy flight to
an Ethiopian refugee camp near the
Sudan border.
"We gather to honor nine fallen
heroes of peace," said House
Speaker Thomas S. Foley, D-Wash.
"They reached Addis Ababa by
different roads ... but each was on a
mission peace, humanity and compassion. In asking God's blessing
on each of them, let us dedicate
ourselves to their values."

As the Air Force Band softly
played dirges, three all-military
teams of pallbearers went about
their solemn work with lockstep
precision, each making three trips
into the cavernous transport plane.
Slowly, the silver coffins were
loaded aboard nine hearses on the
tarmac.
Undersecretary of State Robert
Kimmitt echoed Foley's prayer in
saying: "Let us all pledge to keep
alive the spirit of Congressman
Leland and those who shared his
mission. May God bless them, and
my God bless America, which they
represented so honorably and
well."
Leland's mother stood with
hands clasped at her waist through
most of the 45-minute ceremony.
She dabbed tears from her eyes
when the door of the hearse bearing her son was closed.
Leland's body, accompanied by
Mrs. Rains and other family members, was flown to Houston, where
50 people met the plane's arrival at
Ellington Field.
Leland will be buried in a private ceremony Thursday morning
at Golden Gate Cemetery.

The Andrews ceremony was
attended by about 400 people,
including about 25 members of the
House and scores of congressional
aides as well as relatives of the
crash victims. In addition to
Leland, the American victims were:
—Patrice Johnson, 35, Leland's
chief of staff.
—Hugh A. Johnson, 34, a member of the House Select Committee
on Hunger, of which Leland was
founder and chairman.
—Ivan Lee Tillem, 33, a New
York investment banker and
philanthropist.
—Joyce Francine Williams, 39,
an aide to Rep. Ron Dellums, DCalif., and an expert on child
health and nutrition.
—Robert Woods, a political and
economic officer at the U.S.
Embassy in Addis Ababa. He was
serving his first overseas
assignment.
—Gladys Gilbert, 43, special
projects officer for the Agency for
Internationai Development.
—Thomas Worrick, 48, deputy
AID representative in Addis
Ababa.
—Roberta Worrick, 48, wife of

Thomas Worrick and an AID contract employee who had written a
novel and a book of short stories
about life in Africa.
In addition to the nine Americans, seven Ethiopians were killed
in the flight of Leland's chartered
Twin Otter, which slammed into a
mountainside not far from its destination. The crash was not found for
a week, and it took several more
days to identify the dead.
Earlier Wednesday, the foreign
service victims were honored in a
ceremony at the Lincoln Memorial,
where Fred C. Fischer, former U.S.
relief coordinator in Ethiopia, declared, "We honor their memory
here today, but the real memorial is
in Ethiopia, in the persons of those
lives they helped save."
In choked voice, Acting AID
Administrator Mark L. Edelman
said "they were in the field and in
the tenches, often in the backwater
of human existence, working to
make other lives better, willing to
assume the burden of a task that
sometimes seemed impossible and
oftentimes seemed thankless.
"Yet they went back again and
again."
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Educators disagree on education spending
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
U.S. schools projected to soak up a
record $353 billion for the new
school year, Education Secretary
Lauro Cavazos and other educators
disagree on whether students are
benefiting.
"Our nation continues to make a
tremendous financial investment in
education but the education deficit
continues to grow," Cavazos said
Wednesday, and "too many Americans remain ill-prepared for a
changing world."
Cavazos released the department's annual statistical forecast
for the 1989-90 school year, showing that all levels of public and private education will spend about
$353 billion in state, federal and
local dollars.
The education spending will
amount to 6.8 percent of the gross
national product and will exceed
the Bush administration's proposed
1990 national defense budget of
S303 billion, said Cavazos.
The $353 billion is 6.8 percent
more than last year's overall spending of $330 billion.
But Education Department officials point to the dismal performance of American youth on
academic achievement tests, particularly in areas such as math and
science that are considered critical
in a fast-changing technical
society.
In most instances, Americans
scored near the bottom in both
math and science when compared
with dozens of other industrial
nations.
Mary Futrell, outgoing president
of the National Education Association, attributed the increasing costs
of education to a rapid rise in the
number of children living in
poverty.
"As you get more children who
are poor into the school systems,
you get more deficiencies, and students whose needs are different and
greater," said Mrs. Futrell,
explaining that the report fails to
"accurately reflect the diversity of
students" — children of recent
immigrants who don't speak English and those from poor or singleparent families.
"So it costs more to educate
those children," she added.
Ann Lynch, president of the
National Parents and Teachers
Association, headquartered iniChicago, said the huge investm&t in
education shows "commitment
even though all the students' needs
are not being met."
Albert Shanker, president of the
American Federation of Teachers,
bristled at Cavazos' use of the term
"education deficit."
"We have many educational
problems because we're suffering
from a leadership deficit," said
Shanker. "It is the leadership deficit that's at the bottom of the educational deficit."
President Bush has called an
"education summit" Sept. 27-28
in Charlottesville, Va., with the
nation's governors, and Cavazos
said the meeting was a "historic
step ... to address this national
crisis."
"Such leadership is .critical,"
Cavazos said, "but parents, teachers — indeed, all Americans —
must become involved if we are to
ensure that each student has an
opportunity to be educated to his or
her fullest potential."
Among the major conclusions in
the report:
—Spending on higher education
will increase the most, to $141 billion, up 7.2 percent from the

$131.4 billion spent last year. Once
adjusted for inflation, that represents a 36 percent increase since
the 1980-81 school year.
—Expenditures for each fulltime, higher education student will
rise to $14,923, nearly $750 more
per student than a year ago.
—Costs for public and private
elementary and secondary schnnic
are expected to rise to $212 billion,
a 6.6 percent increase over last
year's $199.1 billion. After inflation, that is a 29 percent gain since
1980-81.

—Expenditures for each elementary and secondary school student
are expected to reach a record high
of $5,246, $308 per student more
than last year.
—The average salary of public
elementary and secondary school
teachers is expected to rise to
$31,200, up 5.5 percent over last
year's average of $29,567. After
inflation, that will amount to a 20
percent increase since 1980-81.
While educational costs continue
to increase, total enrollment in the
nation's schools and colleges will
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The Calloway County -Board of Education
will hold a public hearing in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, on September 5,
1989,at 7:00 p.m. for the purpose of hearing
public comments regarding a proposed General Tax rate of 15.3 cents.
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The General Fund tax rate levied in fiscal
year 1988-89 was 15.3 cents and produced
revenue of S493,097.48. The proposed General Fund tax rate of 15.3 cents is expected to
produce $540,355.51 for fiscal year 1989-90,
S105,240.81 of this amount is from new
property and personal property. The Compensating General Fund tax rate in 1989-90 is
15.0 cents with revenue expected to be
S529,760.31.

rise only slightly, up by 400,000
for a total of 58.7 million this fall.
About 45.6 million young people
will attend elementary and secondary schools, and 13.1 million students will attend higher education
institutions.

The general areas to which revenue in
1988-89 revenue is to be allocated
are as follows: cost of collections, exonerations, discounts and delinquents, 52,0(X);
instruction, S20,500; pupil' transportation
S4,2(X); operation of plant, 510,3(X); maintenance of plant, S8,000; and fixed charges,
S2,258.03.
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want ads daily

The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and the information contained therein.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Weaken
4 Borges
instrument
9 Base
12 Guido's high
note
13 Bury
14 Be in debt
15 Sesame
16 Cook slowly
17 Solitary
18 Small
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20 Father
21 Before noon
23 "— Love and
Honor"
24 Jeers at
28 Soft food
30 Fabulous
32 Solo
34 "— Madrid"
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44 Equally
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constellation
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51 Pronoun
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55 Picture
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56 Succor
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9 Game at
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NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

WANTED Generous loving families to share their
home with a European or
Japanese high school exchange student for 89/90
school year Call AISE
1-800-SIBLING

EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No expereince Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P0 Box 27200,
Detroit, MI 48227

MRS. THERESA

MEDICAL Assistant
Needed for physician's office. Excellent benefits offered Send resume with
references to P 0 Box
1040-0, Murray

Available Thru Age 84
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodtal Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more unponant
than ever For free infor

Catl tor appoIntrtrni SS4 7904
tared at 3210 Lone CLA Rd
Paducah, KS 42001

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

050
Lost
And Found

753-4199
'fret lo.al claim wruce-

FOUND In Mill Creek Road
area 2 part Red Tick
Hound pups Reddish tan.
approximately 4 months, 1
male, 1 female Call
(901)247-3918

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible Dolls
G(ftwctre
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

LOST Medium sized 2
year old reddish brown,
female dog wearing orange
collar Call 753-1087 or the
Humane Society

ACCOUNTS Payable/ Receivable Clerk: Full-time for
local dealership. Computer
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint, and GM experience a plus,
but not required. Shift may
5 gal can $29 99 Get at
Blacks Decorating Center, vary from 8a.m -5p.m. to
12-8p m. Some Saturdays
701 S 4th St Murray
required Salary based on
experience Send resume
Weidel weight bench
to P0 Box 1040-1, Murray.
with leg exerciser Also
220 lbs
of Olympic
CARETAKER. For 17 unit
weights Excellent conapartment complex. Will
dition' $25000 Call
consider students with ap753-3901 after 5 00
propriate qualifications.
pm
Mail resume to Caretaker
Position, P 0 Box 305,
Murray, KY

EXCELLENT WAGES for
spare time assembly Easy
work at home No experience needed
Call
1-504-641-7778 ext 2329
Open 24 hours, including
Sunday

Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Beretta $221 mo.•
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
48 Mo Closed End Lease

LOOK younger longer Fa
col rejuvenation at The
Body Designer. 115 South
13th St 753-3492
PREGNANT? Confused
about your options? For
someone who cares, call
Opportunities for Life, tollfree 1 800 822-5824 anytime for personal, confidential help!

'INSTANT CASH' Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
novelty gift items For more
information send stamped
envelope to DMM-IV, P.0
Box 2297, Miami, FL
33261
NURSE Wanted full-time
for physician's office Duties to include general office duties as well as nursing duties and procedures
Excellent benefits Send resume with references to
Richard E Blalock, AA D,
300 South 8th St, Suite
302, Murray, KY 42071

All A•11( ANFR1( AS I IFF I551111Asr
I COMPASS

CaNnentat Garrity Unwary

CNA

F..,•II !b. aamill meg.UN N.U.

LIC
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insurance company
•
American Republic

TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers
Pioneer Life Insurance Company
What do all these companies have In
common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvilie Fed. Savings Building

alp

PROFESSIONAL Drivers
Wanted' Join the Tanksley
Team of professional OTR/
TIT drivers Must be 21 or
older, 00 T. qualified,
good MVR and have venfiable experience We offer
new improved pay scale,
insurance free after 90
days, fuel and safety incentive bonus, liberal rider policy, keep same truck and
driver referral. Inexperienced? We want to talk to
you too! We can help arrange for training Call today 513-769-0440 or
1 -800-527-TEAM. Drug
screen. EOE.

NEED a job? A GED? Hope
for the future', You may
qualify if You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma, You have been
out of school 9 months or
more, You are between PUNCH Press Set-up Man:
the ages of 16 & 21 We are To set-up and operate
an E 0 E This project is manual and auto feed
funded by the Western presses. 3 years experiKentucky Private Industry ence required. Salary neCouncil- JTPA Call gotiable (with experience).
JTPA Out Of School (901)247-3288, Puryear,
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 . Tn.
Sam -11 30a m
RECEPTIONIST' For dealNEEDED Immediately! 6 ership. Duties include anOTR drivers, pulling flat or swering phone, light comvan Requirements- 2 years puter work, taking payverifiable experience, 23 ments, some typing and
years old, clean record
more. Must have profesWeekly mileage pay, bene- sional appearance, great
fits 1-502-825-3907
people skills, above averNEED someone for easy age attitude and outgoing
work in Murray, mornings personality. Shift may vary.
or evenings. Call Must be able to work until
(606)324-7169 or 8p m. weekdays and
(606)928-6586 or send re- 8a m.-5p.m. every Satursume with references to day. Must be able to work
Box 208, Ashland, KY all holidays, except
Thanksgiving and Christ41101.
mas Day. GM experience a
NOW Hiring: All positions, plus, but not required. Send
all shifts availle. Apply resume to P.O. Box
8-10a.m. or 2-4pm. daily.
1040-J, Murray.
Wendy's, 1111 Chestnut

Shoney's inn
Now taking applications for maintenance
person.
Apply in person.

CAR STEREO Installer
needed Must have experience. Send resume and
experience to P.O. Box 48, OTR Drivers: Hornady
Truck Line requires 1 year
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
experience, 23 years of
DRIVERS Must be 18 age Start 235- 265/ mile
years of age Apply at Dom- based on experience. Exino's Pizza
cellent
benefits.
Conventionals/ Cabovers.
DRIVERS- OTR Need ex1 - 8 00 - 6 3 3 - 1 3 1 3 ,
perienced van/ flat
812-288-5700.
Excellent condition 23 years of age drivers.
1 year
experience verifiable. Mi- PAGLIAI'S needs drivers
Bundy B° Trumpet
leage pay plus benefits with their own automobiles.
$250.00. Call 753- Call 1-800-444-6648
We offer an hourly wage +
204 per
and bps and
3901 after 5 p.m. DRIVERS • Stoops Express opportunitmile
y for advancehas dedicated lanes for
team drivers now! More ment. 1 week paid vacation
time
at home 'Assigned after 1 year whether full or
TANNING at The Body Depart-time. 50% discount on
signer 115 South 13th St. tractor '4500 miles weekly food, free soft drinks and
a
possible •Excellent pay
753-3492
'Group insurance •401K great working environment.
Plan •Motel expenses Apply in person from
when necessary. If you 1:30p.m_ to 5p.m. Monday
Are 23 years old •Have 2 through Saturday.
years OTR semi experence Have good driving
Accepting
applicarecord Can pass a drug
tions for Nurse's Aids
screen. Then call
for 7-3,3-11 and 11-7
1-800-442-2088
shifts. Flexible hours,
Used Funt!tu re
DRIVERS We are hiring
starting at $3.50 per
Intiques, Pictures,
drivers from your area to
hr. with 205 shift diffeBooks,
lease to Lenertz. Earn up to
rential for the 3-11
Dishes, Lamps, jewelry.
28 /mile. Excellent benefits,
shift
Pots & Pans, Rugs,
home often. Must be 23+.
Apply at:
Bedspreads
good work record, 1 year
West View
experience
lienr•rtawn - cove Sqvarr
Nursing
Home
1-800-451-9293

U.

150
Instructbn

Pwac. Reader end Ad.,sor
Can hero ,phr through aa
protIons & 'hairs
Lose. Parrace flusoess or Naafi

niauon

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Hughes Medical
Offices
Immediate position open
for a licensed practical
nurse. Excellent patient
interactive skills required.
Competive Compensa.tion package offered.
Please send resume to
Suite 204
300 South 8th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Troloseip Cewi•r•
1-800-334.1203

1
Train

for

Careers I.

•AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
*FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
*JOS PLACUADIT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 after
5P.m.
BUYING: aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights.
CIVIL War Artifacts: Guns,
swords, etc. Ask for Larry,
753-3633.
JUNK Cars & Trucks:Ask
for Larry, 753-3633.
PERSONAL collectors
looking for 1960s G.I. Joes,
Negro's Foreigns, Nurse &
equipment, Mattel Barbies,
Jems. Bill or Teresa
436-5608.
WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and aluminum cans. Call Balcan Recycling @ 753-0338.
•150
Articles
For Sale

270

Articles
For Sale

3r10

Mot&
Howe For Sale

Pete
Supplies

10x40 TRAILER: 2 bed- 2 BEDROOMS, 1 bath, no
room, appliances, A/C, pets, rent $230 per month.
$2,000. 759-9798 after 753-6378 5-8p m.
330p.m.
2 BEDROOM House: Inside city limits. Will be avail12x60 BELLEMEADE: 2 able September 1. Deposit
bedrooms, induded are a required. Days 753-5451,
patio deck, a front porch nights 753-2934.
deck, like new air condi
tioner, utility pole. Call 3 BEDROOMS, 2 baths
436-2248 or 753-5378 garage, central heat & air,
appliances. References
(mornings only).
and no pets $600 a month
SOLID oak roll-top desk, 12x60
HOUSE Trailer Air, 753-7457.
$500 10'x14' tent, $100
clean, $3,500. 753-2713 or
Call 753-7803
753-7708
TABLE saw with air com- 12x65:
2 bedrooms, needs REMODELED 2 Bedroom:
pressor, $100. One wheel minor
repairs, $2,503 firm. Partially furnished house,
utiliiy trailer, 4'x6', $100. 7
Also washer & dryer, 3 gas heat, A/C, W/D hookaluminum sliding windows, years
old,$500. After 5p.m. up. No pets. $240/ month
3 sizes, $70 for all
plus deposit. 759-4441 or
753-7354.
436-2282.
7W-0749.
14x70 MOBILE Home: On
TRAILERS For Sale: 4x8, nice
lot, 3 miles east of
360
5x8, 5x10, 6x16. Keith's Murray. Will
sell separately
For Rest
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial or
together. 753-7151.
Or Lease
Rd. 759-9831.
1981 VEGAS, 12x60, 2
VICTORIO Tomato Juicer, bedrooms,
set-up on rental
$29.99. Wallin Hardware, lot. 759-4599
after 6P M.
Downtown Paris Open all
1983
CLAYTON Mobile
day Saturday.
Retail Space
Home: 2 bedrooms, large
Available
front kitchen, all apSeptrnber 1
pliances, central air, excellent condition. Call George2,000 square feet.
town (502)863-0179 after
Bel-Air Center
REFRIGERATOR: Small, 6:00.
Call 753-4751
used, green, $125.
REPOSSESSED Mobile
Bob BillIngton
759-4648.
Homes: 10% down payRENT to own- Whirlpool ment, fixed interest rates.
heavyduty washer/ dryer No prapayment penalties. CABINS & Rooms With
set, $15 a week. 753-7670. Singles and doubles avail- utilities, starting at $180 per
able. Green Tree accep- month on Hwy 68 by JoWHIRLPOOL refrigerator
tance, 1-800-221-8204, nathon
Creek
with icemaker. Whirlpool
(502)354-6345, ask for
606-223-1010. EOL.
gas dryer. Dressmaker
Jennie or Charlotte
sewing machine with cabinet. Please call after
280
5p.m. 753-2043
MPbk
Homes For Rent
160
Home
2 BEDROOM: Furnished,
Furnishings
in quiet court, $110.
BROWN rocker recliner, 753-8216.
brat couch. Calf after
2 OR 3 bedroom,furnished
Good location
5'30p m. 753-0087.
or unfurnished. Some new
near MSU.
MAPLE Table: With for- furniture, natural gasmica top and 2 chairs. Call electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
753-7557.
RETAILERS, wholesalers,
families, flea marketers.
Stock up for Christmas holidays with gifts and merchandise at wholesale
prices from GIANT 3,500
'tern wholesalers catalog
Send $5, refundable with
first order to SMD,P.O. Box
9006-K, Huntington, WV
25704-9006

FOR LEASE

FOR LEASE

Commercial
Building

753-4682

NEW Furniture: Ask for
Neal at Starks Brothers Mobile Homes, 753-2922.

SMALL Trailer: On the
Blood River Lake, $60 a
month. Call 436-2427.

WATERBED: Single size,
$50. 753-0778 after
530p.m.

TRAILER For Rent. Dill's
Trailer Court.

WATERBED: King, 6
drawer base, mirror/ bookcase headboard, excellent
condition. 753-5837.

290

753-5870

FALL A
den EX
kmath
iss. A
McKe
753-47

GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756. The ultimate for
all your pet's grooming
needs
LHASA Apso 1 yew old
male Most sell, make offer.
Call after 4 3Op m
759-9580

f

MINIATURE Dachshund 4
months old, registered,
$150. 759-1894
RAT Terriers. Adorable
UKC registered puppies
753-7438.
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8
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6
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Spur
26,01
Spur26,0I
n
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sizes

WHAT'S SO DIFFERENT
ABOUT THE HAPPY JACK
3-X FLEA COLLAR??? IT
WORKS' NOW AVAILABLE FOR CATS T00111
CALLOWAY SERVICE, INDUSTRIAL RD

APPLES: Picked, $7/
bushel. You pick, $5/
bushel. 753-7269 after
4p.m

41

410
Publk
Sale

'l,mubi8

Ni
(ur

la

Moving Sale
Sat., Aug. 26th
7:30-2:30
In Old Almo-blue house on
/2nd street.
I c camper, dinette table &
,hairs, washer & dryer, gas
,iove, refngerator, bed, love
seat,

chaff,

microwave

bowl/pitcher stand,
..ereo,coat rack, VCR table,
ofiee & end tables, household items, curtains, shades
stand,

I

51

Come make up a deal.

F

3 Party
Yard Sale

rn:
fHuou

clothr
ture,

Fri. & Sat.
Clothe., h„ih) item..
fireplace insert, ap

365
For Sale
Or Law

FOR Sale, Rent or Lease. 8
Heating
Situation
bay shop for sale or 5 bays
And Cooling
1000 WOLFF sunbeds,
Wanted
for rent or lease, divided,
toning tables. New low
drains, 3,300 sq. ft , parkBI-WEEKLY and weekly monthly payments!
AIR Conditioners: 8,000 ing. 759-1515
house and office cleaning. Commercial- Home tanBTUs, $200. 436-2326
190
Also, window cleaning. Re- ning beds. Call today free
370
Farm
ferences supplied. color
GAS
Heater: 50,000 BTUs,
catalog.
Equipment
UveMock
759-1578 or 753-4897.
like new, 1 year old in
1-800-228-6292.
Supplies
November
this
year,
1989
650
JD:
Diesel,
60'
mower,
CLEANING Houses or of- 14HP HYDROSTATIC Cub
Vent
and
outside
line
go.
2 HORSE fiberglass traile
fices Have references Cadet garden tractor, 180 hours, like new,
$500. 498-8474.
$5,500. 753-8673.
with large dressing room,
436-5897
$1525. 12HP Craftsman
JIM'S Heating & Air Condi- new tires, floor brakes, wirlawn
tractor,
$525.
FORD
Even6'
mowing
machine!
HOUSECLEANING: Morntioning: Servicing all ing, paint. Clean, safe,
492-8411.
ings. Call after 6p.m. ings call 753-2388.
brands, factory authorized heavy-duty trailer.
753-7910
1985 S-10 4-wheel drive
Carrier dealer. 14 years (052)436-2556. Asking
Chevy, under 12,000 miles,
experience, commercial, $2,500.
100
like new. 1976 Dodge moresidential. 24 hour an- ORGINAL handmade
Business
tor home, good shape,
swering 753-9518, after BILLY COOK saddle, exOpportunity
ready to roll. 8x14 heavy SCOUT mountain bike, 1 hours 502-658-3282.
Jim cellent condition, fully
FRONT end alignment, duty equipment trailer, year old. Wenzel tent. Randolph.
rigged. 753-6825 evenings.
ideal
for
backhoe
or
meScrearnin' Eagle bow and
Bisman brand, 1981 mode
dium
sized
tractor.
New
25'
case. Must sell. 753-0546.
with all accessories, infra
red read-out. Cost over stereo TV, table model with
$12,000. Will sell for remote control. 110 or 12
220
volt VCR, ideal for motor
$2,995. (615)232-6726.
home or camper. 16' 4
Musical
OFFICE or Store Space: At
IMAGE Consulting: Put fun horse trailer, good shape.
and glamour in your life. 759-4947, leave message. DRUM Set: Good,$75. Call Southside Shopping Cen1401 S. 16th St.
ter. 753-9386 or 753-4509.
Join me in Image Consultafter 3p m. 753-2928.
Murray, KY
ing, professional training. 30 MADAM Alexander
EOE IF
SMALL Business Building:
Call (502)692-2010 or Dolls: Mint, with box, oldest GEMEINHARDT Flute:
Prime location, intersection
being 1951. 247-5806.
(606)236-6798.
Student model, excellent of Sycamore and 4th
TRUCK Drivers. A major
ABSOLUTE CLEARANCE! condition, $250. 753-0538. Streets. Newly remodeled.
truckload carrier needs ex- WELL established 15 year On all live
plant stock. Addi- USED
Clarinet(B-flat), Sel- CaN 753-8809.
penenced drivers and gra- old janitorial cleaning busi- tional savings
off already mer Signet
equipment
ness
and
for
100, profesduates of approved truck
marked
down stock. Up to sional
320
mouthpiece. Used
driver training schools_ If sale. Grossed $42,000 in 50%
off on select plant beginner's
model GemeinAperbmints
your have no experience, 1988. 247-1327 or material.
Jerry's
Yard
hardt M-2 Flute in excellent
For Rot
we can help arrange for 247-8316.
Guard, 206/208 Poplar, condition.
Call 753-5995 aftraining. Most be 21, with a
759-4808.
1
BEDROOM
Apartment:
110
ter 5p.m.
good driving record and
Near university, no pets.
ARROW storage buildings:
work history. Company
489-2244.
instruction
10x9 ft. building with door
paid physical/ drug saeen.
240
56' wide x 59 height,
Call (502)826-8719 or
1 or 2 BEDROOM apart$229 99. 10x12 ft. building
ment near downtown MurMiscellaneous
1-800-553-9443, Dept.
with door 56" wide x 61
ray. 753-4109.
D-76.
Registration
height, $299.99. 10x9 high BASEMENT walls bowed
or
2
cracked?
BEDROOM furnished
Solve
the
probgable building with door 56"
wide x 60- height, $289.99. lem quickly, simply and in- apartment. 753-6045.
Coast to Coast Hardware, expensively with Grip-Tile NEED female roommate to
Wall Anchors. Call
753-8604.
.
share nice 2 bedroom
753-4647
1-800-729-WALL (9255).
apartment. $125/ month +
II you feel you're not
BEST QUALITY. Silk
FIREWOOD for sale. A utilities. Close to cammaking the income you
plants,
trees
and
flowers
ATTENTION. Truck Driver
437-4667.
pus
753-9872 or
think you deserve, you
Training No experience Unique driftwood art. Made
554-3300.
should think about bel
by
engineerin
major
g
GATUN
in
colBURG
Summit
and
necessary, 21 or older. Call
corning an automobile
lege with 4 years experi- Gulf Shores Plantation - NICELY furnished 1 and 2
sales professional.
Now! Jay Truck Driver
ence with plant materials. mountain and beach con- bedroom apartments.
Training, 1401 NicholasUnlike most jobs which
Only serious art lovers dos with beautiful views, 753-0606 nights, 753-6111
pay salaries and hourly
vale Road, Lexington, KY
need caN. Wholesale in- indoor pools, equipped days
wages arid limit your
1-800-776-7798. Res.
quiries welcome (with valid kitchens. Free brochure.
earning potential, autoTrain St. Louis, MO.
NO Heat Or Water Bills!
tax ID). Jerry's Yard Guard, 1-800-242-4853
mobile salespeople
Quiet 2 bedroom apartment
have no limits. What
TRUCK Driver Trainees 206/208 Poplar, 759-480e.
LARGE, large, large selec- with stove, refrigerator and
you make depends on
Needed Now. No experiDO you want to sell you tion of storage buildings in washer/ dryer. $280 per
what you make of .your
ence necessary! 21 or SPA?
We sell used spas on stock for immediate deliv- month. 759-4923.
;ob. Hard working men
older. Clean driving record consignmen
and women are finding
t. Murray Hot ery. Acree Portable BOWSerious
desire
learn.
to
InCareers in the automoTubs, 115 South 13th St. ings, Mayfield, Ky.
terviews
by
telephone
Call 753-3492
bile industry will pay
502-247-7831.
Houses
1-800-248-7364, Commerbig rewards, even in
For Rent
cial Driver Lexington, GENERATOR: Portable, LEE'S Pools 8 Spas is
the very first yew
Kentucky
3,000 watt, excellent condi- making pool care easier for
Good salespeople are
tion. 753-4136.
Murray! Chemicals, sup- 3 BEDROOM Brick House:
worth a lot to us. Earn
what you're worth_ Talk
parts. paint and water For lease. Wood floors, gas
-,
KAYAK
Swimming Pool:
to us today about this
testing are available. Come heat, stove, refrigerator, air
Get rid of your old car, boat,
high-paying opportunity.
by C.J.'s Pool Patio, 106 conditioner. $300 a month
ordinary pool or just about
Salary and 'commission.
North 4th Street, 759-1911. plus $300 deposit.
anYthing valuable- trade in
489-2741.
Please, no telephone
on a beautiful Kayak Award SHARP Copiers: Local aucalls
Winning Pool. Yes, low thorized dealer, sales. re- OLDER student or profesApply in person to
prices
•SECRETA
arid your trade-in nts!,Isom and service. Cal sional person warned 10
RY
Chad between 10
share house in TONODellifil
•EXECUTIV
E
SEC
moans
this
is your year for 14100-248-4319.
•.m.-4 p.m.
WORD PROCESSOR
neighborhood. Prbale bedcerefree quality swimming.
Call now toll free at WORLDWIDE sisbolion of room. share rest of house.
vacation properties. Re- Washer/ dryer mailable.
1-500-843-7665. 8115.
ceive 82 on MI inquiries, House completely furnLASER Turbo XT compu- Cal Resorts Resale today. ished including linens and
ter, monitor, Epson printer 1-800-8215-7844 NAIL. kitchenware. Rent$226 per
and software, $1,500. 14100-823-1847 in Florida, month plus A unities. Call
750-4119
or 1-305-7714296.
7634143.

Earn What
You're Worth
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1969

CLASSIFIEDS
400

410

1

Produce

513
ad ,
for
ting

FALL Apples Red & Got
den Delicious, Ozark Gold
Jonathon and other vanet
ies Also sweet cider
McKenzie's Orchard
753-4725

old
tfer

410

d4
red,
4 Party

Estate Sale
Saturday Only
Inside House
No Earlier Than

8 AM - 2 PM
Sofa, etagere, lamps, old
china, glassware, linens,
draperies, sheen, mink
stoles, IBM typewriter, woman's clothing 12-16, kitch,enware, collectibles, etc
641 South, 1.4 miles
past Jeff's, brown brick
house top a hill.

Yard Sale

Fri. 8 to 5
ENT
1CK
'IT

kIL011!
IN

$7/
$5/
fter

1986 Baretta Super
Sport boat & trailer,
26,000 BTU gas furnace, dolls, clothes all
sizes, dishes, toys,
bells, jewelry, lots of
misc.
5 miles North at
Stella Trailer Ct.

Yard Sale

MMEIr

No Early Sales
Couch & chair, glassware, kitchen items,
baby seat, luggage,
good clothes, odd
chairs & lots more.

Two Party
Carport
Sale

=Mb

NM.

508 Whitnell
Fri. Aug. 25
7-4
Household items &
furniture,
baby
clothes & baby furniture, few antiques.

Garage Sale

Fri.-Sat.
1106

Larkspur

(6atesboroug h)
Furniture,

go

computer, baby bed.

Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat.,
8 AM to 4 PM
Corner of
Murray-Paris Rd.
& Tobacco Rd.
14112 tarp, hub caps, jumper cables, couches, babyra
bed, high chair, potty chair,
will & portable heaters,
chain hoist, miter saw, air
tank, van seats, urea, vac
cleaner motors, car vac, dishes., clothes, toys, lots of

junk

140

Used
Cafe

BEAUTIFUL, wooded mo
bile home or camper lot in a
lakefront subdivision Access to beach, camp
ground with swimming pool
and 2 concrete boat ramps,
$3,000 474-8826, nights
753-5541

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.

Homes
For Sale
3-4 BEDROOM, 17, bath,
in Stella, gas heat,
$29,500 Coleman RE
753-9898

$25435 Per Week
or Payments
Every 2 Weeks

CARS

'86 CHEVY
.SPRINT

19TM11 TMCM

Great MN 403101111, 13400
ca rain odor aro
a
cam Arai ramd
cape tidal al a
now Swot 53 MPG
EPA
421st
10% Down
(AC Tax, Me Ea*
MS APR

S186.00

Cars From
$500-$3,000

For 60 Mot.
$8,787 Sale Price

12111"A

For 48 Mos.
$10,487 Sale Price

20 Cars
to Choose from.

18 Hon& r'4•‘• LX

$322.00
For 44 Mos.

OF MURRAY

$12,987 Sale Price

BY Contractor New 3 bedroom, 2 bath house in Martin Heights Subdivision
Buy now and pick you carpet color Call 753-3903
after 4 30p m

515 S 12th
Murray KV

1980 BUICK Skylark $600
753-8056 after 5p m

HOUSE & Approximately
3'A Acres 2-4 bedrooms, 1
bath Call after 5p m
474-2382

1980 HONDA Accord
3-door, 69.000 miles, 1
owner Call 759-9451 after
5P m

LOG Homes Over 40 standard models Free broDUPLEX: With extra lot, chures Honest Abe Log
nice neighborhood in city. Homes, Route 1 Box 84CK
753-5054
Moss Tennessee 38575
KOPPERUD REALTY of- (800)231-3695
fers a complete range of LOOKING For Your New
Real Estate services with a Home? Attractively set on
wide selection of quality large lot with plenty of
homes, all prices
shade, 3 bedroom brick.
753-1222, toll free Fenced dog pen and out1 -800-251-HOME Ext buildings, 4 miles from Mur711L.
ray on 94 West Call for
LARGE Income/ Small In- appointment. Dick Keyser
Estate,
vestment. 5 room house Real
plus 2 garage apartments (502)354-8395 or
Small down payment to (502)354-8818.
qualified buyer Payments NEW Ranch House 30x60
less than rentals. unfinished, new well and
753-3690.
septic tank. over 4 acres of
LOT & 12x50 2 bedroom land, thermal windows and
mobile home in the Ken- doors, $38,000 436-2506

1981 BUICK Regal Limited
Tilt, cruise, and power windows Call 753-5159

Saturday Only
Aug. 26
8 AM - ??
801 N. 17th St.
(Just North of
College Farm Rd.)
Clothes,
furniture,
household items.

430
Real
Estate

niana Subdivision Leave a
message at 436-2763
NEW Condominiums For
Sale - 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380 sq. ft. plus garage, all
applicances included plus
many other extras For
more information phone
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222.
.1.10

Lots
For Saki
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bound by
3 roads) center Marshall
County Look down on Benton's lights! Deer and wild
turkey
No building
$62,500 Joe W Nanney,
753-9622/ 527-7864
3 LOTS Located 2 miles
east of Murray Nice subdivision All 3 lots joined
together Total price
$14,500 Cable, city water
and paved street Would be
happy to show lots
753-4545 or 753-6763
SINGLE family dwelling, restricted, water, sewer, gas,
underground utilities West
of Murray. joining city limits
Call 753-5541 or 753-4060

470
Motorcycles

1981 CHEVY Citation V-6,
automatic, air, 4-door, blue
436-5835 weekends
1983 DODGE Shelby
Charger A/C, PS, PB, sunroof Asking $2,500
759-9980

Like new 1987 Dodge Mini Van-customized with
26,000 actual miles, new battery operated 3 wheel
scooter designed for disabled or elderly-indoor or
outdoor,some extra nice honey maple furniture, 2
half beds, round table and chairs, small buffet
bachelor chest, night stand, odd occasional tables,
rocker, like new love seat, odd chairs, TV,lots of
small appliances, linens, pictures, lamps, cooking
utensils, glass and China, collector items, lots
more, from a big old home in town, lots of extra
nice old and antique furniture, Duncan Phyfe
bedroom suite, canopy bed and dresser, oak
bedroom suite, cherry bed, couch and love seat,
Duncan Phyfe dining room with 6 chairs and
China cabinet, odd chests, rocker, 4 large oriental
rugs, TV, stereo, quilts, day bed, breakfast set,
coffee and end tables, small antique tables,
antique walnut pump organ, desks, mirrors,
pictures, good glass and China Aladdin lamp,
stone pitchers, sterling silver pieces, 36 set salt
and pepper shakers, lots of small appliances,
microwave oven, gas cook stove., refrigerator,
clothes dryer. 1975 Olds Delta 88 Convertible new top, upholstery, tires, collector items, 14 ft.
fishing boat with 40 HP motor and trailer, nice 16
ft. cruiser with 80 HP Mercury motor, tandem
trailer, new go cart with Briggs & Stratton motor,
set of 4 captain seats and back seat that makes a
bed for custom van, set of 2 bucket seats for van.
This is just a small part of the nice items. Large
box of dolls, toys, hand tools, weed eater, pick-up
load of team tools, rastus, double and single
shovels, coon foot harrow, turning plow, single
trees, horse collars, hammers, cross cut saw, lots
more.
For Info Call

Chester's
Auction Service
Otto

435-4128 Lynn Grove

38 Mos.
$4,887 Sale Price

brity
8
e1;C1V
For 48 Mos,
$7487 Sale Price

87 Pontiac Grand-Am LE

$219.00
For

42 Mos.
$7,987 Sale Price

'87 Toy_ota Corolla FX

S221.00
For 44 Mos
$8,887 Sale Price

'87 To ota.
tray
For 48 Mos.
$9,987 Sale Price
'86 Audi 5000
For 42 Mo.
$9,987 Sale Price

Rent A Car
From Us At

'86 Pontiac Sunbird

TOYOTA

For 42 MOS.
$5,487 Sale Price

515 S 12

$151.00

1986 YAMAHA 125 Make
offer Call 753-4320
1987 BANSHI 4-Wheeler,
$1,875 759-1570
ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831
HONDA 3-Wheeler 185-S
good condition Call
489-2795 after 5p m

Now it's

Taylor
Dan
325 32.2cr
Toll Free
Chnrolet, Oldsmobile,
Coal;Inc. a
PlIk TN
New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles
001442-3000
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

Dosnszed 4 Dr sa
201 4410 416 P7011
randwat IxAs.WV
saw. him a surrod
A car icral radian
hot a he pre
in COM
36 Mot
11M A
CTas,TlsE8rs

/400
'2284L

Cain's In
Jeep

Hwy. 141 No
Mow 7534441

Izzi

1973 IMPALA 4-door.
63,000 actual miles, like
new 707 Sycamore
1976 FORD Cream color,
vinyl top, power steering,
power brakes, cold air,
$600 or best offer
753-4129
1979 CHEVROLET Caprice 4 doors, vinyl top
65,000 miles, A/C. PS, PW,
good tires Call Robert
Hopkins 753-5422
1979 HONDA Civ.c. Hatchback, silver, automatic,
A/C Call 753-6296 after
6p m

1986 CHEVY Cavalier RS
38,000 miles loaded, A-1
condition 753-0906
1986 LTD
4 -door
Brougham loaded, very
low mileage, like new Call
753-2234 for appointment
1986 TAURUS V-6
45,000 miles 437-4723
1987 EUROSPORT
52,000 miles, $6.700 call
after 6 30p m 492 8844
1988 FIREBIRD Sharp,
candy apple red, V-6. 1tops, $10,500 753-8453

Calais

$211.00

For 42 Mos.
$7,687 Sale Price
'85

Ford Mustang

$170.00
For

35 Mos
$5,487 Sale Price
'85 OldS

36 Mos
$7,487 Sale Price
'84 BUidi SkyhavA T-type

$154.00
For 3s Mos
$4,987 Sale Price
'81

mos
$5,987 Sale Price

'81 Toyota Celica GT

$151.00
For 24 Moe,
$3,487 Sale Price

E

ON THE SPOT]
FINANCING

TRUCKS
'88 Suzuki Samuri

$171.00
For 54 1.4os
$7,487 Sale Price

Mazda SE5

$205.00
For 54 mos
$8,987 Sale Price

To rIta Van

S298.00
For 48 Moe,
$11,987 Sale Price

'87 Astro Van

$273.00
For 48

Moe,
$10,987 Sale Price

'86 Chevy

El

Camino

'87 GTA

S247.00

Red tid Each GTS.
33000 anal mist
a and, caws,
Loci a be cat aiWKS 01 70,000 tale
warranty
10% Boon
0 Not
1111 AM
OAC Tat Ma Elba

For 42 uos.
$8,987 Sale Price

'5300
'131°.

Cain's 1E1
Jeep

Hay 141 No
Weer, 753814! Uni

'86

Toyota Truck

S164.00
For 42 Mos
$5,987 Sale Price

'85 Cnebf_Silverado

8253.00
Mos.
For
$8,117 Sale Price

'83 SIverado

$216.00
•

For 30 Moe,
$6,987 Sale Price
NI Parma Ournoil it 14.5
Oil Vex Dow

Hours • sA-F 8-7
Country Convenience
Located halfway between Murray and Kentucky
Lake, this 3 bedroom home on acre lot is a great
buy in the $50's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

1983 CHEVY Conversion
Van Fully loaded, 30,000
actual miles. $10,500
492-8956

Sat. 8-5

0

Services
Vivid

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings pole
barns general home im
provement Quality work for
less Free estimates 8 x12'
for $585 489-2663

STEWART'S Upholstery
Large selection of material
new springs legs etc Rea
sonable rates free pick up
and delivery 436 5236
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

WET BASEMENT" We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaran
teed Call or write Morgan
Construction Company
Route 2 Box 409 A Padu
cah. KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026

ELECTRICAL installation
and repair All gas installation and repair Also refngoration Call 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
fix free estimate for your
needs
FOR All Your Hauling
Needs gravel, sand top
soil, white rock and washed
rock Call Kenney Travis
759-1039
FOR most any type driveway white rock also any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642

1974 F-600 FORD 10'
grain bed with hoist, 69,000
miles 753-8673

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and Ole 64.3 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

1979 GMC SWB, PS, AM/
FM cassette, V-8, straight
stick, nice After 5p m call
492-8587

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing Free estimates
759-1683

1981 CHEVY 1 Ton Dually
454, 4-speed, PS, PB, A/C,
tilt, AM/FM, electric brake
hook-up, nice, $3,950 Call
after 5p m 492-8587

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

1982 DATSUN Long bed,
extra nice, heavy duty work
truck, 4-speed, A/C, PB,
$2,700 753-2880

LANDSCAPING. bushhogging, leveling driveways
and buildings flower beds
436-5430

1983 GMC Jim S-15
Gypsy Street coupe.
cruise, tilt, PS, PV, power
lock, A/C, AM/FM cassette,
V-6 motor, automatic, 1
owner, excellent condition,
price $4,500 Mike Buchett
489-2770 or 489-2159

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast courteous
service 759-1835

1986 CHEVROLET S-10
Red, very sharp, low mileage, all the extras Call
492-8511 after 5p m
1986 MAZDA 13-2,000: Excellent condition, chrome
wheels, A/C arid bed liner
492-8142
510
Campers
JAYCO 35' 5th Wheel On
choice waterfront lot at
Missing Hills Campground
753-0906
520
Soots
I Motors

15' JON boat, motor and
trailer 200 Yamaha Blaster
4-wheeler 759-4822
16 FIBERGLASS Sailboat
Trailer, main and jib sails,
life jackets, etc 436-2879
1986 BERETTA 140 Mer
cruiser,, 4-cylinder, inboard/
outboard depth finder, ste
reo 436-2191
1988 PROWLER Lynx 26'
travel trailer, sleeps 6, like
new, leased lakeside lot
Negotiable, $8.600
759-9359
1988 SUZUKI 30HP outboard electric start with
steering on 14' Alumnicraft
V-hull with trailer, $2,300
753-0811 after 6p m
22' SAILBOAT 5 bags of
sails, 7 5HP auxiliary Will
consider smaller boat in
trade Call 753-4917 after
6P r71
LOWES Fishing Boat 1
year old, new 30HP motor
and trolling motor and
trailer Call after 5p m
474 2382
PULLRITE Hitch for Suburban, excellent condition
753-4136

A-1 TREE Service & Stump
Removal 50' aenal bucket
truck Spraying and feeding 35 years experience
Glen Joiner owner Cal
753 0906 Free Estimates
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, dis
posals, ranges, ovens. re
frigerators. washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models GE
factory trained The Appkance Works, Or Rob
son Rd , Hwy 783,
753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30 years expert
enc. Parts and service.
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
4365848 (home)
ATKINS Carr** Painting
Commercial, residential
Free estimates Phone
437-4221 or 354-8985

,1•40.

Services
Offend

Used
Iamb

500

530

Serikes
Offend

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Cutlas Calais

$215.00
For 30

'88

1982 CHEVY Conversion
Van Very good condition,
loaded, new tires, $4,850
474-0115

Clefs

$238.00
For

1-800

1986 CHEVY Astro 4-cylinder, power brakes and
steering, A/C, $5,000
759-9798 after 3 30p m

'85 JEEP
WAGONEER

'86 Olds

753-4961

1983 GRAND Prix Good
transportation car, nice,
759-9921,
1983 HONDA 750 Shadow, $1,900
$1,200 1982 Honda 650 753-9872
Nighthawk $1,000 1981 1984 CAVALIER
Air, tilt,
Honda CB-900F with cruise, PS, PB, AM/FM
stewindshield, $1,200 All in reo, power locks,
2.0 liter
excellent condition, garage fuel injection
engine.
kept, low mileage
$zaoc Call 354-9144
489-2156
1985 CONTINENTAL Mark
1986 HONDA CR 125 VII (LSC)
Extra nice
Good shape, priced low, 753-3734 or after
6p.m.
new tires 1981 Yamaha YZ 436-2672
250 Real deal, cheap
753-4832 after 5p m

BIG AUCTION SALE
Will sell 2 estates from the William H.
Valentine estate.

$151.00
For

OF MURRAY
1978 HONDA 750 Low mi
eage, $600 or will trade for
old model Chevrolet pickup than runs well
753-6621

Used
Cars

'/: mile west of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy. 94.

'87 Plymouth Reliant

$274.00

4q0

Sat., Aug. 26th 10:00 a.m.

87 tissan Maxima

Phone
753-4961

1981 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille Gray, nice car,
$2,800 1983 S-10 Chevrolet Tahoe Long wheel
base with bed liner and
topper, $3,750 436-2631

Wm.7634441

110
'
1 1.o4)
ail aim
$9,987 Sale Price

TOYOTA

Sale

Cain's
on
Hwy. 1111 No. Lem
Jeep

3 BEDROOM 13rick On 1
acre wooded lot, 5 miles
from Murray in Cherry Corner area 753-8872

Yard

530
Used We

Toyotas Cost Less
In Murray

Call Sammy

Two Family

cart,

clothes, etc.. TRS-80

190

3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s 753-9866

413 So. 10th

Fri., 8-2
Sat., 8-4

Miierray Ledger & Times
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Public
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TELEPHONE wiring- Jacks
installed- phones moved
residence and business
experienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

Feed
& Seed
40 ACRES of clover and
fescue hay for sale in field
753-8673
HAY For Sale Excellent
quality, baled clover and
timothy, clover and fescue
753-8673

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo 753-0530

550

Free
Column

WE provide repair service
on most brands of TVs,
VCRs stereos, etc
753-7670

KITTENS Call after 5p m
753-3915
PUPPY 753-6519

/1J-•

•
117CHIN CABINETS
WOODWOME
Ali Types Of:

CUSTOM
CUSTOM

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
*Drop by I sass our showroom
1

MuRRA •

• ,1

war
,

Summertime Npecial
Relax and enjoy the pool because your work has
been done for you. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
has had all mechanical systems & roof updated in
the last 1-2 years. Great buy at $82,000.

Kopperud Realty

MALEY'S Lawn Maintenance- Mowing, fertilizing,
hedge trimming, flower
beds and cart away services. Low rates. Free estimates Call after 6p m and
ask for Chris, 489-2503

753-1222

711 Main St.

MATHIS Brothers Saw Mill
Loading sawdust Mon - Fri
7a m -4p m We buy standing timber (615)232-8466

Septic Tank

,Jooe
Trenching

(Installation & repair)

MITCHELL PAVING 30
years experience Hauling
excavating, seal coating
and striping For estimate
call Rocky, Guy, or R B
753-1537

Sewer Lines
Ditching

Water Line
Installation

Gene Steely
Backhoo Service
753-6156

MOBILE HOME Specialist436-5255
NEED plumbing work
done/ Call 354-8392, Aurora Plumbing M lionse
$5447

Public Auction
Sat., August 26th 1989 at 10:00 a.m.

PAINTING Quality workmanship, references, free
estimates Call Craig at
436-5245

At Mr. & Mrs. Hobert McBee farm home 1/2
mile west of Lynnville Ky. Just off hwy. 94 on
Rhodes Chapel Rd. Watch for auction signs.

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

New electric cook stove - new frost free ref. - like
new chest freezer - electric sewing machine maple dresser & chest - pecan end tables - hide-abed couch & chairs - odd chairs - straight chairs needle point pictures - other pictures & frames nice antique table & chairs - buffet & China
cabinet - 8 place setting flatware William Rogers
Oneida pattern - some old glass & China - pots &.
pans - electric skillets - stainless mixing bowls small kitchen appliances - linen - electric fan lawn chairs - super nice Snapper Comet I1HP
riding mower, electric start push mower -nice line
trimmer - step ladder - 8' extension ladder - lot of
old plow wrenches - new socket set- other shop
tools - power tools - pressure spray - old antique
dinner table - stone crock & churns - wash kettle bench grinder - 2 wheel trailer for lawn & garden
tractor - trailer type grass catcher - 4 or 5 good
horse drawn plows - hog trough - goat feeders misc. items.

PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care Mowing- HaulingTnmming & LEAF RAKING 759-4440 evenings
Ask for Wayne
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811

STRESS FREE EXERCISE For the physically fit
or physically limited
(stroke arthritis, back pain)
at The Body Designer, 115
South 13th St 753-3492

550

TREE Service Trees
topped or removed Also
order your winter firewood
Phone 436-2758 or
436-2562

LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electnc Residential wiring and electric
motor repair 759-4751

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474 2366
or 437-4113

WILL do plumbing installa
Don & repairs All guaran
teed Free estimates
Phone 753 3247 or
753-1308

Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents. Lunch available.
I

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in K. & Tenn. #1281

Darrell Beane. Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

Real Estate Auction
Fri., Aug. 25 1989

at 5 p.m.

at

College Farm Rd. next door to Calloway High School. 2104
Nice brick 3 bedroom house - 2 baths - living room -large kitchen & dining area
laundry room - 2 car carport on nice large lot.
Mr. & Mrs. Kenny Outland, Owners
terms: 20% down selling price day aside, balance in 30 d a s• with pa.%ing
of deed.
‘uction ht id jointlt %‘ith

%.%ayne Wilson Real Estate & Broker
key Associates -

753-3263

Dan Miller Auctioneer
435-4144

•

71.
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State faculty pay falling behind region

OBITUARIES

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
outside the board's region.
"ft simply reflects what everyFaculty pay in Kentucky kept up
The threat, he said, is that unione
has known for some yew
with regional increases until 1984
versity faculty will leave Kentucky
now,
which is that we're really at a
Funeral rites for Mrs. Evelyn
for better pay elsewhere.
Mrs. Brelsford, 83. native of but has fallen away from the regnon-com
petitive situation," said
Phillips Brelsford will be Friday at Almo, now of Princeton, died ional rate since then, according to a
"We continue to know of indiviLarry Mehlbauer, the university's
Services for Mrs. Bessie
2 p.m. in the chapel of Morgan Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at Caldwell new report from an Atlanta-based
duals who leave based on salary,"
director of planning and budget.
Schroader are today at 2 p.m. in the
Funeral Home, Princeton. The Rev. County Hospital.
advisory group.
he said, adding that "you tend to
To keep the university from
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Wayne Bishop and Dr. Bill TickeThe result is that young faculty
lose your best" professors.
being priced out of the market for
Murray.
nor will officiate.
She is survived by her husband, members regard Kentucky as a
Moore, the Kentucky State faculgood faculty, "we've had to make
The Rev. Heyward Roberts and
Burial will follow in Cedar Hill William Black Brelsford; two place where they can live on a
ty senate president, said keeping
extraor
dinary efforts," he said.
the Rev. Lester Butler are officiatCemetery in Caldwell County.
brothers, Darrell A. Phillips, shoestring and build their reputagood teachers at Kentucky's uniing. Music is by the Choir of Flint
Friends may call from 4 to 9 Escondido, Calif., and James Ker- tions "so they can leave Kentucky
versities will be an important factor Those efforts have included cutting
U of L's planetarium and other
Baptist Church.
p.m. today (Thursday) at the funer- mit Phillips, Jackson, Miss.; sever- and get a real teaching job with
in reforming the state's public
public-service programs, closing or
Pallbearers are Kevin Schroader, al home.
real pay," said Alan Moore, a musal nieces and nephews.
school system.
Greg Schroader, Michael Schroadic professor and president of the
Since most of the state's public combining academic programs and
er, Diekie Schroader, Bobby RowFaculty Senate at Kentucky State
school teachers earn their college laying off non-teaching employees,
Mehlbauer said. Teachers will get a
land and' Mike Sykes.
University.
degrees in the state, "if we can
The funeral for Mrs. Nettie Nim- Mrs. Nora Turner,
7
percent raise.
Burial NA I i follow in Peeler
The report from the Southern
improve Kentucky universities,
Tulsa, Okla.,
mo was today at 11 a.m. in the and Mrs. Mary
UK
scraped together enough
Cemetery.
Regiona
l
Educati
on Board says
Dowdy, Mrs. Vera
that's going to improve the rest"
Mrs. Schroader, 81, died Tues- chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Pearl Reeder and Mrs. Lucile Hen- since 1978-79, the salary of the
of the education system, he said. money for faculty pay raises averBenton. Dr. William Dodson son, all of Benton
aging 7 percent this year by "capday at 10:50 p.m. at Murray Several Kentucky universities
; two sons, average full-time faculty member
officiated.
turing
fund balances from across
Calloway County' Hospital.
Mason Nimmo and Arvis Nimmo, at public universities in Kentucky
have come up with pay increases of
Burial was in Barnett Cemetery and one sister, Mrs.
She is survived by three sons,
up to 7 percent for the coming the university which would normalHelen Farley, has risen 78 percent. The average
ly go for equipment and supplies
Billy Joe Schroader, Rt. 1, Almo, in Marshall County.
all of Benton; three brothers, Har- faculty member in the 15 states
academic year, Cox said.
Mrs. Nimmo, 90, Benton, died ley Collins and Headley
and other operating expenses,"
Bobby Gene Schroader, Murray,
served
by
the
board
has
had
a
95
Administrators at UK and the
Collins
university spokesman Bernie VonTuesday at 2:50 a.m. at Marshall Hardin and Horace Collins of percent pay increase during the
and Jimmy Schroader, Rt. I, DexUniversity of Louisville say they
of
derheide said.
ter: eight grandchildren; 13 great- County Hospital, Benton.
same time period.
Benton.
have raided other important areas
University President David
She was a member of First Bapgrandchildren.
Of the 14 other states in the regAlso surviving are 13 grandchilof university funding to boost
tist Church at Benton.
Roselle
said the school's eroding
ion, 12 boosted faculty pay at a
dren; 13 great-grandchildren; four
faculty pay.
ability to match the pay offered at
Survivors are four daughters. great-great-grandchildren.
higher rate than Kentucky.
The board's report shows that U
benchmark schools has cost it
The faculty salaries at public
of L ranks next to last in faculty
"some
faculty members that we
colleges and universities in Kenpay among the 10 states in the regdidn't
want
to lose."
tucky are even further below the
ion that have comparable universiThe relatively low pay rates at
national average, the report ties — schools granting at least
30 Kentucky universities prove
The funeral for Mrs. Ethel Paushowed.
a parbut fewer than 100 doctorates in at
ticular handicap in the competition
line Manners is today at 1:30 p.m.
The average Kentucky faculty
least five program areas.
CHICAGO (AP) — Teen-agers nected with their
for black faculty members.
in Memorial Chapel of Anglin Funmember's pay — $34,893 in the
intent to use
who
choose
condom
s over other them," she said.
eral Home, Dover, Tcnn. John Dale
past academic year — was $2,997
forms of contraception do so priTo further encourage condom
of Murray is officiating.
behind the regional average and
marily because they are convenient use, Ms. Kegeles
Burial will follow in Hilldridge
said
$5,455
health
behind the national average.
proto use and allow spontaneous sex, a
Cemetery in Carlise, Tenn.
While
fessiona
ls
faculty members at Kenshould
emphas
ize
factors
Mrs. Manners, 78. Rt. I. Tennes- study has found.
tucky's eight universities have seen
like spontaneity, how easy they are
Researc
hers
say they are consee Ridge, -Tenn., died Tuesday at
their average pay shrink to about
cerned that although sexually trans- to use and shared responsibility for
2:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
contrac
93
percent of the regional average,
eption,
as
well
.a4-ina
king
mitted diseases are rampant among
County Hospital.
youths
teacher
feel
s at the state's two-year colvulnera
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
ble
to
health
She is survived by two daught- teens, most youths think they are risks.
leges
and
vocatio
nal-tec
hnical
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
ers, Mrs. Morris (Dorothy) Blair, immune, and that when they do use
Though other forms of birth con- schools have fared even worse.
condom
s
they
are
more
concern
ed
Erin, Tenn., and Mrs. Bob (Lorene)
trol were not addressed in the conThe board found that faculty pay
Joe W. Nanney
with comfort and ease of use than
Farris. Murray; four sons, Maynard
dom
at
the 14 schools in. the University
survey,
the
comfort
and
ease
they
are
with
the
possibil
ity
of
George Manners and .Clyde Wilton
cited by teens would relate to a of Kentucky Community College
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY"
Manners, Tennessee Ridge, Emma- disease.
choice of condoms over three other System is only 85 percent of the
nuel Manners, Murray, and Wayne
The findings come amid a push forms of contraception — the dia- regional average for that type of
Edward Manners, Stewart County, by health professionals to curb the phragm, birth-control pills or school. The average teacher at the
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Lois Dortch, disease rate as well as teen pre- withdrawal.
14 state vocational-technical
and one brother. Glenn Adams, gnancies by encouraging condom
"Among male adolescents as schools receives 89 percent of the
Granite City, Ill.; nine grandchilwas found with female adolescents regional average pay.
use. and indicate the approach
dren, with great-grandchildren.
Six years of short-funding by the
should be geared more toward con- the intention to use condoms in the
cerns expressed by youths in the next year was not associated with General Assembly and enrollment
r- Featuring
study, Susan Kegeles, the leading believing that condoms prevent increases that compelled colleges
STDs (sexually transmitted dis- to hire more teachers have comresearcher, said Wednesday.
She said health professionals are eases) or that condoms are effec- bined to hold down faculty pay
concerned that the same type of tive in preventing pregnancy," the increases, said Gary Cox, executive
• ".' ors •e y on Kermo•e
Final riles for Luther G. Osbron
director of the state Council on
'o• the, heating arc
sexual behavior that leads to dis- authors wrote.
couiro needs
are today at I p.m. in the chapel of
Condoms being easy to use and
Higher Education.
eases like gonorrhea and syphyllis
•
• Ou. h,gh effic,ency
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Cox said the pay situation looks
— frequent sex with multiple part- enabling one to have spontaneous
mode's cou -C heft)
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham is
ners — is putting teens at risk for sex contributed to the intention to stilt worse when Kentucky is com'educe you. erergy
officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
use them among both sexes, the pared with what the council considWE SERVICE WHAT
developing AIDS.
costs
organist and soloist.
i-EAP.s.
study said.
ers "benchmark" schools in neighWE
SELL!
"We know right now that 20
Pallbearers are John Lane, Dana
753-2310 Bel-Air Center
"Likewise, for both sexes, boring states, including some states
percent of people who have AIDS believing that condom use
Corey. Glenn Stubblefield. Bobby
is popuare in their 20s," and since the dis- lar with peers encoura
Meador. Jerry Brown Jr. and
ged their
ease usually isn't diagnosed until use," the study said.
Shawn Brown.
years after exposure, "most of
Burial w
follow in Murray
The study, published in the
those people in their 20s probably August issue of Chicag
Memorial Gardens.
o-based
Mr. Osbron. 81. Rt. - 8. Murray. contracted it when they were teen- American Journal of Diseases of
agers,' said Ms. Kegeles, a Children, is based on
died • Monday at Murray-Calloway
surveys
research psychologist at the Center 506 young men and women of
County Hosp:tal.
who
for AIDS Prevention Studies at the attended two health
clinics in the
University of California's San San Francisco area.
Francisco campus.
The mean age of the girls was
Health factors are the most 16.7 years and, of the boys
was
emphasized issue in trying to get 16.2 years. Thirty-two
percent of
teens to use condoms, Ms. Kegeles the girls and 43 percent
of the boys
said.
were virgins. Of those who were
"But what we found was that sexually active, 59 percent
of the
although they knew that condoms girls and 63 percent of
the boys
prevent disease, that wasn't con- had used condoms.
A one-car accident on Hwy. 444
Wednesday night sent two Murray
people to the hospital, according to
a Calloway County Sheriff's
Department report.
Marcia Fielder. 33, C-I, SouthMEM
side Manor, was westbound on
444. approximately 14 miles southPrices as of 10 a.m.
HOMe
E TSHION
Industrial Average
east of Murray when she apparent+4.74
I.B.M
1131
/
4 -%
Prey ious Close
ly lost control of her vehicle. She
2,678.11
Ingersoll Rand
47/
1
4 +%
Air Products
ran off the road three times, finally
47/
1
4 unc
Jerrico
24% B 24% A
A.T.C.-Class A
coming to rest on the right side of
49% B 50A
Kmart
44% +2/
1
4
AT&T
the road.
38/
1
4 +%
Kroger
1814 +%
*Select from 400 styles
Bell South
Fielder and a passenger. Drew
50/
1
4 unc
McDonalds
29% unc
Briggs & Stratton
27/
Fielder. 5. were taken to Murray1
4 -%
J.C.Penney
of sofas, chairs and
671/s +1
/
4
Chrysler
251
/
4 +1/.
Calloway County Hospital. Drew
Quaker Oats
63 -%
sectionals
35% +'/s
Fielder was treated and released. CSX Corp
Sears
44% +1
/
4
Dean Foods
34 +%
Marcia Fielder was kept for obserTexaco
53% +%
Dollar Gen. Store 121
/
4 B 121
/
4A
Time Inc.
vation and has since been released.
141% +%
*Cover with your
Exxon
43% -Y.
1ST
The report stated a DUI test is
27% +1
/
4
Ford
choice of 700 fabrics
51% -1
/
4
Wal-Mart
41% +%
pending concerning the accident.
General Motors

Mrs. Evelyn P. Brelsford

Mrs. Bessie
Schroader

Mrs. Nettie Nimmo

Mrs. Ethel P.
Manners

•

Study shows condoms most
popular form of birth control

BUILDING SITES
Open - Wooded - Scenic

Luther
G. Osbron

Kenmore

A

One car
accident sends
two to hospital

Hurry - Limited Time Only

Grand Opening
of the

•

Stock Market

IiBMA names
Williams chief
The Kentucky Bank Marketing
Association is pleased to announce
that John C. Williams. Vice President of Peoples Bank has been
elected as a two year term Director
of the organization.
The Kentucky Bank Marketing
Association is a professional organization that provides education
and fellowship to. marketers in the
financial services industry.

45 +'/s
62% UDC
52/
1
4 um

Goodrich
Goodyear

Woolworth
C.E.F. Yield

BETTY BOSTON
COURT SQUARE

651
/
4

+I

8.15

PAT GOSSUM
753-3366

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
OM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

G61

•
KeepThe Ghost GM FoelingWIth Genulne GM Para

641 South
Murray
733-2017

Good
Naighbor
Chary
Stars

Hog Market
Federal-Mate Market Nem Ser*e Aural 24, 14114
Kenturky Pardon Are Hag Abrket Report Wales 5
Ault' Satan lautipar Ad 292, M. 460 lamas &
Gila 30 kaglm, Sam .311.00 Weber.
US 1-2 MI* 1M
$46154711
1.15 1-2 716411
J6.435-44.23
LS 2-3 re-te
11417146.23
US 34 236370 be
144.73-43.75
Saes
U:1 1-2 TIO-391116.----13LIIILES kw 33.1111
13 1-3 WHO 116
33LIMILS0
US 1-3 11113N b
QUI331311
IX 1-3 IN rid op-4341163/1111 bw 3131
US 14 *MO bt
MS-3M
Ron 130.111311311

•4•41-10***********•*4%
1988 Silver Cheyenne CK10,
4-wheel drive, 19,xxx miles,
4-speed standard, air conditioning.

$11,900
•41,101141•41t4L45•4ta414114L4L•41
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